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ABSTRACT

A numerical analysis procedure including a constitutive model for predicting static
liquefaction occurrence and liquefaction-induced displacements is presented in this
dissertation.

The main features of sand characteristic behaviour, as observed from

laboratory element tests, are first identified to establish the most important issues
regarding static liquefaction analysis. Based on physics fundamentals and elastic-plastic
theory, a relatively simple constitutive model capable of capturing sand characteristic
behaviour is then proposed. The model has two independent plastic components, a shear
mechanism and a volumetric mechanism. The plastic shear mechanism is governed by a
hyperbolic relationship between the stress ratio and plastic shear strain, and a flow rule
for estimating shear-induced plastic volumetric strain from plastic shear strain.

In

addition, it has the ability to handle some of the effects induced by inherent anisotropy
and rotation of principal stresses. The plastic volumetric mechanism responds to a power
law that relates the cap pressure to the plastic volumetric strain induced by compressive
loading.
The proposed constitutive model is incorporated into a commercially available
computer program (FLAC).

The code uses a finite differences method that satisfies

dynamic equilibrium using a step-by-step time domain procedure and a groundwater flow
technique, allowing coupled stress-flow analyses to be performed.
The proposed model is calibrated using data from conventional laboratory tests.
The model is shown to capture reasonably well the drained and undrained characteristic

Abstract

iii

response of Syncrude sand as observed from element tests, over a range of confining
stresses and relative densities.
The calibrated model is subsequently

used for modelling the Canadian

Liquefaction Experiment ( C A N L E X ) embankments that included a field event in which a
test embankment was built over a loose sand foundation layer, and a centrifuge test
performed on a sand model of the prototype structure.

Both earth-structures were

planned to induce a static liquefaction failure and their responses characterized by the
observed displacements and pore pressures.
The proposed constitutive model and numerical procedure used to simulate the
CANLEX

embankments

are shown adequate for performing analysis of sand

liquefaction, triggered by rapid monotonic (static) loading. The results from modelling
both embankments are in reasonable agreement with the measured responses.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis deals with constitutive modelling of sand and numerical analysis of
static liquefaction phenomena (liquefaction triggered by rapid monotonic loading). The
study is geared towards modelling the Canadian Liquefaction Experiment (CANLEX)
embankments that included a field event in which a test embankment was built over a
loose sand foundation layer, and a centrifuge test performed on a model of the prototype
structure. The response of such earth-structures was characterized by the displacements
and pore pressures observed during the experiments. In order to numerically model the
C A N L E X embankments and capture the observed responses, a new procedure for static
liquefaction analysis capable of predicting both displacements and pore pressures was
developed. This procedure required the development of a stress-strain model based on
the characteristic behaviour of sand. The constitutive model was calibrated by capturing
the behaviour of Syncrude sand as observed in laboratory element tests. The numerical
procedure was first verified by modelling one of C A N L E X centrifuge experiments and
then applied to the field event. To place the study into context, this first chapter describes
liquefaction phenomena and presents an overview on how liquefaction analysis has been
approached. The objectives as well as the organization of the thesis are also described.
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1.1 Consequences of soil liquefaction: Some case histories

Many cases of soil liquefaction have been reported in the literature, e.g. Seed (1973,
1979a, and 1984), Casagrande (1975), Ishihara (1984), O'Rourke and Hamada (1992). In
this section, only two case histories will be presented in order to illustrate possible
consequences of liquefaction: (i) Fort Peck dam and (ii) Mochikoshi dams.
Casagrande (1975) explained the sudden failure of a portion of Fort Peck dam in
1938, while this was almost completed, as a flow slide induced by liquefaction in the fine
sand zone of the shell, and spreading into the foundation sand layer. A cross-section
through the slide in two different scales, i.e. 1:1 and 1:5 (horizontal to vertical), is shown
in Figure 1.1. After the slide, the mobilized mass was almost level. Movement ceased in
about 3 minutes, during which time portions of the upstream toe moved about 400 meters
from their original locations with the speed of a rapidly moving river, Casagrande (1975).
This case is typical of a liquefaction failure induced by monotonic loading during
construction, like those that have occurred in several mining facilities, e.g. Fort
McMurray, Alberta.
A very well documented case history of liquefaction is the case of the Mochikoshi
tailings dams failure. As a result of the Izu-Ohshima-Kinkai earthquakes of January 14
and 15, 1978, two dams, termed dyke No. 1 and dyke No. 2 (Ishihara, 1984), that
contained mine waste in Japan, failed.

The dams were built using the upstream

construction procedure. Ishihara (1984) indicated that dyke No. 1 failed approximately
10 seconds after the main earthquake, due to liquefaction of the tailings materials.
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Figure 1.1 Cross-section through flow slide in Fort Peck dam at station 22+00 (after
Casagrande, 1975).

Dyke No.2 (Figure 1.2) failed about 24 hours after the main earthquake and
Ishihara (1984) concluded in his analysis that the delayed failure could be explained by
upward movement of the groundwater level within the dyke. He explained that excess
pore water pressures that developed during the earthquake caused the tailings behind the
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dam to liquefy. Although this was not enough to induce failure, a hydraulic gradient was
generated, causing the groundwater within the dam to move upwards (Figure 1.3), and
inducing instability. After carrying out a limit equilibrium analysis, Ishihara (1984)
concluded that a higher position of the phreatic surface would induce instability in the
slope. When the failure took place, a huge mass of tailings flowed down the valley with
catastrophic consequences. Details of this case history can be found in Ishihara (1984),
and Jitno and Byrne (1995).
Before Failure

Figure 1.2 Cross-section through embankment No. 2 dyke (after Ishihara, 1984).

Figure 1.3 Cross-section of No. 2 dyke and phreatic surface movement (after Ishihara,
1984).
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Although the liquefaction of tailings behind dyke No.2 was not triggered
statically, the analysis performed by Ishihara (1984) suggests that pore water pressure
redistribution can lead to a flow failure under static stresses. Thus, this phenomenon
should not be disregarded in analysis.

1.2 Liquefaction

Two aspects that characterize liquefaction of saturated cohesionless soils are: (i) loss of
strength and stiffness, and (ii) large deformations.

A detailed discussion of sand

characteristic behaviour and the conditions that lead to liquefaction will be presented in
Chapter 2.
Soils in general, and sands in particular, are comprised of particles that are in
contact with each other, forming several different arrangements or structures.

The

strength of sand is essentially controlled by friction at grain contacts arising from the
contact forces among particles. Hence, in terms of stresses, the role of the effective stress
o' is a fundamental one, since it is a' and not the total stress a that governs the
deformation response of sand.
Under shear loading, sand exhibits a tendency to change in volume. When sand is
saturated, loads are transferred first to the fluid and the tendency of the soil skeleton to
dilate or contract results in a change in the pore fluid pressure and a change in effective
stress.

If the soil skeleton tends to contract under partially drained or undrained

conditions, the pore fluid pressure increases, the effective stress decreases, and therefore,
the shear strength drops.

Under such circumstances, if the state of stress in the soil
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exceeded the reduced strength of the material, a failure would occur. Thus, a substantial
loss of strength and excessive deformations of sand, i.e. liquefaction, can occur as a result
of shear-induced pore pressure arising from shear loading under partially drained or
undrained conditions. A rise in the groundwater level, which in turn would reduce the
effective stress, is another factor that could lead to liquefaction.
However, liquefaction of a granular soil is closely related to the drainage
conditions and an undrained scenario may not be the worst possible, as suggested by Vaid
(1998). Since sand is a porous material, the pore water can flow in and out the soil.
Hence, only when the rate at which the pore pressure increases is greater than the rate of
pore pressure dissipation, can a substantial loss of strength take place. Therefore, the
drainage condition is a key factor in determining the feasibility of liquefaction
occurrence.

1.3 Brief historical review of how analysis of soil liquefaction has been approached

Comprehensive reviews of the "state-of-the-art" regarding liquefaction and the
developments in this field have been presented by Yoshimi et al. (1977), Seed (1979b),
Finn (1981), Ishihara (1993) and Robertson and Fear (1995). Here, only an overview is
given. Since liquefaction induced by rapid monotonic loading under partially drained and
undrained conditions is the focus of this dissertation, the discussion will be mainly
centered in these types of problems.
After the two major earthquakes that took place in Alaska and Japan, in 1964,
determining the mechanisms that trigger liquefaction and developing procedures to
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predict liquefaction occurrence, became a prime objective in geotechnical engineering.
Pursuing this goal, liquefaction was induced in sand specimens by Seed and Lee (1966)
and Castro (1969) in the triaxial test apparatus.

Seed and Lee considered triggering

liquefaction, while Castro focused on the residual strength adequate to prevent a flow
slide. Under the light of these tests the study of liquefaction developed rapidly.
Liquefaction resistance was later measured in different laboratory tests: cyclic
simple shear (e.g. Peacock and Seed, 1968; Finn et al., 197 lb), torsional cyclic simple
shear tests (e.g. Ishihara and L i , 1972), large scale shaking table tests (e.g. Finn et al.,
1970, 1971a; Byrne et al., 1982), and centrifuge tests (e.g. Steedman, 1986). Despite the
progress achieved with these tests, empirical rules based on case histories were needed
for liquefaction assessment. Thus, early laboratory studies complemented with empirical
rules allowed geotechnical engineers to develop empirical methods for assessing
liquefaction potential.
In a liquefaction problem, there are three aspects that have to be investigated:
1) W i l l liquefaction be triggered and to what extent?
2) If so, is the residual strength adequate to prevent a flow slide?
3) What displacements will occur?

Thus, a complete liquefaction analysis may comprise three stages: (i) triggering
analysis, (ii) flow slide analysis, and (iii) displacement analysis. The three of them are
usually performed separately.
Liquefaction assessment can be done based on the physics of a specific problem
using a mechanics based approach. This is most commonly achieved utilizing the total
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stress approach or decoupled analysis in which pore pressure effects are indirectly
considered through reduced strength and stiffness. The approach is simple, but does not
allow estimating pore pressures directly. In contrast, the effective stress approach for
studying liquefaction allows predicting pore pressures but it is more complex. If
computation of stresses, strains and pore pressures is carried out simultaneously, the
effective stress approach is termed coupled analysis. If computation of pore pressures
and its effects on stresses and strains is performed through a separate pore pressure
model, the analysis is called indirectly or loosely coupled analysis. Both methods of
analysis, the total and the effective stress approaches, use numerical procedures for
solving the dynamic equations of motion and they are typically coded in computer
programs.
Displacements of the deformed soil mass, whether associated with liquefaction or
not, depend on the fundamental stress-strain relation of the soil. Thus, both the total and
the effective stress approaches require stress-strain laws to simulate soil behaviour and
account for strain compatibility. The two methods of analysis are usually carried out
assuming undrained conditions and hence, the effects of pore water pressure dissipation
and redistribution are not accounted for.

1.4 Efforts made to calibrate constitutive models for numerical liquefaction analysis

As discussed in the previous section, stress-strain laws that simulate soil
behaviour are necessary for liquefaction assessment.

Moreover, the effective stress

approach not only requires stress-strain laws, but also constitutive models that simulate
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sand fundamental behaviour. Once the element behaviour of a soil is captured by such a
model, the model will predict all stress paths. Hence, the parameters of the constitutive
models must be obtained for each particular soil. This is usually done by back analysis of
laboratory tests, e.g. triaxial and simple shear tests. In addition, numerical procedures
need to be validated under complex loading patterns that cannot be simulated in
laboratory tests. Thus, centrifuge tests have been used to study liquefaction phenomena
and validate models beyond the possibilities of conventional laboratory testing. Two
major examples of these efforts are: the V E L A C S project (VErification of Liquefaction
Analysis using Centrifuge Studies, Arulanandan and Scott, 1994) and the C A N L E X
project (CANadian Liquefaction Experiment).
The V E L A C S Project involved calibration and verification of analytical methods
to simulate liquefaction triggered by dynamic loading in nine different centrifuge tests.
The centrifuge models were subjected to base acceleration simulating earthquake and a
group of numerical modellers was asked to predict the response of the models; measured
and numerically predicted

values

of accelerations,

pore

water

pressures and

displacements were compared. Details of the project can be found in Arulanandan and
Scott (1994).
The C A N L E X project was a major research effort in Canada, to study soil
liquefaction. The project started in February 1993, and ended in December 1997. This
project was funded through a Collaborative Research and Development Grant from the
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC), Syncrude
Canada Ltd., Suncor Inc., Highland Valley Copper, B C Hydro, Hydro Quebec and
Kennecott Corporation. The collaboration includes the geotechnical consultants, E B A
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Engineering Consultants Ltd., Klohn-Crippen Consultants Ltd., A G R A

Earth and

Environmental Ltd., Golder Associates Ltd., and Thurber Engineering Ltd., as well as,
faculty, staff and students from the Universities of Alberta, British Columbia, Laval and
Carelton. The main objectives of this endeavour were as follows:
•

Develop and evaluate sampling techniques for sandy soils.

•

Calibrate and verify in-situ testing methods.

•

Characterize sand in order to predict its liquefaction response.

•

Perform four centrifuge tests on model embankments to help design a full-scale
liquefaction event and validate numerical analysis procedures.

•

Carry out a statically triggered, full-scale liquefaction event at the Syncrude site near
Fort McMurray, Alberta.

•

Calibration of numerical models to predict liquefaction phenomena.

A comprehensive list of the very large number of references with regard to the
C A N L E X project can be found in Robertson and Wride (1997).

1.5 Objectives and organization of the Thesis

1.5.1 Objectives
Since catastrophic consequences due to soil liquefaction have been observed on
numerous

occasions, the development

of reliable methods

for predicting these

phenomena is essential for geotechnical engineering. In the previous sections, it was
emphasized that from the analytical methods, the effective stress approach or coupled
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stress analysis was the only one capable of closely capturing the fundamental behaviour
of sand, as well as the pre and post-liquefaction response.

Nonetheless, to keep the

effective stress approach within reach of geotechnical engineering practice, the
constitutive model has to be simple. In addition, the parameters of the model should be
obtained from conventional laboratory tests. With this philosophy, the objectives of this
research were as follows:
1) Develop a constitutive model capable of closely capturing sand characteristic
behaviour and predicting liquefaction.
2) Calibrate the developed constitutive model against experimental data obtained from
conventional laboratory tests.
3) Validate the constitutive model and the numerical analysis procedure.

This was

achieved by comparing measurements taken in one of the C A N L E X centrifuge
embankments in which liquefaction was triggered by rapid loading, with results of
undrained and partially drained (coupled stress-flow) analyses of that test.
4) Apply the calibrated analysis procedure to the C A N L E X full-scale static liquefaction
event carried out at the Syncrude site near Fort McMurray, Alberta, and compare field
measurements of pore water pressures and displacements with predicted values.

1.5.2 Organization of the thesis
This thesis deals with constitutive modelling of sand and numerical analysis of
liquefaction phenomena. The work is divided into nine main chapters:
•

Chapter 1 describes liquefaction phenomena, different approaches to liquefaction
analysis of sand, and the objectives as well as the organization of the thesis.
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•

Chapter 2 discusses sand characteristic behaviour.

•

Chapter 3 reviews different types of constitutive models for granular soils and its
main attributes.

•

Chapter 4 presents in detail the proposed constitutive model for sand liquefaction
analysis and methods for determining the model parameters.

•

Chapter 5 discusses the numerical analysis procedure used in this study and the
different ways in which drainage conditions are incorporated into the analysis.

•

Chapter 6 deals with calibration of the proposed constitutive model against
experimental data and discusses the parameters of the model.

•

Chapter 7 describes the centrifuge modelling of C A N L E X embankments, compares
the numerical simulation of one of these centrifuge tests with actual measurements,
and discusses some effects of boundary conditions in centrifuge modelling.

•

Chapter 8 includes the analysis of the full-scale C A N L E X embankment, also called
Field Event, and compares the results from undrained and coupled stress-flow
numerical analyses with field measurements.

•

Chapter 9 summarizes the work done in this research, the conclusions drawn from the
achieved results, and points out important issues related to this study that require
further attention and work.
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CHAPTER 2

SAND CHARACTERISTIC BEHAVIOUR

In this chapter, sand characteristic behaviour and the mechanisms that trigger liquefaction
will be discussed. Sand is a granular material and its particles are packed in states
ranging from very loose to very dense. The particles are generally not bonded and under
the action of loading, they tend to rearrange themselves to cope with the load. In contrast
to metals, which only exhibit volumetric deformations when the mean stress is changed,
sands usually change in volume when they are sheared. This phenomenon is termed
dilatancy and it is a very important characteristic of sands.

Dilatancy represents the

coupling between shear and volumetric strains, termed shear-volume coupling, and it is
the fundamental reason for the difference between drained and undrained response of
sand, as will be seen later.
Because of dilatancy, sand tends to change in volume during loading. If water is
present within the soil, the pore water has to flow in and out of the voids of the soil to
allow rearrangement of sand particles. When the pore water drains freely during loading,
volumetric changes occur and the sand exhibits a response termed drained. On the other
hand, when drainage is prevented from occurring, sand presents a response called
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Between these two extreme drainage conditions, the response is termed

partially drained.

2.1 Characteristic shear behaviour of sand

Vaid et al. (1981) investigated the behaviour of Ottawa sand at different relative densities
in drained simple shear tests. Results from such tests were interpreted here in terms of
stress ratio (Figure 2.1) rather than shear stress only, by assuming the horizontal plane as
the plane of maximum shear stress. Here, it is seen that the stress ratio vs. shear strain
relation is nonlinear and depends on the material's density. A loose material contracts
(negative dilatancy) as it shears, and its shear response is much softer than a dense
material, which contracts at low values of the stress ratio and then dilates as it shears at
higher values of stress ratio, Figures 2.1a and b. In addition, an ultimate value seems to
be approached by the stress ratio curves at large strains.
Stress dilatancy of sand has been studied by several researchers, e.g. Rowe (1962,
1971), Bishop (1966), Matsuoka and Nakai (1977), and Negussey and Vaid (1990). The
data from drained simple shear tests by Vaid et al. (1981) on Ottawa sand presented in
Figure 2.1 was further examined here in terms of stress and strain increment ratios
(Figures 2.2 and 2.3). Here, it can be observed that when the shear to normal stress ratio,
r; = T / C ' , is greater than approximately 0.2 to 0.3, a nearly unique relationship exists
between r\ and the strain increment ratio, (Ae / Ay). At stress ratios (77) less than about
v

0.2, the data points in these figures fall below the trend line.
However, as will be discussed later in this section, strains directly measured in the
laboratory (namely total strains) comprise two parts: (i) a component that is recoverable
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Figure 2.1 Stress-Strain behaviour of Ottawa sand in drained simple shear (modified from
Vaidetal. 1981). (a) Shear behaviour, (b) Volumetric behaviour, a' , vertical effective
confining stress.
vc
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(if the state of stress is brought back to the initial condition), and (ii) an irrecoverable
component.

In addition, while recoverable strains dominate the observed total strain

response at low strain levels (10~ to 10 ), irrecoverable strains dominate at higher strain
4

levels.

2

Separating measured total strains into their recoverable and irrecoverable

components at low stress ratio levels and hence small strains is difficult to achieve in the
laboratory. Therefore, the results shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 in terms of total strains
should be considered carefully. Strictly, the rate of dilatancy (Rowe, 1971) refers to the
strain increment ratio in terms of irrecoverable strains and the results in Figures 2.2 and
2.3 should be presented in such terms to better assess the stress dilatancy relationship.
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obtained from Vaid et al. 1981).
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Figure 2.3 Relationship between the stress ratio and the strain increment ratio in drained
simple shear tests on Ottawa sand at low stress ratio levels (basic data obtained from
Vaid etal., 1981).

The fact that the data points in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 fall below the trend line at rj
less than about 0.2 is to be expected since recoverable rather than irrecoverable strains
dominate the total strain response at small stress ratio levels. This topic will be further
examined and discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.
For first time monotonic loading, the direction in which sand is loaded has a very
strong effect on sand behaviour and this has been studied by several researchers, e.g. Park
and Tatsuoka (1994), Vaid et al. (1995a) and others. Results from Vaid et al. (1995a) are
shown in Figure 2.4 to illustrate the difference in response of Syncrude sand at identical
initial states. The tests were carried out in the hollow cylinder device and the angle cc

a

that the major principal stress G\ forms with the vertical represents the direction of
loading.

The samples were prepared using the water pluviation technique and
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hydrostatically consolidated to a confining stress of 400 kPa. Subsequently, load was
applied under b =

(02

-

(J?)I(<J[

- 03)

= 0.5, keeping the direction of

G\

constant during

loading. The stiffer response was obtained when the direction of o"i coincided with the
vertical, a = 0, i.e., <j\ was perpendicular to the bedding plane of sand deposition. As
a

the angle a gradually increased from 0° to 90°, the response became softer. This type of
a

anisotropy is termed inherent anisotropy, and is related to the structure formed by the
sand grains as they are deposited.
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Figure 2.4 Undrained static behaviour of water-pluviated Syncrude sand in hollow
cylinder torsion tests (modified from Vaid et al. 1995a). a' , effective mean normal
stress; b = (c>2-CT3)/( G1-O3); e , voids ratio at a' .
m
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m

Results of drained triaxial compression tests on Ottawa sand conducted by
Negussey (1984), including cycles of loading, unloading and reloading, but without
reversing the sign of the shear stress, are shown in Figure 2.5. Several important features
of the characteristic behaviour of sand can be noticed in this figure:
1) Sand exhibits a much stiffer response upon unloading than for primary loading.
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2) From the total strain achieved during primary loading, part is recoverable, but a
significant part of it is permanent (irrecoverable).
3) At strains less than 0.05%, the unload-reload loop area of the stress-strain curve is
small and for practical purposes, the unload-reload curves could be reasonably
approximated by a straight line (Line A). Nonetheless, as the strain level increases,
the loops become larger and the difference in slope of the unload-reload curves grows
(slopes of Lines B and C).
4) Once the reload curve reaches approximately the same stress level from where
unloading was started the stress-strain curve follows the trend of the primary loading
curve.
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Figure 2.5 Loading and unloading response in conventional triaxial path (after Negussey,
1984).
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The same observations apply to results of triaxial compression tests on loose
Santa Monica Beach sand presented by Lade and Boonyachut (1982) and shown in
Figure 2.6. It is interesting to see in this figure that at low strain level, the unload-reload
loop of the volumetric strain curve is very small. However, at higher levels of strain, the
loops in the stress-strain curve increase and the volumetric strain curve shows that some
contraction occurs during the unload-reload cycle, particularly when the sand has started
to dilate under primary loading (third cycle).

e,

[%]

Figure 2.6 Stress-Strain and volume change behaviour of loose Santa Monica Beach sand
in triaxial compression test with several unloading-reloading cycles (after Lade and
Boonyachut, 1982).

Poorooshasb et al. (1966 and 1967) carried out a series of triaxial tests on Ottawa
sand to study the nature of deformation of sand. In this study, sand was shown to behave
as a strain hardening material. In addition, it was observed that once a certain stress ratio
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was achieved in a sand sample, upon unloading and subsequent reloading, irrecoverable
strains did not commence again until approximately the previous level of stress ratio was
reached.

Furthermore, the strain increment vectors Ae were separated into two

components:

one corresponding to

strains

that were recoverable

corresponding to those of irrecoverable nature.

and

another

These researchers concluded that the

components of the strain increment vectors that were of irrecoverable nature were
perpendicular to a family of geometrically similar curves (dashed curves in Figure 2.7).
However, these curves were not the lines of constant stress ratio that marked the stress
level at which the nature of deformations changed upon reloading (Figure 2.7).

Stress Parameter s [p.s.i.]; Irrecoverable strain parameter v [ % ]
p

Figure 2.7 Orientation of strain increment vectors of irrecoverable nature (after
Poorooshasb et al. 1966). e, void ratio; G\ and rj , major and minor principal stresses,
p
respectively; s = Vl/3(Gi +
a ); t = V2/3(c>i - a ); v = Vl/3(ei +
e ); y = V2/3(ei e ).
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Tatsuoka and Ishihara (1974) and Ishihara et al. (1975) conducted studies on sand
to determine the shape of the curves that marked the commencement of irrecoverable
strains upon reloading. They used sand specimens with different densities and followed a
variety of stress paths. Results of these studies showed a family of successive curves, i.e.
not quite straight lines, joining points of same shear strain (Figure 2.8). Ishihara et al.
(1975) suggested that these shear strain contours could be reasonable approximated by
straight lines passing through the origin, at least when the effective mean stress was less
than 200 kPa.
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2

Figure 2.8 Contours of shear strain, y, for loose samples of Fuji River sand (after Ishihara
et al. 1975).
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In contrast with the cases discussed above, sand can be loaded in one direction
and subsequently unloaded to a point in which the shear stress becomes of the opposite
sign. A change in sign of the shear stress is referred to here as stress reversal, Figure 2.9.
When stress reversals take place, the unload-reload loops are not small. In fact, at the
points in which stress reversals occur the stress-strain curve bends again and the nature of
strains changes from being mainly recoverable, before stress reversal, to mainly
irrecoverable, after stress reversal. Upon reloading from a point such as A (Figure 2.9),
sand exhibits an even more complex behaviour.

Now, the reload stress-strain curve

remains stiff and the strains remain as mainly recoverable, even after stress reversal takes
place. However, the stress-strain response becomes softer and the strains become mainly
irrecoverable again at a lower stress level, point B in Figure 2.9, than the maximum stress
level established during primary loading (point C). This suggests that such maximum
level changes when stress reversals take place.

Furthermore, if sand is subjected to

unload-reload cycles, keeping the amplitude of shear strain constant, the response
becomes stiffer as the volumetric strain accumulates, Figure 2.10 (Martin et al., 1975).
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Figure 2.9 Stress-strain relation in torsional shear (modified from Ishihara et al. 1975).
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Figure 2.10 Effect of cyclic shear strain amplitude and volumetric strain on drained
stress-strain amplitude relationships (after Martin et al. 1975). D , relative density; a ' ,
initial vertical effective stress; e d, volumetric strain.
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2.2 Characteristic behaviour of sand under isotropic compression

Isotropic compression refers to a loading path in which the principal stresses are equal
during the loading process and therefore, there are no shear stresses involved. Typical
response of sand to isotropic compression is shown in Figure 2.11 (Lade and Nelson,
1987). As emphasized in the previous section, upon unloading, sand exhibits a much
stiffer response than for primary loading. The total strain achieved under the original
load is comprised of a part that is recoverable, and another part that is irrecoverable. At
small strain levels (10~ to 10" ), the unload and reload curves are essentially the same,
4

2

but at greater strain levels, some difference becomes apparent. While reloading, the
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stress-strain curve breaks again and follows the trend of the primary loading curve, when
approximately the maximum stress level previously attained is reached.
However, the stress levels at which the nature of the strains changes from being
mainly recoverable to mainly irrecoverable, is related to the maximum isotropic stress
attained during primary loading, rather than to the maximum stress ratio (as discussed in
the previous section). In fact, under isotropic compression, the shear to normal stress
ratio

(<Ti-0"3)/(0"'i+0"3)

is equal to zero (R = cT'i/a'3 = 1).

160 -|

1

Volumetric Strain e

v

[%]

Figure 2.11 Isotropic compression of loose Sacramento River sand with primary loading,
unloading and reloading branches (after Lade and Nelson, 1987).

The fact that sand behaves differently when different paths of loading are
followed, i.e. sand response to loading is path dependent, is a very important
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characteristic of sand. To emphasize this point further, two more loading paths will be
discussed, namely proportional loading and pure rotation of principal stresses.

2.3 Sand response to proportional loading

Proportional loading refers to stress paths in which the stress ratio remains constant
throughout the loading process.

El-Sohby and Andrawes (1973) conducted an

experimental study to examine sand anisotropy under constant stress ratio paths in the
triaxial apparatus. Results of this study showed that the nature of the strains measured in
sand under these loading paths was of the recoverable-irrecoverable type.

The

recoverable strains were related to deformations of the individual particles. In contrast,
irrecoverable deformations were related to sliding of particles relative to each other.
Moreover, the response in terms of the recoverable component of the strain was observed
to be non-linear and isotropic, but generally anisotropic in terms of the irrecoverable
component.

2.4 Pure rotation of principal stresses

A loading path in which the magnitude of the principal stresses is kept constant but their
direction is continuously changed is called pure rotation of principal stresses. Such a
stress path implies no change in the mean effective stress and maximum shear stress.
Nevertheless, the stresses on planes with orientations different from the principal
directions do change and induce volumetric and shear strains as result of the rotation of
principal stresses. This phenomenon has been studied by Arthur et al. (1980,1981),
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Ishihara and Towahata (1983), and Matsuoka and Sakakibara (1987), among others.
Results of a drained cyclic test on loose Toyoura sand in which the direction of the
principal stresses was rotated continuously from 0° to ± 45° (-45° < 0 < +45°) following a
semi-circular stress path, are shown in Figure 2.12 (Ishihara and Towahata, 1983).

Stress path of

Stress path of
horizontal plane

Rotation of maximum
principal stress
9: Direction of maximum principal stress
(a, - 0 ) is kept constant
3

(a', + a' ) = 294kPa

(a)

3

120

Volumetric Strain e

v

Figure 2.12 Effect of pure rotation of principal stresses in drained cyclic test on Toyoura
sand (after Ishihara and Towhata, 1983). (a) Rotation of the principal stress directions
following a semi-circular stress path, (b) Torsional shear stress versus volumetric strain.
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It can be seen in this figure that as the cycles of rotation of principal stresses
progressed, both volumetric and shear irrecoverable strains were accumulated, Figure
2.12b. On the other hand, the effect decreased as the number of cycles increased (i.e.
hardening response). Upon unloading, the shear stress-volumetric strain curve became
stiffer than for primary loading, until a stress reversal occurred. The accumulation of
irrecoverable strains and hardening response with the number of cycles is similar to that
observed in cyclic triaxial and simple shear tests.

Irrecoverable strains induced by

rotation of principal stresses could be an important source of pore water pressure
generation if sand is loaded in an undrained manner and the stress path involves rotation
of the principal axes.

2.5 Undrained response of sand

Under undrained conditions, the water contained in the soil pores cannot drain out during
loading, imposing a volumetric constraint. Under this constraint, the tendency of the soil
skeleton to dilate or contract results in a change in the pore water pressure and a change
in the effective stress as will be explained in Section 4.6. Typical undrained response of
Ottawa sand on loose and medium dense samples tested in triaxial compression (Vaid
and Chern, 1983) is shown in Figure 2.13. The densest sand was stiff in shear and the
pore water pressure dropped due to dilation, while the loose sand was much softer with
an associated large pore water pressure rise.
The curve corresponding to the looser material (D = 37.8%, Figure 2.13) showed
r

a strain hardening response of sand until a peak value of shear stress was reached.
Thereafter, the response of sand became strain softening and a minimum value of
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strength, termed residual strength (s ), was achieved when the axial strain was about
ur

2.5%. This behaviour is typical of loose sand that tends to contract as it is sheared.
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Figure 2.13 Stress-strain response of loose and medium sand under undrained monotonic
compressive loading (modified from Vaid and Chern, 1983). (a) Shear response, (b)
Pore pressure response. o~' , effective confining stress.
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The curve corresponding to D = 45..9% showed a different trend since after the
r

shear stress reached its minimum value (e ~ 2%, in this case), sand response became
a

strain hardening again. Upon starting of strain hardening behaviour, the pore pressure
commenced decreasing as result of the sand's tendency to dilate with further shear strain.
The state at which such change in behaviour occurs is called the phase transformation
state (PT), Ishihara et al. (1978).
The curve corresponding to D = 48.2% showed a strain hardening response
r

throughout the complete loading process. The pore pressure initially increased to a peak
value due to a small initial tendency of the sand to contract. Thereafter, the pore water
pressure decreased as result of the sand's tendency to dilate.
Responses of the type depicted by the curves labeled D = 37.8% and D = 45.9%
r

r

in Figure 2.13 are called Liquefaction and Limited Liquefaction, respectively (Castro,
1969). A response of the type depicted by the curve labeled D = 48.2% in Figure 2.13 is
r

characteristic of a non-liquefaction response.

In the following, the characteristic

liquefaction response of sand under undrained monotonic and cyclic loading will be
presented.

2.6 Characteristic sand liquefaction response

A strain softening type of soil is discussed first. The typical response of loose sand to
undrained monotonic and cyclic loading is illustrated in Figure 2.14.

In general, an

element of sand has an initial stress state that in this case is represented in Figure 2.14 by
point A. Under undrained monotonic loading, the shear stress reaches a peak value (point
B in Figure 2.14£>), which corresponds to the maximum of the stress path curve. The line
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starting at the origin and passing through point B is called Collapse Line.

Vaid and

Chern (1985) referred to this line as the Critical Stress Ratio (CSR) Line. As loading
continues, the stress ratio (x/tf) corresponding to the CSR line is exceeded, and the shear
stress drops until it reaches its residual value s at the Constant Volume Line or ^ Line
ur

(point C in Figure 2.14&).

Under cyclic undrained loading, the accumulation of

volumetric strains during cycling drives the pore water pressure to rise and the effective
stress a' to decrease, until the CSR line is intersected (point B ' in Figure 2.14&). After
this point, the shear stress drops to its residual value (point C). Since the static shear
stress x at point A in Figure 2.14a exceeds the value of the residual strength s , once
st

ur

liquefaction is triggered (points B and B ' ) , there is nothing to balance the driving stress
X and a collapse or flow failure occurs. In the field, flow failure or flow liquefaction
st

will only occur i f sufficient volume of soil liquefies and a kinematically admissible
mechanism can develop.
Due to sand inherent anisotropy under first time undrained loading, as shown by
Vaid et al. (1995a), sand could respond as strain hardening material when loaded in a
certain direction, but as strain softening when loaded in a different direction (Figure 2.4).
In a real slope, not all the soil is strain hardening; neither strain softening. Since different
parts of a slope will respond to different load paths, a flow slide will only occur i f the
overall shear resistance in the slope is less than the driving shear force.
Sand that exhibits a strain hardening type of response could be triggered to
liquefy under cyclic undrained loading. In accordance with Castro (1969), Casagrande
(1975) and Seed (1979&), this kind of liquefaction is called Cyclic Mobility.
mobility takes place when the amplitude of the cyclic shear stress

Xcy

C

Cyclic

is greater than the
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static shear stress t , i.e., states of shear stress reversal occur accompanied by transient
st

states of zero effective stress.
t

(a)

i

•
SHEAR STRAIN, y

t

(b)

EFFECTIVE STRESS, a'

Figure 2.14 Typical response of loose saturated sand under undrained static and cyclic
loading (modified from Byrne, 1996). (a) Stress-strain curves, (b) Stress paths.
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Cyclic undrained loading that comprises enough number of cycles drives the
effective stress a' momentarily to zero. This is illustrated in Figure 2.15 for dense sand
that starts from the initial state of stress represented by point A. As the number of cycles
gets larger, small strains are accumulated until the stress path intersects the Phase
Transformation Line or (ppj Line (point B). The response between the points A and B is
the pre-triggering phase or Phase 1 (Byrne, 1996). Under further loading the stress path
moves up slightly above the §YI Line from point B to point C (Phase 2), and large strains
start to occur. Upon unloading from point C (Phase 3), the effective stress state is
momentarily driven to the zero effective stress state at point D. Very large pore water
pressures and deformations occur at this point since the material cannot support shearing
stresses and deforms like a fluid.

Byrne (1996) refers to this state as "really true

liquefaction" state (Phase 4). As the loading cycle continues, the stress path moves up
slightly above the (|)PT Line, and the soil dilates from point D to point E (Phase 5). The
process comprised by phases 3, 4 and 5, repeats itself until the cyclic loading stops.
During this process, the strain loops get larger with each cycle (Figure 2.15a), but they do
not continue further once cyclic loading ceases.
Cyclic

mobility

is responsible for large but

finite liquefaction-induced

displacements and can occur even on a level ground site where there is no static driving
stresses % - Furthermore, when cyclic loading is not symmetrical, as it generally would
t

be during an earthquake, strains accumulate in the direction of loading as shown in
Figure 2.16.

These type of liquefaction-induced strains can cause large lateral

movements, called lateral spreading.
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SHEAR STRAIN y

MEAN EFFECTIVE STRESS a'
Figure 2.15 Typical response of saturated sand under cyclic loading with stress reversal
(modified from Byrne, 1996). (a) Stress-strain curve, (b) Stress path.
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Figure 2.16 Undrained response of loose Syncrude sand to cyclic simple shear loading
(after Vaid et al. 1996). (a) Stress-strain curve, (b) Pore pressure response, (c) Stress
path.

Limited liquefaction and cyclic mobility can combine as shown in Figure 2.17
(Vaid and Chern, 1985). In this case, large displacements are first triggered at the onset
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of liquefaction (point B'), but limited by the post-liquefaction dilative response of the soil
from points PT to C. Upon unloading, large displacements are induced again due to
cyclic mobility.

Figure 2.17 Limited liquefaction followed by cyclic mobility (modified from Vaid and
Chern, 1985).

Summarizing, liquefaction can be triggered by either static (monotonic) or dynamic
(cyclic) loading.
•

A static trigger leads to a Flow Slide or to Lateral Spreading.

A flow slide is

associated with a strain softening type of response, while lateral spreading relates to
strain softening followed by strain hardening type of responses. Both, flow slide and
lateral spreading are typical of loose saturated sands under undrained monotonic
loading. Such an undrained kind of loading can occur if the soil is saturated, or close
to saturation, and subjected to a large and fast enough load, i.e., large enough to reach
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i

the peak strength of the soil (Figure 2.14), and fast enough to generate pore water
pressure at a greater rate than the rate of pore water pressure dissipation.
•

A dynamic trigger leads to a Flow Slide if the static driving stress T , is greater than
s

the residual strength s , or to Lateral Spreading, if the ultimate undrained strength of
ur

the soil is greater than x .
st

A dynamic load can trigger liquefaction in sands that

exhibit a strain hardening response under undrained monotonic loading, and should it
do so, a lateral spread rather than a flow slide would result.

2.7 Summary of sand characteristic behaviour

The stress-strain response of a granular soil depends mainly on its density or void ratio e,
the applied stresses, the stress ratio, and the volumetric constraints. The key points of the
characteristic drained or skeleton response of granular soils are as follows:
•

The stress ratio vs. shear strain relation is nonlinear and depends on the material's
density.

•

A loose material contracts as it shears, and its shear response is much softer than a
dense material, which contracts at low values of stress ratio, and then dilates as it
shears at higher values of stress ratio.

•

The value of stress ratio at the state of phase transformation marks the stress level at
which sand behaviour turns from being contractive to dilative. For stress states below
the phase transformation value sand is contractive, while it is dilative for stress states
above.

•

A nearly unique relationship exists between the rate of dilatancy and the stress ratio.
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The characteristic behavior of sand under monotonic loading can be idealized as
presented in Figure 2.18. Here, it can be seen that the main features of the skeleton
response of sand as discussed above are schematically shown.
In addition,
•

Sand response is anisotropic and path dependent.

•

For first time monotonic loading, sand behaviour is strongly dependent on the
direction of loading.

•

Rotation of principal stresses has a strong influence on sand behaviour during primary
loading. However, under cycling rotation its effects decrease as the number of cycles
increases.

•

Once sand has been subjected to a certain stress level under loading, this stress level
appears to become a threshold differentiating approximately the point at which the
nature of the strains changes from being mainly recoverable to mainly irrecoverable.

•

Upon unloading, sand response is much stiffer than for primary loading.

•

Under cyclic loading, sand response becomes stiffer as the number of cycles
increases.
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Figure 2.18 Idealized drained behaviour of sand, (a) Shear response, (b) Volumetric
response, (c) Contractive and dilative states, (d) Shear-Volume coupling.
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In the following chapter, different constitutive models that have been developed
to capture sand behaviour will be presented and the main features that differentiate them
will be discussed.

41

CHAPTER 3

STRESS-STRAIN MODELS FOR SAND

As discussed in Section 1.3, displacements induced by liquefaction can be estimated from
the physics of the problem using a mechanics based approach, which has been calibrated
with field experience.

This approach requires that for a prescribed stress-strain law,

equilibrium and compatibility be satisfied for the boundary and initial conditions of the
problem. Numerical procedures using finite elements or finite differences techniques are
routinely utilized to reasonably satisfy these conditions.

A l l methods for stress and

deformation analyses of soil structures require a stress-strain relation or constitutive
model to simulate the response of soil to loading. Hence, the approach followed to model
the stress-strain behaviour of soil is the main difference among these methods. Rather
than a detailed review of the very large number of models that have been developed to
simulate soil behaviour, the main features of different types of constitutive models will be
described here, to establish a framework for analysis and discussion.

3.1 Models based on elastic theory

Models based on theory of elasticity form the basis of the total stress approach. These
models do not include shear or tension limits, i.e., failure criteria limiting the maximum
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attainable values of the shear stress, or of the stresses in tension, the latter usually zero for
sand. The nonlinear stress-strain behaviour of soil is modelled in two different manners:
(i) an incremental linear approach, or (ii) an equivalent linear approach. Since pore water
pressures are not computed simultaneously with stresses and strains, the undrained
response of soil is captured directly through the model parameters. Hence, the effects of
pore pressure are included indirectly in the reduced strength and stiffness parameters
used.
These methods are computationally simple and they constitute the state-of-thepractice techniques to estimate the undrained response of soil.

3.2 Models based on incremental elastic-plastic theory

Models based on incremental elastic-plastic theory constitute the basis of the effective
stress approach. These models include shear and tension limits, and they allow capturing
the characteristic stress-strain behaviour of soil, as well as the development and
dissipation of pore water pressures.

The generation and dissipation of pore water

pressures are coupled with the incremental mechanical deformations of the soil skeleton
at every step of the analysis.

Therefore, they are governed and controlled by the

constitutive relationship of the soil (system comprised by solids, liquid and gas).
Provided that an appropriate constitutive relationship is used, this approach is in principle
the most powerful and potentially accurate.

However, constitutive relationships of

models suitable for carrying out effective stress analyses are complex and require
determining several model parameters before they can be used. This, in fact, seems to be
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their major weakness. Before discussing these types of models, the basic elements of
incremental elastic-plastic theory are presented in order to establish a frame of reference.

3.3 Brief description of the basic elements of incremental elastic-plastic theory

A detailed discussion of the basic elements of incremental elastic-plastic theory can be
found in the literature, e.g. Hill (1950) and Desai (1984).

Here, they will only be

described briefly.
Models based on incremental elastic-plastic theory generally assume that the
infinitesimal total strain increment de is comprised of two infinitesimal components, the
elastic strain increment de* and the plastic strain increment de . In addition, regions of
9

elastic and plastic behaviour are assumed separated by a boundary. The zone in which
only elastic response is exhibited is called elastic region, whereas stress states outside the
boundary of the current elastic region inducing plastic deformations constitute the plastic
region.
Hence, in the stress space defined by the principal effective stresses, the major
o'u the intermediate a\ and the minor c'3, the locus determined by the stress points that
separate elastic and plastic behaviour constitute a surface boundary. Such a surface is
usually called Yield Surface, Yield Locus or Loading surface.
described by a function/as follows:

[3.1]

where cx'y represents the elements of the effective stress tensor.

Mathematically, it is
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Any state of stress that satisfies Equation 3.1 lies on the yield surface.

If an

increment of stress do'ij is applied and the stress state moves out of the current elastic
region, a loading process is taking place.

Since the yield surface limits the current

accessible states of stress, the new stress point o'ij + da'ij can not lie outside the yield
locus, requirement termed consistency condition, and the elastic region has to either
expand, move or both (process termed hardening), inducing plastic strains. On the other
hand, if the stress state moves into the current elastic region, an unloading process
occurs, the elastic region remains unchanged and only elastic strains are predicted. If the
new state of stress o'ij + do'ij stays on the same yield surface, a process named neutral
loading takes place and the predicted response is solely elastic. According to these three
different scenarios, the loading criteria are defined mathematically as follows:

/ = 0 and df > 0: Loading
[3.2]

/ = 0 and df < 0: Unloading
/ = 0 and df = 0: Neutral Loading

where

[3.3]

df =

df

The loading criteria defined by Equations 3.2 and 3.3 are one of the great
advantages of plasticity theory, since, for isotropic material, they precisely determine the
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state of loading whether it is uniaxial or multi-axial. In fact, the vector with components
df/do'ij is perpendicular to the yield surface and therefore, the dot product of this vector
and the stress increment vector of components do'ij, rigorously determines the nature of
the loading increment.
However, the evolution of the yield surface is limited by the failure surface,
which defines the ultimate state that soil can achieve under loading and it is determined
by a failure criterion. Once the yield locus contacts the failure surface, it can not evolve
anymore. Several failure criteria have been used to reflect soil strength, e.g., MohrCoulomb, extended Tresca, Drucker and Prager (1952), Matsuoka (1974), and Lade and
Duncan (1975). Nonetheless, these criteria render yield loci that are open with respect to
the hydrostatic axis (a\ = a\ = cr'3) in the stress space o'\\ o\: o\, and hence, fail to
predict plastic volumetric strains under isotropic compression. Drucker et al. (1955) had
already pointed out this limitation, and suggested a bullet-shaped yield surface to enclose
part of the hydrostatic axis (Figure 3.1). In this manner, plastic volumetric strains under
pure compressive loading could be accounted for. As it will be discussed later, various
models have been developed following these ideas.

Figure 3.1 Bullet-shaped yield surface as proposed by Drucker et al. 1955 for triaxial test
conditions.
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In addition to the yield criteria explained above, four more elements constitute the
basis of incremental elastic-plastic theory: (i) the hardening rule, (ii) the hardening
parameter, (iii) the flow rule, and (iv) the incremental stress-strain relationship.
The hardening rule specifies the manner in which the elastic region evolves as
yielding takes place. The change in the elastic region is termed Hardening and Prager
(1955) referred to two possible hardening mechanisms: isotropic and kinematic
hardening. Isotropic hardening stipulates proportional expansion of the yield surface in
all directions to allocate the new plastic state.

Kinematic hardening stipulates

displacement of the yield surface without changes in orientation, size or shape of the
elastic region. The new position of the elastic region allows the yield locus to allocate
the new state of stress.

Furthermore, the two extreme types of hardening can be

combined in what is called mixed hardening.
The hardening parameter, K, is a scalar quantity used to record the plastic
deformation history developed during the loading process.

It is usually expressed in

terms of some measurement of either the cumulative plastic strain increments, e.g. Hill
(1950), Mroz (1967), Roscoe and Burland (1968), Prevost and Hoeg (1975), Vermeer
(1978), or the plastic work, e.g. Hill (1950), and Lade (1977). For a hardening material,
the size of the yield surface/, its position, or both, depend not only on the stress state o'ij,
but also on the hardening parameter K. Thus, the yield surface is expressed as:

[3.4]
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The flow rule defines the direction of the plastic strain increment vector, d€. In
analogy with ideal fluid flow, a potential function at any point of the yield surface is
defined in plasticity theory, and termed plastic potential, g(o'ij). Hence, the direction of
the plastic strain increment vector, de , coincides with the unit vector perpendicular to the
9

plastic potential and therefore, the plastic strain increment components, d e / , can be
expresses as:

dg

[3.5]

where A is a non-negative scalar function that varies all through the plastic loading
history. The gradient dglda'tj gives the direction of the plastic strain increment while X
determines its magnitude. Equation 3.5 is termed the Flow Rule. If the plastic potential
function g is assumed to coincide with the yield surface / , i.e., g = f, the flow rule is
termed an associative flow rule, otherwise, g ^f

it is called a non-associative flow rule.

In general, stress-strain curves describing the response of soil to loading are
nonlinear but they can be approximated by piecewise linear representations of such
curves. Each linear segment beyond the maximum yield stress will have a particular
slope representing both elastic and plastic moduli and will be associated with a different
yield surface.

Mroz (1967) generalized this concept using a nest of yield surfaces in

which each yield locus is associated with a corresponding linear segment of the stressstrain curve.
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Since the total strain increment de^ is assumed to be the sum of the elastic and
plastic strain increments, deif and detf, respectively, then deif can be written as:

[3.6]

de^dey-defi

The stress increment is related to the elastic strain increment by means of the
generalized Hooke's law:

[3.7]

da', = C de

e

ijkl

= C {de -de )
p

kl

ijkl

kl

kl

where C^i is the elastic stiffness tensor. Since the plastic strain increment de^ is given
by Equation 3.5, the incremental stress-strain relationship can be written as follows:

[3.8]

da', = C d e
r

m

v

k l

-l^-^
d a

'« J

Hence, the key features that differentiate incremental elastic-plastic models are
the assumptions made with respect to: (i) Hardening rule, i.e. how is the elastic region
going to change?
have?
related?

(ii) Flow rule, i.e. which direction will the plastic strain increment

(iii) Stress-strain relationship, i.e. how are the stress and strain increments
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3.4 Sand characteristic behaviour within an incremental elastic-plastic framework

In this section, fundamental characteristics of sand behaviour will be related to the basic
elements of incremental elastic-plastic theory to establish a link between observed
behaviour and elastic-plastic theory.

This link will serve as a framework for the

discussion to follow.
As discussed in Chapter 2, deformations in sand can be separated into those of
recoverable ("elastic") nature, and those of irrecoverable ("plastic") nature. The nature of
strains in sand is approximately bounded ("yield surface" or "yield locus") by the
maximum stress level attained during past loading. Within such a boundary ("elastic
region"), strains in sand are mainly of recoverable ("elastic") nature. Such a boundary
("yield locus") changes with further loading beyond the maximum stress level attained
("strain hardening of the elastic region"). The irrecoverable ("plastic") components of
the strain increments are perpendicular to a family of geometrically similar curves
("plastic potentials") that do not coincide with the boundaries ("yield loci") of maximum
stress level attained, i.e. ("non-associative flow rule").

Sand response to loading is

limited by an ultimate strength value ("failure surface").
Thus, sand behaves like a strain hardening material that hardens gradually as the
yield loci expand or move with plastic shear strain, until they reach an ultimate value that
can not be exceeded, namely the failure surface. The yield loci do not coincide with the
family of plastic potentials, but they define regions in the stress space within which sand
can be assumed to behave elastically. Outside these regions, the response of sand is
mainly plastic. Furthermore, sand response is not isotropic and under cyclic loading, the
yield surface changes its position when stress reversals take place.
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3.5 Different types of incremental elastic-plastic constitutive models

Based on the fundamental concepts of incremental elastic-plastic theory outlined above,
various constitutive models have been developed. The majority of these models can be
grouped into two categories: Critical State type of models, and Mohr-Coulomb type of
models. The main differences among them are the assumptions made regarding the yield
surface, hardening rule, and flow rule.

However, other types of models have been

developed following very different approaches to simulate soil behaviour, e.g., bounding
surface plasticity (Dafalias and Herrmann, 1980), and endochronic theory (Valanis,
1971).

3.5.1 Critical state type of models
Schofield and Wroth (1968), based on results of multiple triaxial tests on reconstituted
clay, presented the Critical State theory that served as foundation for their constitutive
model: the CamClay model. The model is based on isotropic hardening plasticity with
an associative flow rule. The failure surface is determined by the critical state line CSL
that defines stress states at which deformation takes place under constant volume and no
further changes in stress. The mobile yield surface is assumed to have an elliptical shape
that hardens as the void ratio or specific volume decreases. To describe soil behaviour,
three state parameters were used: p' = (o"'i+o~'2+cr'3)/3, the mean normal effective stress;
q =

{0.5[((Ti-o"2)

2

+

((T2-O3)

2

+

(01-O3) ]} ' ,
2

0

5

the generalized deviatoric stress; and the

specific volume, v = (1+e). Essential features of the model are shown in Figure 3.2.
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Several models have been developed following this type of approach and they are
usually referred to as Critical State type of models. However, experimental evidence, e.g.
Poorooshasb et al. (1966), has shown that an associative flow rule is not applicable to
sands. In addition, the assumption of isotropic hardening does not allow capturing pore
water pressures and permanent deformations induced immediately after stress reversal
occurs, or by cyclic loading. In relation to these topics, Carter et al. (1982) suggested that
the elastic region shrank during unloading and therefore, allowed plastic strains to occur
while reloading. lefferies (1997) proposed an internal softening cap that drags and
shrinks the elliptical yield surface as unloading continues beyond a certain value of/?'.

Figure 3.2 Essential features of CamClay model.

3.5.2 Mohr-Coulomb type of models
Other models for sand have been developed under the assumption that the yield loci are
determined by the mobilized angle of internal friction. Vermeer (1980) referred to these
models as Mohr-Coulomb type of models. Although non-associative flow rules have
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been used, e.g. Lade and Duncan (1975), Matsuoka and Nakai (1977), and Vermeer
(1978), the assumption of isotropic hardening implies the same limitations stated above.
Puebla et al. (1996, 1997) proposed a Mohr-Coulomb type of model based on a nonassociative flow rule and a concept similar to mixed hardening. The hardening rule used
in this model allows prediction of elastic-plastic behaviour upon stress reversal, while
only elastic strains are considered if a state of stress reversal did not occur during the
loading process. This model was shown capable of capturing the observed behaviour of
the C A N L E X embankment reasonably well. Nevertheless, models with yield loci that do
not enclose part of the hydrostatic axis (Figure 3.1) cannot predict the plastic volumetric
response exhibited by sand under isotropic compression, i.e. stress paths along the
hydrostatic axis.
To overcome this limitation, following Drucker's (1955) bullet-shaped yield
surface idea, researchers have used a second yield surface to enclose the elastic region
with respect to the hydrostatic axis and model plastic volumetric response under isotropic
compression. The two yield surfaces are usually referred to as cone and cap surfaces.
They are independent of each other, but they can act together to predict soil response to
loading. Each of these surfaces has its own plastic potential, flow rule, hardening rule
and hardening parameter. Thus, depending on where the current state of stress o'ij is
located upon the elastic boundary and the direction of do\j, either the cone surface could
be activated solely, the cap surface solely, or both simultaneously. The latter occurs
when o'ij lies in the intersection of the two curves and do\j points in the outward
direction of the elastic region (Figure 3.3).
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The intersection of the two yield surfaces, point P in Figure 3.3, is called corner
point. At this point, the response is given by the contribution of both, cone and cap
surfaces.

Koiter (1953) discussed the manner in which such corner points should be

treated from the elastic-plastic viewpoint. Roscoe and Burland (1968), Prevost and Hoeg
(1975), Lade (1977), Vermeer (1978,1980), have suggested this kind of yield loci to
model soil behaviour.

Ae = Plastic strain increment vector due to
ps

Shear or Cone mechanism exclusively

A£ = Plastic strain increment vector due to
pc

Cap mechanism exclusively
A£

p

= Plastic strain increment vector due to
both, Cone and Cap mechanisms

Figure 3.3 Cone and Cap yield surfaces.

3.5.3 Multi-yield surface model
As mentioned in a previous section, a multi-yield surface model was presented by Mroz
(1967). In this model a nest of yield loci are used to simulate stress-strain curves. A
graphical representation of such a model is illustrated in Figure 3.4 in the principal stress
space. The innermost yield surface defines the elastic region that moves along as loading
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occurs. Under a loading process, the elastic region translates with the stress point until
the next adjacent yield locus is reached.

Contact between yield loci is made in a

tangential manner to ensure that the yield surfaces do not intersect. Thereafter, all yield
loci that have been dragged during loading move together towards the next stage. Each
yield surface defines a region of similar mechanical properties, so strains develop by
increments and piecewise linear representations of stress-strain curves can be obtained.

ELASTIC REGION

Figure 3.4 Nested yield loci that are carried along with the stress point as this one moves.

Upon unloading, the stress point moves within the elastic region until its
boundary is reached again. During this process, the yield loci remain stationary and
therefore, the response is purely elastic. Once loading takes place again in a different
direction, the material behaves in an elastic-plastic fashion. Notice that if in a model of
this type the elastic region were shrunk to a point, the entire response would be
considered as elastic-plastic.

However, keeping track of the position of every yield
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surface, particularly when this kind of model is used with mixed hardening, could
become very complex.

3.5.4 Other models
Other models have been developed to avoid the complexity of mixed hardening multiyield surface models.

A bounding surface soil plasticity model was introduced by

Dafalias and Herrmann (1980), in which soil behaviour depends on the distance between
a given state of stress and strain, and a boundary surface. A very different approach was
followed in the endochronic theory by Valanis (1971). For details of bounding surface
type of models, the reader is referred to Dafalias and Herrmann (1980,1982), and Bardet
(1986). Endochronic models for soil can be found in Bazant and Krizek (1976), Valanis
and Read (1982) and Bazant et al. (1982).

3.6 Key factors in modelling monotonic sand liquefaction

From the discussions presented in this chapter and Chapter 2, it follows that a constitutive
stress-strain

relation capable of modelling sand liquefaction must capture

sand

characteristic response to loading under drained, partially drained and undrained
conditions.

The key factors to be considered in a constitutive model adequate for

monotonic liquefaction analysis in sands are then:
•

Non-linearity of the stress-strain relationship and its dependence on the sand's
density;

•

Shear-volume coupling as well as its continuous effects on induced pore pressure
under partially drained and undrained conditions;
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•

Path dependence and non-isotropic behaviour;

•

Effects of direction of loading are particularly important; and

•

Rotation of principal stresses.
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Since effects of pore pressure generation and dissipation need to be accounted for
continuously during liquefaction analysis, the numerical implementation of the
constitutive model must be coupled with a groundwater flow technique. Coupled stressflow analysis can then be carried out in which the hydraulic conditions and properties of
the sand determine the type of response that soil would exhibit in accordance with the
drainage and loading conditions.
In the following chapter, a constitutive model capable of capturing the factors stated
above as key for monotonic liquefaction of sand will be presented.

However, only

anisotropy related to direction of loading will be considered.

The numerical

implementation of such model into a computer code that allows performance of coupled
stress-flow analysis will be presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4

CONSTITUTIVE MODEL

A constitutive model for sand liquefaction analysis is proposed in this section. The main
issues that characterize sand behaviour will be addressed along with the simplifying
assumptions of the proposed stress-strain model. Simplifying assumptions are necessary
to keep the model as clear as possible and at the same time, facilitate its implementation
into a computer code. Although some characteristics of sand behaviour are lost in this
process, the model will still be capable of capturing sand liquefaction response.
The proposed constitutive model is based on elastic-plastic theory and its plastic
part is given by superposition of two mechanisms: (i) a plastic shear or cone mechanism,
and (ii) a volumetric or cap mechanism. The shear mechanism is the main constituent of
the plastic part of the model and is based on Byrne et al. (1995a) and Puebla et al.
(1996,1997). The latter developed the cone mechanism using classical plasticity theory.
This mechanism will be further improved here to account for continuous rotation of
principal stresses. In addition, a volumetric or cap mechanism for capturing the plastic
response induced by compressive loading will be also introduced here to complement the^
model.
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The proposed constitutive model was developed to model liquefaction phenomena
triggered by static loading. Nevertheless, the hysteretic response of sand under cyclic
loading is captured in a simplified manner and due to the approach followed, the model
could be extended to predict the unload-reload loops more rigorously.

4.1 Description and simplifying assumptions of the model

In the following, the main characteristics and simplifying assumptions of the proposed
constitutive model together with the implications of such assumptions will be described:

•

Sand is considered to behave as elastic-plastic material.
As was seen in the previous chapter, sand can be reasonably assumed to behave as an

elastic-plastic material. This means that the total strains can be decomposed into elastic
and plastic components (Ae = Ae + Ae ). Moreover, the model will be based on
e

p

incremental elastic-plastic theory as outlined in Section 3.3.

•

Principal axes of stress and strain increment are assumed to coincide.
This assumption is valid for isotropic material or for the special case of anisotropic

material in which the principal axes of stress coincide with the axes of anisotropy (Hill,
1950). Otherwise, the principal axes of stress and strain increment do not generally
coincide. However, to capture the effects induced by sand inherent anisotropy in the
response of sand to first time shear loading, the material will be treated as incrementally
isotropic, but the plastic shear modulus varied from increment to increment with the
direction, a , of the major principal stress, 0\. Other effects induced by sand anisotropy,
a
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e.g. anisotropic response under constant stress ratio paths, will not be considered by the
model. In addition, as suggested by Negussey and Vaid (1990), at low strain levels (10 )
4

the strain increment directions seem related to the stress increment directions rather than
to those of the stress. This is to be expected as at such low strains, elastic rather than
plastic response would dominate and this will be addressed below.

•

The idealized characteristic behaviour of sand discussed in Sections 2.7 and 3.4, and
schematically shown in Figure 2.18, is further simplified by the model as depicted in
Figure 4.1.
The behaviour illustrated in Figure 4.1 is simulated by the model assuming a unique

relationship between the stress ratio and the plastic component of the strain increment
ratio (Figure A.ld), i.e. the rate of dilatancy. Negussey and Vaid (1990) found that at low
stress ratio levels and hence small strains, a linear stress dilatancy relationship does not
hold.

However, they presented their results in terms of total strains as opposed to

separating the strain increment ratio, (Ae /Ay), into the elastic and plastic components.
v

To assess the validity of the assumed relationship between the stress ratio and the plastic
component of the strain increment ratio, (A£ /Ay) , the shear stress-strain and the
p

v

volumetric-shear strain response observed in one of the drained simple shear tests (i.e. D

r

= 45.8%, Figure 2.1) on Ottawa sand by Vaid et al. (1981), was captured with the model
(Figures 4.2a and b). The relationship between the shear to normal stress ratio, r] =

T/O"',

and (Ae /Ay) observed in such test (Figure 2.2, D = 45.8%) is compared in Figure 4.2c to
v

r

the r\ - (Ae /Ay) relationship predicted by the model. As can be seen here, the predicted
v
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Loose
0° < a„ < 90°

Contractive
Regime

a = 0°
c

Loose
a = 90°
a

PLASTIC SHEAR STRAIN i>

(b)

EFFECTIVE MEAN STRESS

(d)

+

I

Dense

Loose

Contractive
Regime

Dilative
Regime

-(de./dyJP

Figure 4.1 Model idealized skeleton behaviour of sand under monotonic loading, (a)
Shear response, (b) Volumetric response, (c) Contractive and dilative states, (d) ShearVolume coupling.
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relationship between r\ and (AeJAf) in terms of total strains is in remarkable agreement
with the observed response. Therefore, assuming a unique relationship between the stress
ratio and the plastic component of the strain increment ratio, (Ae /Ay) , for all strain
p

v

levels is considered reasonable.

In Chapter 6, the model will be shown capable of

capturing laboratory test data with fair accuracy.

-0.5

-0.4

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Strain Increment Ratio, -(A^/Ay)

Figure 4.2 Observed and predicted responses in a drained simple shear test on Ottawa
sand (basic data from Vaid et al. 1981). (a) TVS. y. (b) e vs. y. (c) rj vs. (Ae /Ay).
v

v
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•

During loading (i.e. tls' >
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and/or {l/3[(a'i) + (o"' ) + (CT' ) ]}
2

2

2

2

1/2

3

>

<f, see Figure

4.3) elastic and plastic strains are assumed to occur simultaneously, while only elastic
2

2

strains are considered during unloading (i.e. tls' < r\& and {l/3[(o~'i) + (a'2) +
<f) and reloading (if the state of stress remains within the elastic region
delimited by the current yield loci (Figure 4.3)).
(o"'3) ]} ) <
2

1/2

EFFECTIVE CONFINING STRESS s'

A

°~*K

1 / 3

)°i°i]

1 / 2

}max

Figure 4.3 Elastic and plastic zones.

The existence of an elastic region in which only elastic response is allowed, is a
realistic assumption for sand behaviour at small strain levels. It is also realistic, when
sand is subjected to cyclic loading but the unload-reload excursions are not large.
However, as will be explained later, the elastic region in this model is too large to allow
correct prediction of large unload-reload loops. This limitation can be overcome by
reducing the size of the elastic region or even more, shrinking it to a point, in which case
the response would be entirely elastic-plastic during both loading and unloading.
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•

The incremental elastic response is considered to be linear, isotropic, stress level
dependent (f = (V)), and specified by the generalized Hooke's law.

•

The incremental plastic response is considered given by superposition of two plastic
components:
a) Ae ", yielded by a shear or cone type of mechanism (Figure 4.3) that is
7

assumed to respond only to stress paths in which the stress ratio, T]d, increases,
and
b) A e ^ , yielded by volumetric or cap type of mechanism (Figure 4.3) that is
assumed to respond only to stress paths in which the consolidation pressure,
referred to here as cap pressure, <f, increases beyond its maximum value
previously attained.
The two plastic mechanisms are assumed independent of each other and the total
plastic response determined by adding the contribution of each part, i.e.

Ae" =Ae

[4.1]

+Ae

ps

pc

where Ae is the plastic strain increment; Ae is the plastic strain increment from the
p

ps

shear or cone mechanism; and Ae

pc

is the plastic strain increment from the cap

mechanism. The total strain increment Ae is then given by:

[4.2]

A£ = A£ +A£"
e

where Ae? is the elastic strain increment.

=A£

e

+A£

ps

+A£

pc
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This formulation allows the model to predict different material responses under
different stress paths as function of the stress ratio, the consolidation pressure and the
stress increment.

•

The shear plastic mechanism is considered strain hardening, its flow rule nonassociative (derived from energy considerations, Appendix A ) , and the shear yield
loci are assumed radial lines of constant stress ratio.
These assumptions are in general agreement with experimental findings and

suggestions by Poorooshasb et al. (1966 and 1967), Tatsuoka and Ishihara (1974), and
Ishihara et al. (1975). Tatsuoka and Ishihara (1974) determined experimentally that the
shear yield surfaces are contours of same shear-strain, not quite straight lines, but
suggested that they could be approximated by radial lines of constant stress ratio.
However, Tatsuoka and Ishihara (1974) reported the occurrence of plastic volumetric
strains under stress paths in which the maximum consolidation pressure was increased
while the shear stress was kept constant.

In addition, El-Sohby and Andrawes (1973)

also observed the occurrence of plastic strains in sand loaded under constant stress ratio
paths. Since the plastic shear or cone type of mechanism cannot predict this kind of
response, the plastic volumetric or cap type of mechanism is introduced in the model.

•

The volumetric plastic mechanism is considered to strain harden isotropically in
accordance with an associative flow rule, and the volumetric yield surface, or cap, is
assumed a sphere with center in the origin of the stress space.
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Isotropic cap models of similar type have been used by Lade (1977) and Vermeer
(1980) to capture the plastic volumetric compression induced by an increase in the
confining pressure. Nonetheless, El-Sohby and Andrawes (1973) demonstrated that sand
loaded under constant stress ratio paths exhibits plastic anisotropic response. In addition,
Negussey (1984) showed that when sand is subjected to isotropic compression, the
deformation field could be anisotropic due to inherent anisotropy. These issues are not
addressed by the cap model.

•

The evolution of the elastic region is assumed governed by the hardening rules of
both shear (cone) and volumetric (cap) plastic mechanisms, i.e.,
a) A shear-hardening rule that assumes a hyperbolic relationship between the stress
ratio and the plastic shear strain, and that combines expansion of the current shear
yield locus (Figure 4.3) with kinematic hardening, as will be explained in Section
4.3.3. In addition, the current shear yield locus is assumed to soften/harden with
continuous rotation of the principal stresses, as will be explained in Section 4.3.5.
b) A volumetric-hardening rule that considers the cap pressure and plastic
volumetric strain to be related through a power law in addition to assume
isotropic hardening of the current volumetric yield locus (Figure 4.3), as will be
explained in Section 4.4.3.

•

A Mohr-Coulomb type of failure criterion is used to determine the ultimate peak
strength and state of stress.
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Experimental data has shown that the shear failure surface is slightly curved as
opposed to the Mohr-Coulomb pyramid, which ignores the effect of the intermediate
principal stress, a'2, and mean stress, a'

m

= (o~'i + o\ + o~' )/3. Failure criteria that
3

resemble experimental observations more closely than the Mohr-Coulomb criterion have
been developed by Matsuoka (1974), and Lade and Duncan (1975), although their shapes
do not deviate much from that of the Mohr-Coulomb pyramid (Figure 4.4). Nevertheless,
the Mohr-Coulomb criterion has been used extensively in engineering practice with good
results. The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion was adopted for mathematical convenience
and the familiarity that engineers already have with it.

The proposed constitutive model described above is considered to address most of
the important characteristics of sand behaviour relevant to static liquefaction analysis,
i.e.,
•

Non-linearity and stress dependency of the stress-strain relationship;

•

Shear-Volume coupling;

•

Path dependency;

•

Anisotropic response induced by direction of loading under first time shear loading;

•

Strains induced by continuous rotation of principal stresses.

In terms of cyclic liquefaction, the model requires some modifications that can be
implemented into the model's framework.

This task can be achieved by modifying the

hardening rule and defining the way in which the plastic moduli harden as cyclic plastic
strains accumulate.
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CORNERS OF
MOHR-COULOMB
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[EASURED BY VERMEER

MOHR-COULOMB

CORNERS OF
MOHR-COULOMB
PYRAMID

Figure 4.4 Deviatoric view of the six-sided pyramid of Mohr-Coulomb, MatsuokaVermeer's model, and failure envelope measured by Vermeer (1982).

In the following sections, the proposed constitutive model will be presented in detail
for plane strain conditions. This is done for ease of presentation, but as will be explained
when discussing the numerical implementation of the model, extension to the threedimensional axi-symmetric case is straightforward. Since plane strain conditions require
that the total out-of-plane strain, e , be zero, two scenarios are possible: (i) both elastic
z

and plastic components of the out-of-plane strain are zero; or (ii) elastic and plastic
components of the strain in the out-of-plane direction are equal in magnitude, but of
opposite sign. Here, it will be assumed that both elastic and plastic components of the
out-of-plane strain, e , are zero. This implies that, for plane strain conditions, no yielding
z

occurs in the out of plane direction and hence, the effect of the intermediate principal
stress, cr'2, is neglected. The model formulation is then two-dimensional and in terms of
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the stress parameters s', the effective confining stress, and t, the maximum shear stress.
The stress parameters s' and t are mathematically defined as:

[4.3]

s=

[4.4]

t=

(a\+a' )
3

2

ip\-a\)
2

where o~'i and cr'3 are the effective major and minor principal stresses, respectively.

4.2 Elastic response

The elastic response is assumed to be incremental linear, isotropic and specified by
Hooke's law. For plane strain conditions, the incremental elastic strains are related to the
stress increments by:

[4.5]

where E is the Young's modulus; v, the Poisson's ratio; G , the elastic shear modulus;
e

ACT', the effective stress increment; Ae*, elastic strain increment; Af, the elastic shear
strain increment; AT, the shear stress increment; and x and y are subscripts that
correspond to the orientation of the Cartesian coordinate axes, respectively;. In matrix
form, Equation 4.5 is:
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[4.6]

{Ae*} = [C ]
e

{ACT'}

where [C ] is the matrix of coefficients of Equation 4.5.
e

The Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio v can be converted to elastic bulk
and shear moduli as follows:
[4.7]

B = .
.
3(1-2v)

[4.8]

G = ,
,
2(1+v)

e

e

E

E

where B is the elastic bulk modulus.
e

In order to account for stress level dependency of the elastic moduli, these must
be formulated in such a way that no energy generation or dissipation in a closed unloadreload cycle can occur. In this respect, Molenkamp (1988) showed that to comply with
energy considerations, the elastic bulk and shear moduli could be expressed as functions
of the confining stress to some power (1-P), as long as some additional conditions were
met. These supplementary conditions are: (i) the stiffness ratio G'lB* should be kept
constant, which implies that both bulk and shear moduli depend on the same exponent (1P), and (ii) the value of P should vary between 0 and 1.

However, Hardin (1978)

concluded that the elastic Poisson's ratio, v, for sand varies between 0 and 0.2. In fact,
he recommended a value of v = 0.12. Based on these observations, the elastic parameters
B and G are assumed to be stress level dependent and characterized as follows:
e

e
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G =

[4.9]

e

2 G ( l + v)
e

[4.10]

e

=

3(1-2v)

where kg is the elastic shear modulus number; P , the atmospheric pressure in the chosen
A

units; me, the elastic shear modulus exponent = (1-P), where me varies between 0 and
1.0; s'= (o~'i +

the confining stress; and v, the elastic Poisson's ratio.

4.3 Plastic Shear Response

Before presenting details of the shear plastic constituent of the model, it will be
emphasized that the formulation currently under discussion relates to the plastic shear or
cone mechanism only. Therefore, a superscript " " will be used for conceptual clarity.
s

4.3.1 Failure and yield functions of the cone (shear) mechanism
A Mohr-Coulomb type of failure function is assumed to determine the ultimate strength
and state of stress achievable in this model. In the s': t plane, the failure function^is a
line with slope sinty (Figure 4.5), and in terms of the effective major and minor principal
stresses o'i and a'3, is given by:

[4.11]

f =<r\-o':
f

where
[4.12]

(l + sinc^)

(r+?7 )
/
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is the internal friction angle at failure; and r]f, the stress ratio at failure = {tls')/

= sinty.
In accordance with findings of Poorooshasb et al. (1966) and Ishihara et al.
(1975), it is assumed that yield with strain hardening occurs when the stress ratio r\
increases as plastic shear strain f

s

takes place. The yield loci are then taken as lines of

constant stress ratio or developed friction angle. Hence, they are mathematically defined
by the yield function f ,
s

family of lines with slope sinty (Figure 4.5), which in terms of

o'i and a'3, is determined by:

f°=&-o\N.

[4.13]

=0

where
(l + s i n ^ ) ^ ( l + 7 7 j

[4.14]

(l-sin0j

(l-rjj

[4.15]

T]d is the developed stress ratio and ty the developed friction angle.
t

YIELD
LOCI /

s
Figure 4.5 Schematic representation of the failure and yield functions of the cone
mechanism.
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4.3.2 Flow rule and plastic potential of the cone (shear) mechanism
The direction of the plastic strain increment vector Ae*" that results from the plastic shear
or cone mechanism is determined by the "cone" flow rule. The flow rule used in this part
of the model is non-associative and based on energy considerations. It relates the "cone"
plastic volumetric and shear strain increments, Ae

ps
v

[4.16]

and Af

s

respectively, as follows:

A e ^ =(siny/-jA7 ps

where y/d is the developed dilation angle, which in turn is related to the constant volume
friction angle cj)^ and the developed friction angle fa by:

[4.17]

smy/

d

=(sinc/> -sin^)
cv

This is a non-associative flow rule since the direction of the cone plastic strain
increment vector Ae^" is not perpendicular to the yield loci, which are lines of constant
stress ratio or developed friction angle (Figure 4.6).

The derivation is presented in

Appendix A and is similar to derivations by Taylor (1948), Rowe (1962), Schofield and
Wroth (1968), and Matsuoka and Nakai (1977).
Equation 4.17 gives positive values for siny/d (indicating contractive response)
when the developed stress ratio, rjd = sinfa, is less than sin§ ,
cv

and negative values
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(indicating dilative response) when rid exceeds sin$ .
cv

This is in agreement with the

characteristic response shown in Figure 4. Id.

Yield Loci
Dilative Regime

I

MEAN STRESS s'

Figure 4.6 Schematic representation of radial yield loci, plastic potentials, and plastic
strain increment vectors induced by the cone mechanism.

The plastic potential function that corresponds to the non-associative flow rule
described above can be written as:

[4.18]

where

8'=o\-G\N

¥ i

=0
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(l + s i n y j

[4.19]

From plasticity theory, the plastic strain increments Ae,/" are given by:

dg

s

[4.20]

Ae,f = X

s

where X is a constant of proportionality between the plastic strain increments Ae,/" and
s

the partial derivatives of the plastic potential g .
s

The scalar X is determined from
s

plasticity theory and its derivation is presented in Appendix B .

4.3.3 Hardening rule of the cone (shear) mechanism
Plastic shear strains are assumed to be caused by an increase in stress ratio A n as shown
in Figure 4.7. Hyperbolic formulations, like those by Kondner and Zelasko (1963),
Duncan and Chang (1970), and Matsuoka and Nakai (1977), have been found to capture
well the shear stress-strain response of most granular soils.

A n approach similar to

Duncan and Chang (1970) is adopted here, but modified as follows: 1) only the plastic
component of shear strain is assumed to follow a hyperbolic formulation; 2) the plastic
shear strain is controlled by the stress ratio r\ rather than the shear stress only.
The developed stress ratio rjd was defined by Equation 4.15 as:

[4.15 bis]
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where t is the maximum shear stress and s' the confining stress.
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Figure 4.7 Relationship between developed stress ratio, r\d, and plastic shear strain f .
s

The hardening law assumed for the shear or cone mechanism is given by a
hyperbolic relation between the developed stress ratio r\d and the plastic shear strain f as
s

follows:

[4.21]
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where Gf is the initial plastic shear modulus; G*, the normalized initial plastic shear
modulus = Gf Is'; RF, the failure ratio = r\fl r\ u, generally ranging from 0.5 to 1.0; r//, the
u

stress ratio at failure = (t / s')f= sinfyf, r\ i , the ultimate stress ratio from the best fit
u t

hyperbola; kef, the plastic shear modulus number; and np, the plastic shear modulus
exponent.
The slope of the curve rfa vs. f

is given by (Ar]d I Af )

s

s

= G* (Figure 4.7).

Therefore, the plastic shear strain increment, Ay , and developed stress ratio increment,
ps

Arjd, are related through the normalized tangent plastic shear modulus G*, as follows:

[4.23]

Ay

=

ps

f 1 \
K

G

J

The developed stress ratio increment At]d in terms of shear stress t and confining
stress s' is obtained by differentiating Equation. 4.15, giving the following expression:

f

[4.24]

AT) =

t ^

d

As'

v(*') ,
2

where At is the shear stress increment and As', the mean stress increment.

Thus, from Equations 4.23 and 4.24, the plastic shear strain increment Ay can be
ps

written in incremental form as:
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[4.25]

Ay

[,}

a-is'

where the normalized tangent plastic shear modulus, G , is given by:

[4.26]

A negative increment in the confining stress (As'< 0) could cause the developed
stress ratio r\d = t/s' to increase, leading to a plastic shear strain increment AY". In
Equation 4.25, it may be seen that a stress ratio increment could be caused not only by a
shear stress increment alone (Af > 0), but also by reducing the confining stress (As' < 0).
Consequently, a plastic shear strain increment would be induced if As' <0.

This is

schematically shown in Figure 4.8. The concept of plastic shear strain induced by an
increase in stress ratio T] rather than shear stress alone is a key feature that allows the
prediction of strain softening under undrained loading.

It was emphasized in Section 2.1 that the direction in which sand is loaded for the
first time has a very strong effect on sand behaviour.

This type of anisotropy was

referred to as inherent anisotropy and was shown in Figure 2.4 (Vaid et al., 1995a). It is
essential for a numerical model to capture this effect. To address this issue of inherent
anisotropy, the hardening rule described above is modified by making the plastic shear
modulus number, kef, a function of the direction a that the major principal stress c'\ has
a

with respect to the vertical (normal to the bedding plane).
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f

(a)

MEAN STRESS

¥

s'

(b)

PLASTIC SHEAR STRAIN

y

p

S

Figure 4.8 Plastic shear strain increment resulting from a mean stress reduction, (a)
Stress ratio increment Arj due to As' < 0. (b) Plastic shear strain increment Af induced
by Arj < 0.
s
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As can be seen in Figure 4.9, sand response that is strain hardening in triaxial
compression, is strain softening in triaxial extension, as well as in simple shear. It may
also be noted in this figure that the strongest response is exhibited in the case of vertical
compression a = 0°. The shear response becomes gradually softer as a increases from
a

a

0° to its maximum value of 90°. The angle a = 0° corresponds to vertical compression,
a

while a = 90° corresponds to vertical extension. In addition, it can be observed that the
a

major effects of loading direction occur when a varies between 0° and 45°, while only
a

minor effects are exhibited when a

a

ranges between 45° and 90°. Based on these

observations kef is modified to account for anisotropy as follows:

For 0° < a < 45°, kef is given by:
a

[4.27]

where (kcf)o is the plastic modulus number corresponding to a

a

= 0° (vertical

compression); F the factor of anisotropic plastic response, less than unity; a the angle
a

between the major principal stress direction and the vertical axis.

For 45° < a < 90°, kef is given by:
a

[4.28]

^G

-

( ^ G )o
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Figure 4.9 Undrained static behaviour of water pluviated Syncrude sand, (a) triaxial
compression and extension, (b) simple shear, and (c) hollow cylinder torsion (modified
from Vaid et al. 1995). o"' , effective mean normal stress; b = (02 - 0*3) / (0*1 - C3) ; a' ,
effective confining stress; e , void ratio at o' .
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Therefore, when 0° < ce < 45°, conditions ranging from vertical compression {a
CT

a

= 0°) to simple shear (cc = 45°) are simulated by continuously varying the plastic
a

modulus number, kef, from its maximum to its minimum value. When 45° < a < 90°,
a

conditions ranging from simple shear to horizontal compression - vertical extension (oc =
a

90°) -, k(f is assumed constant.
In regard to the effect of a in <fy, experimental results are not conclusive. For
a

instance, test data presented by Ishihara and Towhata (1983), and Lam and Tatsuoka
(1988), suggest that (|)/ varies with the direction of the major principal stress. In contrast,
Been and Jefferies (1985) presented data indicating that <py is not significantly affected by
anisotropy. Hence, a tentative relationship between <(y and a will be proposed here for
a

practical purposes only, but it is left to the reader to decide whether such relationship is
realistic or not.
For0°<a <45°:
a

[4-29]

<t> = ^
f

+ [{<!> I - <t>
f

cv

][F-(F- l)cos 2a ]
c

For 4 5 ° < a < 9 0 ° :
f f

[4-30]

<t> =<t> +
f

cv

hf) -<l>jF
0

where (<|)/)o is the friction angle at failure (maximum (o'\l&^)).
The hardening rule presented above is used together with a hardening mechanism
that combines one-sided expansion of the elastic region with kinematic hardening to
capture the incremental elastic-plastic response.

The hardening mechanism will be

explained in the following by taking as an example a case in which drained compression
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loading is followed by unloading and subsequent extension loading. Since the model is
incremental, the procedure will be shown in an incremental fashion.
Virgin loading will be treated first. Loading starts from a condition of zero stress
ratio, i.e., r\d = 0, although a state of r\d * 0 could be equally chosen.

This state

corresponds to point O in Figure 4.10. The initial elastic region is simply a line that
coincides with the s' axis in Figure 4.10a. As loading takes place, an increment in f
causes the developed stress ratio to increase while the stress path goes from point O to A .
The elastic region expands on one side of the s' axis only, and its new boundaries are the
s' axis and the line of current developed stress ratio

ridA-

Loading proceeds from point A

through points B to F, and the incremental virgin loading curve in Figure 4.10& is
defined. Of course, the smaller the increments are, the smoother the curve becomes.

COMPRESSION SIDE

EXTENSION SIDE

Figure 4.10 Expansion of elastic region with virgin loading, (a) Development of the
elastic region.
(b) Incremental stress ratio curve for virgin loading, and point of
crossover upon unloading.
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Upon unloading (decreasing 77), the stress point transverses the elastic region from
point F to O in Figure 4.10a, and a purely elastic response is predicted. If the process
continues in the same direction and the s' axis is crossed over (see Figure 4.10&), loading
(increasing 77 while 77 > rid on the other side of the s' axis) takes place and elastic-plastic
behaviour is predicted again. The elastic domain moves now with the stress point, but
does not change in size (Figure 4.1 la). Kinematic hardening proceeds until the achieved
state of stress in extension becomes equivalent to that defined by r/dmax on the
compression side (Figure 4.1 lb). This state of stress is termed here the image stress ratio
rfdmax-

Beyond rfdmax, the elastic region stops moving as a whole and starts expanding

again with f , keeping one of its boundaries fixed to the s' axis while the other one strain
s

hardens. A new value of r]dmax on the extension side is defined upon unloading and the
process repeats as cyclic loading continues.
(b)

(a)
COMPRESSION SIDE

CURRENT ELASTIC
REGION

dmax

DISPLACEMENT
OF ELASTIC
REGION

COMPRESSION SIDE

CURRENT ELASTIC
REGION

CURRENT LOADING
SURFACE

CURRENT LOADING
SURFACE
EXTENSION SIDE

EXTENSION SIDE

7]'

DMAX

= T\

dmax

Figure 4.11 Kinematic hardening of elastic region, (a) Displacement of the elastic region
without changing size or shape, (b) Image stress ratio rfdmax marking the end of
kinematic hardening and restarting of the elastic region expansion.
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If reloading (increasing 77 while rj < r\dmax) occurs before reaching the image stress
ratio of dmax, the predicted response is solely elastic until the opposite boundary of the
elastic region is crossed (Figure 4.12). At this point, elastic-plastic response is predicted
again allowing simulation of Bauschinger effect. Thereafter, strain hardening develops
kinematically with no change in size of the elastic domain. Once the previously defined
value of T]dmax on the compression side is reached, the elastic zone expands as explained
before. When unloading takes place, the process of purely elastic behaviour followed by
elastic-plastic response with either kinematic hardening or one-sided expansion of the
elastic region repeats as cyclic loading goes on.

Figure 4.12 Reloading before reaching the image stress ratio rfdmax- (a) Elastic region,
(b) Bauschinger effect.
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The hardening mechanism as discussed so far applies strictly to compressionextension modes of loading only.

To make it general, states of stress reversal, also

termed here crossovers, induced by the shear stress in the x-y plane T^y, are also
considered in the same fashion. The current state of stress is located in any of the four
quadrants defined on the {a -G^)/s':Xxy/s' plane (Figure 4.13). A crossover is predicted
x

every time the state of stress passes from one quadrant to another.

Depending on the

yield criterion, either only elastic behaviour is anticipated if the current stress state is
elastic, or elastic-plastic response is computed if the state of stress is plastic. Kinematic
hardening takes place i f the current stress ratio r\d is less than if dmax, or the elastic region
expands on one of its sides if r\d is greater than r(dmax-

(O -O )ls'
x

Figure 4.13 Quadrants of stress ratio to define crossover points.

y
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Since sand does not respond as a purely elastic material when the unload-reload
loops are long (see Figure 2.6), the cyclic behaviour of sand is only simulated in a
simplified manner with this procedure. To overcome this limitation, the elastic region
needs to be reduced. In addition, it was explained before that the unload-reload loops
tend to close as cyclic plastic strains accumulate. Therefore, a hardening function that
allows capturing this effect is needed to complete the model. However, this model was
developed to carry out the analysis of the C A N L E X static liquefaction problem in which
no cyclic loading was involved. Hence, the simplified procedure discussed above was
considered satisfactory from this viewpoint and a proper cyclic formulation is left for
future development of the model.

4.3.4 Hardening parameter of the cone (shear) mechanism
Yield surface hardening depends on the stress history that involves plastic strains.
Therefore, it is necessary to record the plastic history developed during the loading
process, and this is done through the scalar quantity termed hardening parameter. The
hardening parameter K most commonly used in strain hardening models is the effective
plastic strain, e , e.g., Hill (1950), Mroz (1967), Prevost and Hoeg (1975) and Vermeer
p

(1978), as discussed in Section 3.3. The hardening parameter Kadopted in this model is
the absolute value of the plastic shear strain increment Af , defined as follows:
s

[4.31]
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where A e / " and Aef are the plastic cone major and minor principal strain increments,
s

respectively.

The absolute value of A / " is introduced to ensure that Aid > 0, and
1

therefore, guarantee hardening of the yield surface.

4.3.5 Pure rotation of principal stresses
Pure rotation of principal stresses refers to a stress path in which the magnitude of the
principal stresses remains constant, but their directions vary continuously. Although the
maximum stress ratio n ^ does not change during this process, the stresses acting on
planes with orientations different from the principal directions change with continuous
rotation and induce plastic strains.

In other words, the plane on which n ^ acts is

gradually changing its orientation as the principal stresses rotate.
Any state of stress can be represented on the Mohr diagram as illustrated in Figure
4.14. Here, a plane whose orientation with respect to the principal planes is defined by
the angle 26 is noted as the a-b plane. The effective mean normal stress s' and the shear
stress t b determine the stress ratio T] b = ?ab I s' on the a-b plane. Since Tab is less than
a

a

the maximum shear stress t, then J] b is less than the maximum stress ratio r\max- If the
a

principal planes were rotated clockwise by a small angle d28, the a-b plane would
become the plane of maximum shear stress t and maximum stress ratio r ? ^ . Thus, the ab plane would experience a stress ratio increment due to a small rotation of the principal
stresses, dr\

roU

such that rj b + dr\ = r\maxa

rot
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dO'

Figure 4.14 Small rotation of the principal stress.

According to the hardening rule used in this model, an increment in stress ratio

AT] induces an increment in shear plastic strain Af

(Figure 4.7). On the other hand,

s

since the yield loci are assumed lines of maximum stress ratio r / ^ , it is straightforward
to soften (contract) the current yield locus by an amount equal to Ar] . This would force
rot

the elastic region to expand by the same amount Ar] , and push the current yield locus
rot

back to its previous position defined by
and hence the maximum stress ratio

r\max-

r\max,

The magnitude of the principal stresses,

would remain constant during the rotation

process, but plastic behaviour would be induced in the model by softening/hardening the
current yield surface in this manner.
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The stress ratio increment due to a small rotation of principal stresses, dr) , will
rot

be deduced from Equation 4.24 and the aid of Figure 4.14. In this figure, it can be seen
that when the a-b plane rotates an angle d26, the normal stress o' changes by an amount
a

do'. From the geometry of the Mohr circle, it follows that:

[4.32]

dc>'=tsm(d2d)

It can also be observed on Figure 4.14 that the shear stress x b changes by an
a

amount di, but if the angle of rotation is small, i.e., d26^> 0, dx «

do'.

During

continuous rotation of principal stresses, the process could be assumed to occur in small
angle increments d29. Hence, if d20 is small, neglecting the contribution of dx could be
considered a reasonable assumption. From Equation 4.24 and taking dt = 0, the stress
ratio increment dr] can be expressed as:

[4.33]

Recalling that r] = t I s', substitution of (4.32) into (4.33), renders:
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[4.34]

90
dr]=-r] sm{d2d)
2

With this approach, gradual rotation of the principal stresses is accounted for in
conjunction with the plastic shear or cone mechanism.

To complete the model, the

plastic cap mechanism will be presented in the following sections.

4.4 Plastic volumetric response

Yield loci like those adopted to capture plastic shear behaviour, are open with respect to
the hydrostatic axis and can not account for pure volumetric compression or stress paths
in which 7] remains constant. The plastic cap mechanism is introduced in the model to
capture plastic contraction induced by both, isotropic compression and loading paths
under constant stress ratio. The approach is essentially the same as that proposed by
Vermeer (1980), but modified in that the elastic response is incremental, as discussed in
Section 4.2, rather than obtained by a secant elastic formulation.
A superscript " " will be used in the following sections to emphasize that the
c

formulation currently under discussion relates to the plastic cap mechanism only.
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4.4.1 Yield function of the cap (volumetric) mechanism

The yield cap is defined by a sphere in the effective principal stress space t7'i:tTV<7'3,
with centre in the origin, and it is depicted in Figure 4.15 in the s':t plane.
Mathematically, the yield spherical cap is given by:

[4.35]

r=\[(cy\) Hcy\) H^f]-^ ) =o
2

2

c

2

where <f is the maximum radius attained by the sphere, termed here cap pressure.

CAP YIELD LOCUS

O = radius of spherical cap
0

Figure 4.15 Representation of the spherical yield cap in the s': t plane.

It is assumed that yield with isotropic strain hardening occurs when the cap
pressure, cf increases as plastic cap volumetric strain e

pc
v

takes place.
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4.4.2 Flow rule and plastic potential of the cap (volumetric) mechanism
The direction of the plastic strain increment vector A e ^ that results from the plastic
volumetric or cap mechanism is determined by the "cap" flow rule. The flow rule used in
this part of the model is assumed associative and it is given by:

[4.36]

A e f =X

der'

where X is a constant of proportionality between the cap plastic strain increments A e , /
c

C

and the partial derivatives of the cap plastic potential g . X is determined from plasticity
c

c

theory and its derivation is presented in Appendix B .
Since the flow rule is associative, the direction of the plastic strain increment
vector A e

pc

is perpendicular to the yield loci and consequently the volumetric plastic

potential function g coincides with the cap yield surface f.
c

<=r

[4.37]

8

Hence,

=\yj+(<y\f+M]--fp 7=o
e

4.4.3 Hardening rule of the cap (volumetric) mechanism

An increment in the cap pressure A(f is assumed to depend on the cap volumetric strain
increment A e / as follows:
C
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[4.38]

where B is a stress dependent plastic bulk modulus given by:
p

(

B =KP

[4.39]

P

A

9'

4-

T

P

where kf is the plastic bulk modulus number and mp the plastic bulk modulus exponent.

4.4.4 Hardening parameter of the cap (volumetric) mechanism
The plastic volumetric strain e

pc
v

yielded by the cap mechanism is used to record the

plastic volumetric history corresponding to this part of the model.

Hence, the cap

hardening parameter K? written in incremental form is given by:

AK: = Ae

[4.40]

C

pc
v

where A e / , Ae
C

pc
2

= (As

pc

+ A e f + Ae )
pc

3

and A e / are the plastic cap major, intermediate and minor principal
C

strains increments, respectively.
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4.5 Total response

The final response is the sum of the elastic and plastic components and is given by:

[4.41]

{ACT'}= [[ZT ] + [D'

]]{Ae}=

P

[D'JAE}

where {Atf} is the vector of effective stress increments AoV, ACT/ and AT^,; [D'] is the
constitutive elastic-plastic model matrix in terms of effective stresses; [D' ] and [D' ] are
E

P

the constitutive elastic and plastic matrices, respectively, in terms of effective stresses,
and which sum gives [£)'], i.e. [£)'] =

[D ]
,E

{Ae} is the vector of total strain

+ [D' ];
P

increments = {Ae } + {AE } = {Ae } + {Ae*"} + {Ae }, in which {Ae'"} and {Ae } have
e

P

e

pc

pc

been transformed to the reference Cartesian coordinates by direction cosines.

4.6 Undrained response

Undrained behaviour is captured by imposing the volumetric constraint caused by the
stiffness (B/) of the fluid occupying the pores within the soil.

In Figure 4.16, two

elements subjected to a vertical stress increment ACT can be seen.

The one on the left

side represents a soil element and its volumetric stiffness is characterized by the
skeleton's bulk modulus B'. The element on the right side represents an equivalent fluid
that occupies the total volume of the element rather than just the volume of the soil pores.
Its volumetric stiffness is characterized by the equivalent fluid stiffness (Bf I n), where n
is the porosity of the soil.
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Equivalent
Fluid
(B /n)
f

A e = ( A a ' IB')

A e / = [Aw/ (B./n)]

v

If undrained, then

Ae = Ae/
v

Figure 4.16 Soil element and equivalent fluid models.

Volumetric compatibility under undrained conditions requires that the equivalent
fluid volumetric strain increment, A e / , must be equal to the volumetric strain of the soil
skeleton, A e . Hence, for a plane strain case under undrained conditions, the volumetric
v

strain increment can be written as:

[4.42]

Ae

= Ae + Ae = Ae

f

v

x

y

v

Therefore, the increment of pore fluid pressure due to a change in volume A e is given
v

by:
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Au -

[4.43]

V n J

and can be computed at the same time as the stress increment, since the strain increments
Ae and Ae are known.
x

y

In matrix form:

{Au} = [D ] {Ae}

[4.44]

f

where [D ] is the equivalent fluid stiffness matrix; {AM} = {Au, Au, 0} ; {Ae} = {Ae*, Ae ,
T

f

y

A£xy} and the superscript " " is used to indicate the transpose vector.
T

r

By adding the stiffness contribution of the skeleton and the water, the stress-strain
relationship can be formulated in terms of total stresses as follows:

{Aa} = [[D'] + [D ]]{Ae}

[4.45]

f

Thus, for undrained conditions the stress-strain model can be obtained in terms of
total stresses. Since the increment of pore fluid pressure is computed at each step of the
analysis, the stress-strain model is therefore a fully coupled effective stress model. B y
adding the contribution of the fluid stiffness in this manner, strain softening behaviour of
loose sand can be predicted.
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4.7 Model parameters

The proposed constitutive model discussed in the previous sections requires determining
eleven constants. Three of them are related to the elastic response and the other eight to
the plastic cone and cap mechanisms. Determination of the elastic constants k , v and
e

G

me will be discussed first.

4.7.1 Elastic parameters.
Hardin (1978) found that the elastic shear modulus number kc is a function of void ratio,
F(e), and a variable, A, related to the size and shape of the sand particles, as follows:

[4.46]

k =A-F{e)
e

G

Values for A, F(e) and the elastic exponent me suggested by various authors are
listed in Table 4.1, where it can be seen that for sand, the elastic exponent me varies
between 0.38 and 0.5.

Table 4.1. Typical values of A, F(e) and the elastic exponent me.
me
Reference
Material
A
F(e)
Yu & Richart, 1984
(2.17-e) /(l+e)
0.5
Clean rounded sand
700
Yu & Richart, 1984
Clean angular sand
(2.97-e) /(l+e)
0.5
326
Clean sand
Hardin & Drnevich, 1972
(2.97-e) /(l+e)
0.5
320
Clean sand
Hardin, 1978
0.3+0.7e
0.5
625
Clean sand
(2.17-e) /(l+e)
0.38 Iwasaki & Tatsuoka, 1977
900
Note: A is a particle size and shape variable; F(e) is a void ratio function.
2

2

2

2

2
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The elastic shear modulus number kg can also be approximated from normalized
standard penetration values (Byrne et al., 1987), or from cone penetration test (Robertson
et al., 1983). Approximate values of k

G

in terms of relative density, D , or normalized
r

standard penetration resistance, (Nj^o, are listed in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2. Approximate values of the elastic shear modulus number k
(after Byrne et al., 1987).

e
G

State
D [%]
0-15
Very loose
Loose
15-35
Medium
35-65
Dense
65-85
85-100
Very dense
Note: The elastic exponent can be taken as 0.5.
r

k
300
300-900
900-2000
1500-2500
>2000
e

(N,)
0-3
3-8
8-25
25-42
>42

G

60

Hardin (1978) concluded that the elastic Poisson's ratio, v, for sand varies
between 0 and 0.2, recommending a value of 0.12. A Poisson's ratio of 0.12 renders
values of the elastic bulk modulus B that are almost equal to the elastic shear modulus
e

G . In absence of specific data, the elastic bulk and shear moduli can be assumed equal.
e

Values of the elastic bulk modulus, B , can also be found in Duncan et al. (1980), or
e

derived from G by assuming v.
e

The elastic shear modulus number ka can be measured directly from laboratory
e

tests using bender elements or a resonant column apparatus. The slope of unload-reload
curves from drained triaxial tests carried out under constant confining stress can also be
used to estimate k

G

if v is known or can be reasonably assumed. In the field, the elastic

parameters G and ka can be obtained from shear wave velocity, V . The shear modulus
e

s

G is related to V by:
e

s
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[4.47]

G = pV
e

2
s

where p is the mass density of the soil.
The elastic bulk modulus B can be directly obtained in the laboratory from the
e

slope of unload-reload curves in isotropic compression tests or assuming a constant v.

4.7.2 Plastic shear parameters.
The plastic shear parameters can be divided in two groups: those related to stiffness and
those related to strength. Plastic stiffness is associated with the shear modulus number
and exponent, kef and np, respectively, and the factor of anisotropic plastic response F.
The plastic shear parameters connected to strength are the internal friction angle at failure
(()/, the failure ratio RF and the constant volume friction angle (j^.

Plastic stiffness

parameters will be discussed first.
Duncan et al. (1980) and Byrne et al. (1987) examined shear response of granular
soils. Although they did not separate the strains into elastic and plastic components as is
done here, they considered a hyperbolic relation between the shear stress and total shear
strain.

B y subtracting the elastic component from the total shear strain, the plastic

component can be derived from their formulation since the combined shear modulus, G,
is related to the elastic and plastic shear moduli, G and C, respectively, as follows:
e

[4.48]

Ay = Ay +Ay
e

p

=At

G

e

G

p
J

G
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where Ay, Af

and Af

are the total, elastic and plastic shear strain increments,

respectively. Thus, after some manipulation Equation 4.48 yields:

GG

e

G" =

[4.49]

At low strain, i.e., y< 10" (10~ %), G is equal to the initial combined shear
4

2

modulus Gi and G? equal to the initial plastic shear modulus Gf. Therefore, kef can be
estimated from Gf, by using Equation 4.22, i.e., Gf = kef

PA

(s' /

Byrne et al.

P) .
A

NP

(1987) found that the initial combined shear modulus G was about Vz to Vi of the elastic
modulus G . These values of G in combination with Equation 4.49 yield values of G,
e

ranging from about V3 to 1.0 times G . Therefore, in the absence of specific data, kef
e

could be estimated within the range V3 kef to 1.0 kef.
The plastic exponent, np, can be taken equal to the elastic exponent, me, as
suggested by Vermeer (1980). The factor of anisotropic plastic response F is obtained by
comparison between triaxial compression and extension tests, e.g., F = (kef) t/( kef) mpex

CO

The plastic shear parameters related to the ultimate strength of sand are the
internal friction angle at failure ty, the failure ratio RF and the constant volume friction
angle (j^. There is considerable experience on determining ty (Byrne et al., 1987). Its
value is related to the stress ratio at failure r}f=sin ty= (t/s')f, where f/is the strength on
the plane of maximum shear and s / the corresponding effective mean stress.
The failure ratio RF relates the stress ratio at failure 77/ and the ultimate stress ratio
r} it from the best fit hyperbola to laboratory data, and was defined as RF = 77/ / r\ u in
u

u
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Section 4.3.3. Thus, R can be seen as a measure of the strain at which the full strength
F

ly is reached. Since the shear stress-strain relation is hyperbolic, the stress ratio curve
approaches the ultimate value rj i asymptotically. Hence, if R = 1, r\f occurs at infinite
u t

F

shear strain, while if R = 0, then 77/is reached at y = (t/Gf)/,
F

r

as shown in Figure 4.17.

For intermediate cases, R can be expressed as follows:
F

[4.50]

R

F

=1-

In general, based on data by Byrne et al. (1987) and Duncan et al. (1980), R could be
F

taken as ranging from 0.5 to 0.98.

t

PLASTIC SHEAR STRAIN yPs

Figure 4.17 Effect of the failure ratio R on the shape of the hyperbolic stress-strain
curve.
F
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The constant volume friction angle (J) depends mainly on mineralogy, but Byrne
cv

et al. (1987) suggested that in the absence of data and for practical purposes, ()) could be
cv

generally considered equal to 33° (typical value for quartz sand). However, Roy (1997)
summarized data from several authors indicating that
35.0°.

could vary between 27.5 to

A summary relating approximate values of the shear parameters with D and
r

(Niko, for practical purposes, is presented in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3. Approximate values of shear parameters for practical purposes (after Byrne et
al., 1987).
State

D

r

(Nrfso

Elastic

Plastic

kG_

h[_

§i

<\>cv

Very loose
0-15
0-3
300
50-300
33
33
Loose
15-35
3-8
300-900
100-900
35
33
Medium
35-65
8-25
900-2000
300-2000
38
33
Dense
65-85
25-42
1500-2000
1000-2500
43
33
Very dense
85-100
>42
>2000
>2000
50
33
Note: The relationship between (Ni^o and D is based on Skempton (1986). * Derived
from Byrne et al. (1987) and Equation 4.49.
r

The plastic shear parameters can be directly obtained from drained shear tests in
which shear and volumetric strains are measured, or from undrained tests in which pore
pressures are measured in place of volumetric strains. Nevertheless, in the case of loose
sands, the friction angle at failure (fy obtained from undrained conditions would be
slightly less than if obtained from drained tests. The procedure to obtain the plastic shear
parameters from laboratory tests is essentially the same as that explained by Duncan and
Chang (1970), and will be described in the following.

Equation 4.21 can be rearranged and expressed as:
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[4.51]

7]

7

G* V,ult

In the (yl 77) vs. yplane, Equation 4.51 is a straight line with intercept to the origin 1/G .
Therefore, the combined shear modulus G, can be readily obtained from such a plot and
with the aid of Equation 4.49, Gf is determined. At least two values of Gf, derived from
two tests at different confining stress levels, are needed to determine kef and np. B y
plotting Gf vs. (s' / PA) in log-log scales, a straight line is obtained. The shear plastic
exponent np is given by the slope of this line and (kef PA) is given by the value of Gf at
(s' /PA) = 1. The stress ratio at failure ly defines ty, as emphasized above, and /?/can be
obtained with the aid of Equation 4.50. Determination of the factor of anisotropic plastic
response is achieved by computing the ratio of kef in extension to kef in compression,
i.e., F =

(kef)ext

I

(kef) mpCO

Finally, the constant volume friction angle (]) can be
cv

estimated by evaluating the stress ratio r? that corresponds to the point in which the slope
of the curve ef vs. / , or pore pressure u vs. / , becomes zero. Strictly, the curves ef vs.
/ , or u vs. / , should be used to evaluate § v
C

However, since at this strain level the

elastic component of the strains is much smaller than the plastic, the error incurred by
using total strains, i.e., e and 7, may not be significant.
v

4.7.3 Plastic cap parameters
Two plastic volumetric parameters are needed by the cap mechanism, the plastic bulk
modulus number and exponent, kf and mp, respectively. These parameters should be
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derived from back analysis of isotropic compression tests since in this type of test the
volumetric response is isolated from shear effects. The value of the initial bulk modulus
Bf can be obtained in a similar manner as Gf. The initial combined bulk modulus 5, is
determined first from the slope of the curve e vs. s' at its starting point. With
v

Bf and

Equation 4.49 written in terms of bulk moduli, Bf can be computed from:

f BB

e

[4.52]

B =
p

^

B -B
e

y

Based on experimental observations with respect to strain and stress paths in tests
performed at constant stress ratio, Vermeer (1980) suggested using the same elastic and
plastic exponents.

He emphasized that proportional stressing induces proportional

straining and vice versa, if the stress ratio, 77, is not greater than the stress ratio at the ko
condition, r]ko, i.e., r\ko ^ V- These experimental observations can only be captured by the
model i f all elastic and plastic exponents are equal. Hence, by assuming the plastic
volumetric exponent mp equal to the elastic exponent me, as suggested by Vermeer
(1980), V

can be obtained from Equation 4.39, i.e., Bf = k/P

(s'/P ) .
mp

A

A

The latter assumption would simplify the model by reducing the number of
parameters from eleven to nine. Nevertheless, the restriction does not necessarily apply
to the plastic shear mechanism used in this model since the cone mechanism does not
contribute to the plastic response for paths of constant stress ratio. It is left to the user
whether to use the same elastic and plastic exponents or not.
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4.8 Summary

A double hardening constitutive model has been presented in this Chapter. The model
addresses most of the characteristics of sand behaviour relevant to static liquefaction of
sand, i.e., non-linearity and stress dependency of the stress-strain relationship; shearvolume coupling; path dependency; effects of direction of loading; and strains induced by
continuous rotation of principal stresses. It is based on incremental elastic-plastic theory
and has two independent yield mechanisms: (i) a shear or cone mechanism, and (ii) a
volumetric or cap mechanism.
The elastic response is assumed to be incremental linear, isotropic and specified
by Hooke's law. The elastic moduli are considered stress level dependent and hence, the
total elastic response is non-linear.
The plastic shear mechanism assumes: (i) the ultimate strength and state of stress
limited by the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion; (ii) radial lines of constant stress ratio to
be the shear yield loci; (iii) a non-associative flow rule derived from energy
considerations; and (iv) a mixed hardening rule in which the relationship between the
stress ratio, 77, and plastic shear strain, / , is assumed hyperbolic and dependent on the
direction, a , of the principal stress, 0\. In addition, the hardening rule approximates the
a

effects of continuous rotation of principal stresses by softening/hardening the shear yield
surface as a function of the rotation angle increment.
The volumetric mechanism assumes a sphere with center in the origin of the stress
space as yield surface, which strain-hardens isotropically as the cap pressure,

cf,

increases beyond its maximum level. The volumetric flow rule is associative and the cap
pressure is related to the plastic volumetric strain through a power law.
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The total plastic response is assumed given by superposition of the two
independent plastic mechanisms, and the final incremental response by adding the elastic
and plastic contributions.

The major deviations of the model from observed sand behaviour are: (i) the
shape of the failure surface (given by the Mohr-Coulomb pyramid), which is not curved
and neglects the effect of the intermediate principal stress, c\,

and mean stress, o~' =
m

(o"'i+o"'2+CT'3)/3; (ii) the inability to capture the observed anisotropic response under
decreasing or constant stress ratio paths in which the confining stress, s', increases
beyond the preconsolidation pressure, s 'max; and (iii) the size of the elastic region, which
is too large to allow correct prediction of large unload-reload loops under cyclic loading.

The advantages of this model over other formulations are:
•

The mixed shear hardening rule that allows prediction of elastic-plastic response upon
stress reversal (cross-over), overcoming the restriction imposed by isotropic
hardening rules affecting most of the simple elastic-plastic models;

•

The ability to approximate the effect of principal stress direction in sand response to
first time shear loading (effects induced by inherent anisotropy); and

•

The capability to approximately account for the strains induced by pure and
continuous rotation of principal stresses.

In the following chapter, the numerical analysis procedure used to solve the stressdeformation problem (i.e. equilibrium, compatibility and boundary conditions for the
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proposed stress-strain relationship), as well as the numerical implementation of the
constitutive model will be discussed.

108

CHAPTER 5

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The solution of a stress-deformation problem requires that equilibrium and compatibility
be satisfied for the boundary and initial conditions of the problem, using an appropriate
stress-strain relationship. Finite elements or finite difference techniques are routinely
used to reasonably satisfy these conditions.
In this study, analyses were carried out using the computer code F L A C -Fast
Lagrangian Analysis of Continua-, version 3.3 (Cundall, 1995). The program uses the
finite difference method and satisfies dynamic equilibrium using a step-by-step explicit
time domain procedure. The geometric domain is discretized into a quadrilateral grid in
which each zone comprises four triangles. The stiffness contribution of each zone is
essentially the same as i f it were represented by four constant strain triangular elements.
This code allows the user to input a specific constitutive stress-strain model. Large
displacements and strains are approximated by updating the nodal coordinates of the grid.
The

dynamic approach used in F L A C has the advantages of achieving a

numerically stable solution even when the problem is not statically stable, allowing
examination of large strains and displacements prior to failure. The stress-strain model
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described in Chapter 4 was implemented in F L A C and used in the analyses that will be
presented in the chapters to follow.

5.1 Explicit finite difference approach (FLAC)

The numerical procedure applied in F L A C is such that for each element in the geometric
domain, stresses and forces are used in the equations of motion to obtain new velocities
and displacements.

With these new values, the constitutive equation or stress-strain

relation is then employed to predict new stresses, and in this manner, a basic explicit
calculation cycle is completed.

The procedure is depicted in Figure 5.1.

While

computing a new set of stresses, the input velocities are assumed unaffected by the new
stresses. A very small time-step is used in order to comply with this assumption, so
information can not physically pass from one element to another during that period. B y
keeping the computational front ahead of the physical front, stresses can be computed
from strains in an element without requiring an iteration process even for nonlinear
constitutive laws (Cundall, 1995). After several calculation cycles, changes in stresses
and strains propagate across elements in a similar way as they would propagate
physically.
The formulation can be used in two strain modes:

"Eulerian," termed small-

strain, or "Lagrangian," termed large-strain. In the small-strain mode, movements and
deformations are relative to a fixed grid. In contrast, when using the large-strain mode,
the nodal coordinates of the elements are updated at each time-step by simply adding the
corresponding incremental displacements. Hence, the grid moves and deforms with the
material it represents.
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EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION
(EQUATION OF MOTION)

NEW VELOCITIES
AND DISPLACEMENTS

NEW STRESSES
OR FORCES

STRESS/STRAIN RELATION
(CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION)

Figure 5.1 Basic explicit calculation cycle (after Cundall. 1995).

Since the geometric domain is divided into a quadrilateral grid in which each zone
comprises four triangular elements (see Figure 5.2), the finite difference equations used
in F L A C are derived for triangular elements from Gauss divergence theorem (Cundall,
1995). The finite difference equations are:

<

[5.1]

a*,

>= — > < f > n, Ay
A

v

where f represents a scalar, vector or tensor; n„ the unit normal vector to the surface S; Xi
are position vectors; A is the area; As, the length of a side of the triangle; and the
summation is done over the three sides of the triangular element. The value of < f > is
considered the average over a side.
For the case of a continuous solid body, Newton's law of motion can be written as
follows (Cundall, 1995):
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[5.2]

3u

3o",

at

dX,

:
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where p is the mass density; t, the time; w,, velocity components; Xj, components of the
coordinate vector; g„ components of the gravitational acceleration; and o^, the
components of the stress tensor. A dot on top of a variable indicates its derivative respect
to time and the indices i,j and k, denote components in a Cartesian coordinate frame.

Figure 5.2 Basic grid element (after Cundall, 1995). (a) Overlaid quadrilateral elements
used in F L A C . (b) Typical triangular element with velocity vectors, (c) Nodal force
vector.
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The nodal velocities w, for an element are derived from Equation 5.2. Thus, by
making < f > in Equation 5.1, equal to the average velocity vector in two consecutive
nodes, the nodal velocities for an element are (Cundall, 1995):

[5.3]

- > I ui

where the superscripts

( a )

and

( b )

'+ui

' k,As

indicate two consecutive nodes on the triangle boundary

(Figure 5.2b).
0

The strain rates £,>• are then computed as (Cundall, 1995):

[5.4]

dui

duj

dx;

dx.

In the large-strain mode, the stress components C7,y of the stress tensor are
modified due to the finite rotation of an element during one time-step in the following
manner (Cundall, 1995):

[5.5]

o- :=CT +(^o- .-o-,.^.)At
iy

l7

t

where := means "replaced by"; A t is the time-step and Ofy given by:
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[5.6]

fl> =.I
ff

dui duj
dxj dx

t

Therefore, either the stress tensor components Ci, remain unchanged in smallstrain mode, or they are adjusted in large-strain mode due to the finite rotation of the
element during one time-step. The components Oy comprise the previous or old values of
the stress tensor components, termed cfy .
oW

The components of a stress increment Aery are obtained from the corresponding
0

strain rates e,> by invoking the constitutive law. A new set of values c7,/ of the stress
iew

tensor components, is computed as follows:

[5.7]

o™ = of

+ ACT,

=

of

+ D e„ At
u

where D are the coefficients of the constitutive stiffness matrix.
l}

The new components c7,/ ' of the stress tensor are converted to equivalent nodal
eH

forces acting at the ends of the corresponding triangle side. Since each triangle vertex
has two adjacent sides, the equivalent nodal forces F, (Figure 5.2c) are (Cundall, 1995):

[5.8]

F^ff^sW+nfsW)
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where the superscripts

( 1 )

and
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are used to distinguish the two adjacent sides of the

( 2 )

triangular element.
Equation 5.8 does not account for body forces due to gravity F* or forces due to
g>

boundary conditions F* . Thus, all these forces are summed at each node to give the net
BC)

nodal force ZF* (Cundall, 1995):

Ys > >

[5.9]

F

=F

+ Fi

is)

+

Fi

(BC)

If the body is either at static equilibrium or in a state of plastic flow, ZF, on node
" i " is zero.

However, under different conditions, node " i " will be accelerated in

accordance with Newton's second law of motion, which in its finite difference form reads
(Cundall, 1995):

[5.10]

u\

=u)

Zj

;

+£F

;

m

where the superscripts indicate the time at which the corresponding variable is evaluated,
and m is the mass.
The calculation cycle depicted in Figure 5.1 is completed in this manner and only
if the problem under analysis is formulated in the large-strain mode, new nodal
coordinates are determined (Cundall, 1995):

t
[5.11]

x^=x^

+ u\

A t
+
2 j

At
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In order to solve static problems, static or quasi-static solutions are attained in
F L A C by introducing damping forces in the equations of motion. This task is achieved
by adding nodal damping forces that are proportional to the magnitude of the unbalanced
force X F , , and hence, Equation 5.10 is modified as follows (Cundall, 1995):
(t)

[5.12]

oI

2

Ui

( (•
(t)

sgn

At

~

0

Ui

0

)M

At
•

(t-At/2)

where a is a constant; "sgn" stands for sign of the nodal velocity M,

, and is used to

guarantee that the direction of the nodal damping force ensures energy dissipation; and
m is a fictitious nodal mass such that the time-step A t is equal to unity to simplify and
n

speed up the computational process.
F L A C is capable of simulating groundwater flow and the consolidation process in
a soil when the program is configured to carry out this kind of analysis. Two mechanical
effects related to the pore fluid pressure are considered: changes in pore pressures
induced by volume changes, and changes in effective stresses caused by pore pressure
changes. The first effect is captured through the fluid reaction to volume variations of the
grid elements. Cundall (1995) refers to it as the effect of mechanical volume changes.
The second effect reflects the fact that the effective stresses change when the pore
pressures are modified either by mechanical effects or by the groundwater flow process.
The groundwater formulation of the program follows the same general scheme of
finite differences and discretization of the grid discussed before.

F L A C assumes that
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pressure and saturation values are located at grid nodes. Furthermore, the groundwater
equations are expressed in terms of pressures rather than hydraulic head, and hence,
Darcy's law for anisotropic porous medium is written as (Cundall, 1995):

dP

[5.13]

where V, is the specific discharge vector; P the pressure; and Ky is the "permeability"
tensor defined as (Cundall, 1995):

[5.14]
w

in which ky is the hydraulic conductivity used as a constant of proportionality in the usual
form of Darcy's law: ( v = k dh/dx); g is the gravitational acceleration; and p , the mass
w

density of the fluid.
By making < f > in Equation 5.1 equal to P, (dP/dxj) can be evaluated and
substituted into Equation 5.13, allowing evaluation of the specific discharge vector V,
(Cundall, 1995):

[5.15]

where Z is the summation over the three sides of the triangle.
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V, is then converted to scalar volumetric flow rates, Q, at the nodes by performing
the dot products with the unit vectors normal to the three sides of the triangular element,
giving the following expression (Cundall, 1995):

[5.16]

e = V>,As

In matrix form, Equation 5.16 can be written for the whole quadrilateral element in terms
of the four nodal pressures P and the four nodal flow rates Q as (Cundall, 1995):

[5.17]

{Q}=[MfP}

where [M] is the "permeability stiffness" matrix.
At a saturated node, the pore pressures due to the flow imbalance E<2 are given by
(Cundall, 1995):

in which B is the fluid bulk modulus; n, the material porosity; and V, the total volume. In
f

finite difference form, Equation 5.18 transforms into (Cundall, 1995):

^

1 C J

J

pnew

_

paid

^

f

(?At+ AV )
mech

nV
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are the updated and old values of pore pressure, respectively; A t is

the time-step; and AVmech is the equivalent nodal volume increase induced by mechanical
deformations of the grid.
In Equation 5.19, the first term in the brackets accounts for pore pressure changes
induced by groundwater flow, while the second term accounts for changes in the pore
fluid pressure induced by volumetric deformations of the grid elements ("soil"). For
details on these procedures, the reader is referred to Cundall (1995).
F L A C allows the user to decide whether gravitational forces, flow effects, or
both, should be taken into consideration. A n on/off switch instruction is used for this
purpose.

Turning gravity on implies that body forces will be accounted for in the

analysis. The gravitational acceleration g is treated as a vector in F L A C ' s formulation, so
different vertical and horizontal components of g can be applied to a grid. In addition, the
magnitude of g can be set equal to a value different from the actual Earth gravitational
acceleration of 9.81 m/sec . Therefore, variations on the magnitude of g, like those in
2

centrifuge tests, can be simulated.
Turning flow on implies that the fluid within a grid is allowed to move among the
elements. Depending on the boundary conditions with regard to the flow, the grid will be
either an opened or a closed system. In an opened system, fluid will enter or leave the
grid, while in a closed system, there will not be communication with the outside. In both
cases, flow will occur within the geometric domain of the problem. Turning flow off
implies that the fluid will not enter or leave any of the elements comprising the grid, and
thus, the fluid will not move at all.
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5.2 Numerical implementation of the proposed constitutive model

The proposed constitutive model discussed in Chapter 4 was implemented in F L A C
following the same numerical procedure used for F L A C ' s built-in Mohr-Coulomb model
(Cundall, 1995). Although the formulation is based on plane strain conditions, the outof-plane stress is taken into consideration by expressing the stress-strain relation in threedimensional terms. A state of material yielding and/or a state of failure is decided in the
model by a Mohr-Coulomb type of criterion, which in turn depends on the major and
minor principal stresses, o\ and cr'3, respectively. Since the out-of-plane stress, cr'^, is
not forced to be the intermediate principal stress, o\, the plane defined by a\ and a\,
could change. Hence, if a'^ becomes the minor or major principal stress, failure and/or
yielding is declared in the cr'i: cr'^, or a'^. cr'3 plane, accordingly. By switching the
plane in which yielding takes place in agreement with o\

and cr'3, the numerical

procedure is conformed to modelling axi-symmetric conditions. This numerical approach
allows extending the plane strain formulation to 3-D axi-symmetric conditions in a
straightforward manner and with minimal computational effort, i f the strain increments
are small (Cundall, 1995).
Many problems of interest to geotechnical engineering can be modelled assuming
plane strain conditions. However, the axi-symmetric case is important since it resembles
typical conditions of some laboratory tests, e.g., triaxial and uniaxial consolidation tests.
In addition, for the great majority of cases in practical engineering, plane strain data are
not available, and thus, constitutive models have to be calibrated with data obtained from
conventional triaxial tests. In such tests, two of the principal stresses are equal and,
during yielding, the stress point moves along a "corner" of the Mohr-Coulomb pyramid
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(Figure 4.4). Hence, it was considered important to numerically implement the proposed
constitutive model for both, plane strain and axi-symmetric conditions.
The numerical implementation of the proposed constitutive model is discussed in
this section. Derivations of the expressions implemented into the computer code are
presented in Appendix B . As mentioned earlier, the incremental stress-strain relation is
formulated in three-dimensional terms and is expressed using the x : y : z axes as
reference. The out-of-plane stress, o\, is considered one of the principal stresses. Both,
elastic and plastic strain increments in the out-of-plane direction are assumed to be zero.
Since the components of the total strain increment, Ae„ are considered equal to
the sum of the elastic and plastic strain increment components (Ae, = Ae, + Ae/'), the
c

stress increment components, Acr'„ are given by:

[3.Sbis]

where

[3.5bis]

Ae? = X

3CT,.

as described in Section 3.3.
However, the plastic strain increments Ae, are not known a priori and must be
p

determined from plasticity theory. The occurrence of plastic strain increments depends
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on whether the yield criteria are violated or not, and this is determined with the following
procedure.
The total strain increments Ae, obtained from Equation 5.4 are used in Hooke's
law to derive the corresponding stress increments A c ' / for which a purely elastic
response is assumed, i.e.

[5.20]

As can be seen from comparing Equations 3.Sbis and 5.20, the stress increments ACT''
may or may not be equal to Ac ', depending on whether the plastic strain increments Aef
-

are equal to zero (purely elastic response), or not (elastic-plastic response).
The stress increments A c ' / are added to the old values of the stresses tr',- . The
oW

new values obtained in this manner are transformed into principal stresses a''.

These

principal stresses are called elastic guesses since they were derived from Hooke's law
assuming a purely elastic response, and they are distinguished with the superscript
The sign convention followed in F L A C considers compressive stresses as
negative, and so, the elastic guesses, a'', are ordered in the following manner:

[5.21]

CT'l

where major, intermediate and minor principal stresses are indicated by the subscripts 1,
2 and 3, respectively.
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These elastic guesses are then used to evaluate the current yield functions f. Two
different scenarios are possible:
1)

f j ( < J ' i )

>

0 (Recall that F L A C considers compressive stresses as negative). This case

corresponds to a state of stress that lies within or on the boundaries of the elastic
region defined by the current positions of the yield loci, and therefore, the response is
purely elastic. In this case, the plastic strain increments, Ae/ , are equal to zero.
7

Thus, Aa't = ACT'/, and the new stresses, a'" , are equal to a'/.
ew

2) fj(o'!) < 0. This case corresponds to a state of stress that violates the yield criteria
and hence, plastic strains occur. The stress increments,

ACT'/,

guessed by means of

Hooke's law must be corrected in accordance with plasticity theory since only the
elastic components, Aef, of the total strain increments, Ae„ can contribute to the
stress increments, Ao"',. Depending on whether one or more yield criteria have been
violated, seven different yielding cases can occur (see Appendix B). In any of these
cases, the stresses must be corrected using the corresponding flow rules as follows:

[5.22]

However, in order to evaluate

<7'" ,
ew

X must be known.

B y definition of the

consistency condition, the scalar X is such that a' " lies on the current yield locus.
ew

Hence, a'"

ew

must satisfy the yield functions

f,

i.e.

f j ( < J ' "

e

w

)

= 0. Since all terms

except X in the right hand side of Equation 5.22 are known, solving

f j ( < J ' i

n e w

)

= 0 in
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such terms yields the scalar X. Therefore, X is obtained by solving the system of
simultaneous equations defined by:

[5.23]

Substitution of X in Equations 5.22 and 3.5bis allows computation of o'" , and the
ew

plastic strain increments Ae/\ This procedure ensures that the new state of stress,
represented by o'" , lies on the current yield locus or loci, if more than one yield
ew

criteria were simultaneously violated. The plastic strain increments, Ae/', derived in
the process are used to evaluate the hardening parameters and with these, the elastic
region evolves according to the hardening rules as explained in Sections 4.3.3 (shear
hardening rule), and 4.4.3 (volumetric hardening rule).

Once the new stresses a' " and location of the yield loci have been determined, the
ew

elastic region is updated to account for rotation of principal stresses as explained in
Section 4.3.5.
Finally, the process ends examining the occurrence of stress reversal conditions. If
stress reversal occurred, the yield loci are reset as explained in Section 4.3.3. A new
elastic region is defined in this manner and its evolution will depend on subsequent
loading.
The procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.3 in flow chart form. Here, it can be noted
that in addition to the shear and volumetric yield criteria, a tension failure criterion (f ) is
1
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also considered. This latter criterion is defined by a constant value of tension a that sand
1

could withstand (usually zero), and mathematically, it is expressed as:

[5.24]

f'=a'

The tension yield surface does not harden or soften and its numerical implementation is
identical to that one used in F L A C ' s built-in Mohr-Coulomb model (Cundall, 1995). For
details on the tension yield criterion, the reader is referred to Cundall (1995), or to
Appendix B of this thesis.

5.3 Modelling the single element behaviour

One of the first steps for modelling the behaviour of a specific structure is to discretize
the geometric domain into a grid of elements. The overall response of the system will
depend on the boundary conditions, loading characteristics and mechanical properties of
each element comprising the grid.

It is therefore essential to capture the element

behaviour first, since the whole system will be modelled as a collection of such elements.
The element response is usually captured through laboratory testing. To this end, triaxial
and simple shear tests, drained and undrained, are commonly used as element tests to
characterize the material's behaviour under loading conditions representative of those in
the field.
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Element tests are numerically simulated by a single element grid and the different
types of tests are modelled by specifying appropriate boundary and loading conditions.
The element response in compression or extension tests, for example, is simulated with
the boundary conditions depicted in Figure 5.4a. For plane strain conditions, no
deformations are allowed in the out-of-plane direction, i.e., e = 0, while the stress acting
z

perpendicular to the plane of strain, i.e., o\, is considered one of the principal stresses.
For triaxial conditions, the axially symmetric configuration is used and hence, stresses
and strains in the "z-axis" direction, i.e., c\ and e , respectively, are considered equal to
z

those in the "x-axis" direction, i.e., o\ and e , respectively.
x

The element is first brought to equilibrium under the consolidation state of stress,
although the consolidation process itself could also be simulated. Conventional constant
strain rate types of tests are modelled by applying constant and equal nodal velocities at
the top nodes of the grid. For compression, these velocities are applied in the negative
direction of the "y-axis", while for extension, they are applied in the opposite direction.
It is clear that stress paths different from those of conventional tests could be simulated.
For example, stress paths involving vertical compression or vertical extension could be
modelled by applying nodal velocities at the right hand side nodes of the grid in the
horizontal direction, as opposed to vertical velocities at the top nodes. Constant volume
conditions could be represented by forcing the top and right hand side boundaries of the
grid to move in such a way that no volume change would occur in the element.
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Figure 5.4 Boundary and loading conditions of a single element grid for modelling
laboratory element tests, (a) Compression or extension, (b) Simple shear.

In contrast, conventional constant stress rate types of tests are modelled by
applying constant stress increments at either the top horizontal or the right vertical
boundaries of the grid.
Simple shear tests require different boundary conditions, as shown in Figure 5.4b.
For this case, the top nodes are attached to each other in order to force them to move
uniformly in the horizontal direction. Nodal velocities parallel to the "x-axis" are then
applied at the top nodes. Constant volume conditions could be enforced by fixing the top
nodes in the vertical direction, so no displacements in the "y-axis" direction would be
allowed; forcing the volume of the element to remain constant.
From Equations 5.9 and 5.19, it is easy to note that by choosing different
boundary conditions and fluid parameters, various types of analyses can be performed:
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Fully Drained, Undrained, True Constant Volume, Partially Saturated and Coupled
Stress-Flow.

5.4 Fully drained analysis

A fully drained response is simulated by considering the fluid stiffness to be zero, in
which case the response is governed solely by the stiffness of the soil skeleton. If the
bulk modulus of the fluid Bf is assumed equal to zero in Equation 5.19, the value of the
pore pressure P "

ew

remains constant. This is equivalent to the case in which the fluid

within the soil pores can drain freely and no excess pore pressure is generated during the
loading process.

Therefore, a fully drained condition can be simulated in F L A C by

simply assuming Bf = 0. The initial values of pore pressure, P° , remain unchanged
td

during the analysis whether P°

ld

reflects the hydrostatic conditions, there is no water

present within the soil pores (P° = 0), or P° is due to a specific groundwater pressure
ld

ld

distribution.

5.5 Undrained analysis

When undrained conditions prevail, the fluid contained in the soil pores imposes a
volumetric constraint through its stiffness Bp A n undrained response is thus simulated by
considering a realistic value of the fluid stiffness and adding its contribution to the
stiffness of the soil skeleton.
As pointed out before, F L A C requires the user to discretize the geometric domain
of a given problem into a quadrilateral grid.

If the boundaries of such a grid were
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assumed impermeable, there would not be exchange of fluid between the grid and the
outside. Impermeable boundaries in conjunction with a realistic value of the fluid bulk
modulus Bf are used to perform undrained type of analyses. From Equation 5.19 two
different undrained conditions can be modelled. A truly undrained condition could be
simulated by turning the flow off, and hence, no fluid exchange among the elements
would be allowed. The term £<2At in Equation 5.19 would be equal to zero for this case,
but changes in pore pressure would arise from the fluid reaction to volumetric changes of
the grid elements, i.e., AVmechWhen the flow is not turned off but the boundaries are kept impermeable, fluid
exchange among the elements occurs and allows pore pressure redistribution within the
grid to take place. Both terms inside the brackets of Equation 5.19 contribute to change
the pore pressure P

n e w

in this case.

This condition is termed undrained with pore

pressure redistribution and is considered a more realistic undrained condition since soil
permeability is never really zero.

5.6 True constant volume

True constant volume can be simulated by specifying boundary conditions that force the
element or elements in a grid to strain without any changes in volume. This condition
can be achieved by prescribing velocities at the grid nodes in such a way that no
volumetric strains take place. As discussed in Section 5.1, nodal velocities are converted
into strain rates and these in turn, to stresses and nodal forces. The predicted stresses at
the boundaries are equivalent to the pore pressures that would develop in an undrained
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Hence, true constant volume conditions, like those imposed in laboratory

testing, can be easily simulated.

5 . 7 Partially saturated analysis

Partially saturated analysis refers to both undrained and drained conditions in soils that
are not fully saturated, i.e., their degree of saturation is less than 100%. Undrained
conditions on partially saturated soils can be simulated by reducing the fluid bulk
modulus Bf. As discussed in Section 4.6, (Bf/ n) represents the stiffness of an equivalent
fluid that occupies the total volume of the element rather than just the volume of the
pores. Thus, Equation 5.19 will render appropriate values of pore pressure P" , by using
ew

values of Bf that are representative of the degree of saturation in the soil. The bulk fluid
modulus Bf can be related to the Skempton pore pressure parameter B k , and hence, it is
s

em

a simple matter to derive a value of Bf in agreement with the degree of saturation. This
will be discussed in Chapter 6. Drained conditions in partially saturated soils will be
addressed in the following section.

5.8 Coupled stress-flow analysis

The coupled stress-flow response is simulated by taking into account the gradual
dissipation of pore pressure that occurs with time and its associated displacements. Two
mechanical effects are considered in this case: changes in pore pressure induced by
volume changes, and changes in effective stress caused by pore pressure changes. Both
terms inside the brackets of Equation 5.19 contribute to update the values of pore
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in this case. The effects induced by the consolidation process and loading

conditions are accounted for at every step of calculation, capturing the so-called coupled
stress-flow response.
Unsaturated flow is simulated in F L A C by means of an empirical function that
depends on the degree of saturation, modifying the flow rates given by Equation 5.17.
The reader is referred to Cundall (1995) for details on the procedure. However, when
modelling a coupled stress-flow problem where a small portion of air is trapped within
the fluid, the problem can be simulated by assuming full saturation of the elements but a
reduced value of Bf, as discussed in the previous section.

5.9 Summary

The numerical analysis procedure and implementation of the proposed constitutive model
were discussed in the previous sections. The procedure allows performing fully drained,
partially drained, undrained, and constant volume type of analysis under plane strain and
axi-symmetric conditions. In addition, material partial saturation can also be accounted
for in analysis.

In the following chapter, the proposed constitutive model will be

calibrated against Syncrude sand experimental data and the model performance, will be
discussed.
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CHAPTER 6

CALIBRATION OF THE CONSTITUTIVE MODEL AGAINST
SYNCRUDE SAND EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In the following sections, the proposed constitutive model will be calibrated against
Syncrude sand experimental data; i.e. can the model capture the element behaviour of
Syncrude sand? The database comprised information obtained from laboratory element
tests on sand samples reconstituted by air and water pluviation, as well as undisturbed
frozen samples. Two types of triaxial tests on air pluviated samples were carried out in
the Centre for Cold Ocean Resources Engineering (C-CORE): Drained compression and
undrained compression and extension (Phillips and Byrne, 1993). These tests were
carried out to characterize the sand used in building the centrifuge model and will be
referred to here as C-CORE element tests or simply C-CORE tests. Laboratory tests
performed at the University of British Columbia (UBC) were mainly carried out on water
pluviated samples.

They comprised undrained triaxial compression and extension,

constant volume simple shear and hollow cylinder tests (Vaid et al., 1995a and b). In
addition, the U B C database included results from constant volume simple shear tests on
air pluviated samples, as well as undrained triaxial compression, undrained triaxial
extension and constant volume simple shear tests on undisturbed frozen specimens (Vaid
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et al., 1996). Tests carried out at the University of British Columbia will be referred to
here as U B C element tests or simply U B C tests.
Four phases of site characterization were undertaken as part of the C A N L E X
Project. However, only Phase-I and Phase-LTJ are directly related to the research carried
out in this thesis. Syncrude Phase-I sand was used for building the centrifuge model by
air pluviation, while Syncrude Phase-Ill sand was utilized in the C A N L E X field event to
form the foundation layer by hydraulic deposition. Syncrude sand emanated as waste
from the oil sand mining industry in Alberta and its key properties regarding undrained
behaviour are presented in Table 6.1 together with other properties of relevance to this
study. The grain size distribution curve is shown in Figure 6.1.

Table 6.1 Properties of Syncrude tailings sand (after Phillips and Byrne, 1993, Vaid et al.
1996 and Vaid et al. 1998).
Phase-HI
Property
Phase-I
(Centrifuge Model)
(Field Event)
2.64
2.63
Specific gravity (G )
Maximum dry density, kg/m
1720
Minimum dry density, kg/m
1350
0.960
0.901
Maximum void ratio, e
0.530 *
0.579 *
Minimum void ratio, e i
0.195
0.20
D o, mm
. 0.17
D , mm
0.092
0.091
Dio, mm
2.2
2.12
C
g
(a)
2-8
% Fines
3.25E-07
Permeability (m/s) to oil @ 21°C, at D = 40%
90
% Quartz
90
Sub-angular to subRounded
Grain shapes
rounded*^
Note: Phillips and Byrne, 1993.
Vaid et al., 1996.
Vaid et al., 1998. * A S T M
wet method.
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Figure 6.1 Syncrude sand grain size distribution curve (after Phillips and Byrne, 1993).

Vaid et al. (1995a) showed that the method used to reconstitute sand samples in
the laboratory had a significant effect on the response of Syncrude sand to first time
undrained shear loading as can be seen in Figure 6.2. The most contractive or strain
softening response was exhibited by the moist tamped specimen compared to a much
smaller degree of strain softening in the case of the air pluviated sample. On the other
hand, the water pluviated specimen exhibited a dilative response. Vaid et al. (1995a)
attributed the difference in behaviour of air and water pluviated specimens to the ensuing
fabric that developed under each deposition technique.

This is an important point to

consider when analyzing the C A N L E X embankments since the centrifuge models were
prepared by air pluviation, while the layer that served as foundation for the field event
was hydraulically placed. Details on both, centrifuge models and C A N L E X field event
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will be given in Chapters 7 and 8, respectively. Here, the constitutive model will be
calibrated considering the difference in monotonic undrained behaviour of Syncrude sand
as result of the method of placement used.
Hence, from the large database (Vaid et al., 1996, and Phillips and Byrne, 1993),
two sets of data were of particular interest for modelling the C A N L E X embankments:
(i) Data from air pluviated specimens, since the centrifuge model was built using
this pluviation technique, and
(ii) Data from water pluviated specimens and from undisturbed frozen samples
obtained at the test embankment site, since the foundation layer of the field event was
hydraulically placed.

S H E A R STRAIN y [ % ]
Figure 6.2 Effect of specimen reconstituting method on undrained simple shear response
of Syncrude sand (after Vaid et al. 1995a).
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6.1 Capturing the characteristic behaviour of air pluviated samples (C-CORE and
UBC tests)

Calibration of the constitutive model following the procedure discussed in Section 4.7
requires very detailed information not readily available from typical laboratory testing
programs. Hence, an alternative procedure involving direct determination of only readily
available parameters, e.g. (j)/,

§PT/CV,

strain at failure, initial slope of shear and/or

volumetric stress-strain curves, will be used. Although the unknown parameters will be
initially estimated from typical values, e.g. Table 4.3, this does not mean that the
characteristics of the site-specific material will be disregarded.

On the contrary, the

unknown (estimated) parameters must be adjusted by successive approximations to fit the
observed response, e.g. strain-stress curves, of site-specific material.

6.1.1 Model parameters for air pluviated element tests
The C-CORE database included information from the following tests on air pluviated
samples (Phillips and Byrne, 1993):
•

Three drained triaxial compression tests conducted on water saturated samples,
although measurements of volumetric strains were not available for this particular set
of tests. The tests were carried out at initial isotropic confining stresses of 50, 100
and 200 kPa, with relative densities of 38.1, 36.7 and 36.5%, respectively.

•

One drained isotropic compression test performed on a water saturated triaxial
sample, at an initial relative density of 39.6%.

•

Four undrained triaxial extension tests on water saturated specimens, with pore
pressure measurements.

The tests were carried out at initial isotropic confining
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stresses of 50, 100, 200 and 400 kPa, with relative densities of 37.7, 35.1, 43.7,
42.6%, and Skempton B values of 0.95, 0.97, 0.92 and 0.98, respectively.
•

Three undrained triaxial compression tests on water saturated samples, with pore
pressure measurements.

The tests were performed at initial isotropic confining

stresses of 100, 200 and 400 kPa, with relative densities of 39.6, 40.5 and 43.0%, and
Skempton B values of 0.91, 0.93 and 0.93, respectively.

As can be noted from the Skempton B values, full saturation of the specimens tested
on undrained triaxial compression and extension, was not achieved. Although the use of
such tests for calibrating the model would have been possible by simply accounting for
the specific Skempton B values, this approach was not followed in order to avoid
complexity. Instead, calibration of the model was based on drained data from triaxial
compression tests (C-CORE tests) and constant volume simple shear tests on air
pluviated samples performed at U B C (Vaid et al., 1995Z?). The latter database included
information from four simple shear tests in which the initial vertical confining stresses
were 50, 100, 200 and 400 kPa, and the initial relative densities were 28.5, 32.7, 34.5 and
43.5%, respectively. The consolidation stages of such simple shear tests were not carried
out isotropically and hence the horizontal stresses corresponded to the ko condition. This
implies that upon shear loading the principal stress directions rotated gradually, inducing
volumetric and shear strains of the type discussed in Section 2.4. Thus, results from
simple shear tests that start from a ko condition include the effect of principal stress
rotation and such effect must be accounted for in modelling simple shear tests.
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From drained triaxial compression data, a friction angle at failure of approximately
34° was determined

34°). In addition, crude approximations of the initial combined

shear modulus G, and strain at failure were made from the stress-strain curves; values of
G, = 25000 kPa and £/= 20% were estimated. With the aid of Equation 4.50, the failure
ratio RF was calculated as 0.97. The friction angle at phase transformation was obtained
from the stress paths of constant volume simple shear tests

{§PT/CV

~ 32.1°). Assuming

the Poisson's ratio v = 0.125, the elastic shear modulus number as well as plastic shear
and elastic moduli exponents, were obtained from Tables 4.2 and 4.3, i.e., kef = 300 and
me = np = 0.5. Four more parameters were required: the plastic shear and volumetric
moduli numbers, kef and k/, respectively, the plastic volumetric exponent mp, and the
plastic anisotropy factor, F.
To this end, the isotropic compression curve from the laboratory was fitted first to
determine kj' and mp by successive approximations since the volumetric response is
known in this test.

Following the guidelines on modelling the element behaviour

discussed in Section 5.3, the numerical simulation was carried out using the axisymmetric configuration.

Once a reasonable match on volumetric response was

achieved, the shear parameter kef was obtained by back analyzing the drained triaxial
compression test carried out at an initial isotropic confining stress of 100 kPa.
Finally, the plastic anisotropy factor, F, was evaluated from fitting the constant
volume simple shear test performed at a vertical confining stress of 100 kPa. Simple
shear tests were simulated by using plane strain configuration and by assuming two
different initial confining stress conditions: (i) G\ = ko • o"' , where k = 1 - sin tjy; and (ii)
v

CT'V = o\ and hence 1/kc = 1 .

0

In the first case, the continuous rotation of principal
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stresses that occurs during the test was accounted for by using the procedure discussed in
Section 4.3.5. Although no simple shear test was carried out under a 1/kg = 1 condition,
this assumption allows isolating the shear response from the effects induced by the
continuous rotation of the principal stresses that occurs during of this type of test when
1/kc = ko. It was considered important to simulate such condition since the proposed
procedure to account for continuous rotation of principal stresses had not been used
before and Syncrude sand was not tested under pure rotation of principal stresses. Thus,
Syncrude sand experimental data was not available for direct validation of the
aforementioned procedure.

The model predictions for the two initial confining stress

conditions that were assumed will be presented and discussed in Section 6.1.2.
The elastic shear modulus number had to be adjusted in order to match the simple
shear response.

This in turn led to a modified kjf and another cycle of successive

approximations was necessary to reassess kef and F. The value of kef does not change
much with kjf since the cap mechanism has little influence in stress paths like those from
conventional drained triaxial compression tests, i.e., 0 3 constant. Hence, a second round
of approximations is usually enough to finish calibrating the model. The final parameters
used to capture the characteristic behaviour of air pluviated specimens of Syncrude
Phase-I sand are presented in Table 6.2.
The predicted and observed responses in isotropic compression, drained triaxial
compression and constant volume simple shear tests at initial confining stresses of 50,
100 and 200 kPa, are compared in Figure 6.3 to 6.5. A reasonable agreement between the
observed characteristic behaviour and the predicted response can be appreciated in these
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figures. The model fit to experimental data will be examined quantitatively in Section
6.1.2.

Table 6.2 Model parameters for capturing Syncrude Phase-I sand characteristic behaviour
of air pluviated element tests.
Value
0.125
210.0
0.5
280.0
0.5
34.0

Parameter

Poisson's ratio, v
Elastic shear modulus number, kef
Elastic moduli exponent, me
Plastic shear modulus number, kef
Plastic shear modulus exponent, np
Friction angle at failure, <j>/ [ ° ]
Constant volume friction angle, (J) [ ° ]
Failure ratio, RF
0.24
Factor of anisotropic plastic shear response, F
Plastic bulk modulus number, krf
200.0
Plastic bulk modulus exponent, mp
1.0
Note:
Indicates the parameter was assumed.
Indicates the parameter was back
analyzed from experimental data.
Indicates the parameter was derived from
experimental data/adjusted for best fit.
(a)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(d/ad)

cv

(b)

1

(b)

(b)

( a )

( d / a d )

6.1.2 Discussion
It is important to notice the difference between capturing characteristic behaviour and
matching "almost perfectly" the measured response at different stress levels and under
different stress paths. The issue is emphasized because the constitutive model is based on
physical concepts as opposed to curve-fitting techniques.

Once the constitutive

parameters of the model are determined for a given sand, the model should be capable of
capturing the characteristic response of that sand at different stress levels and under
different stress paths. As long as the database used for calibrating the model reflects
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measured behaviour in some of those stress paths, the physical properties of the model
should not need further adjustment.
No model would render perfect agreement over a range of stress paths and levels
since soil is not a perfect material. In fact, if laboratory tests were to be repeated, slight
differences in the achieved void ratio, i.e. not identical void ratio, would influence the
soil response as can be seen in Figure 6.6. Nonetheless, the characteristic behaviour
would be the same. Therefore, some discrepancy among experimental data and predicted
values over a range of stress levels and paths should be expected.
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Figure 6.3 Comparison between measured and predicted response of Syncrude sand
tested in isotropic compression. Data from C-CORE (Phillips and Byrne, 1993).
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Figure 6.4 Comparison between measured and predicted response of Syncrude sand
tested in drained triaxial compression. Data from C-CORE (Phillips and Byrne, 1993).
(a) Shear stress, (b) Mean stress.
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Figure 6.5 Comparison between measured and predicted response of Syncrude sand
tested in simple shear at constant volume. Data from U B C air pluviated specimens (Vaid
et al. 1995fc).
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Figure 6.6 Repeatability of plane strain, anisotropically consolidated extension test on
Syncrude sand (after Vaid et al. 1996). (a) Stress-strain response, (b) Stress paths.

As can be noted in Figure 6.5, the predicted responses in simple shear by
assuming 1/kc = 1 conditions are softer than those observed in the pre-peak region in the
laboratory tests. A closer view is presented in Figure 6.7, where a comparison is made
among the measured response in simple shear at a vertical confining stress, a\, of 100
kPa and different model predictions, i.e. assuming consolidation states in which 1/kc =
a\ I a' = 1, and 1/kg = ko, with and without accounting for continuous rotation of
v

principal stresses. The horizontal stress, o\, in the actual test was unknown, but assumed
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At the beginning of the

v

test, the plane of maximum shear was oriented 45° respect to the vertical. As the test
progressed, the shear stress on the horizontal plane gradually increased and the principal
stresses rotated continuously until the plane of maximum shear coincided with the
horizontal, point A in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7 Effect of rotation of principal stresses in simple shear test.

In Figure 6.7, the model's prediction in which rotation of principal stresses is
accounted for is labeled ROT=ON, (1/kc = k ), and it is indicated with the thickest line.
0

The curve labeled (1/kc =1), dashed curve, shows the model prediction if the shear
response were isolated from the effects of continuous rotation of principal stresses by
starting the test from an isotropic consolidation state.
consolidation stresses o~' and o\
v

For the (1/kc = 1) case, the

are assumed equal and at the commencement of
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shearing, the plane of maximum shear abruptly becomes the plane of shear stress
application. Although curve (1/kc =1), dashed curve, seems to resemble the trace of
experimental data better than curve ROT=ON (1/kc = k ), thickest line, the predicted
0

response for (1/kc = 1) is less stiff than measured in the pre-peak region. In contrast, the
strain at which the peak strength was measured is better captured by curve ROT=ON
(1/kc = ko), but the peak strength is overestimated.
The curve labeled ROT=OFF, (1/kc = k ), indicated with the thinnest line, shows
0

the model's prediction if the effects of continuous rotation of principal stresses were not
accounted for at all by the model, while such rotation actually occurs since <y' * o' at
v

n

the beginning of the test. As can be seen in Figure 6.7, the measured shear stress-strain
response is, in the case ROT=OFF (1/kc = k ), overestimated by the model approximately
0

by a factor of 2; evidence of the importance of accounting for principal stress rotation in
modelling. However, the peak in the predicted stress-strain curve when principal stress
rotation is accounted for by the model, ROT=ON (1/kc = ko), thickest line, appears to
suggest that the effects of such rotation are not captured fully, leading to overestimate the
peak strength.

Further improvement of the model regarding this topic might be

necessary, but overall, the present formulation is considered adequate.
To test the suitability of the model to predict undrained response from capturing
the skeleton behaviour as observed in drained tests, the undrained response in triaxial
compression and extension tests were predicted. Predicting the undrained response in
such tests required accounting for the Skempton B value in each test. This was done by
computing an equivalent fluid stiffness Bf as follows:
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1
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e

[6.1]

B Skem

-1

where n is the porosity; B , the elastic bulk modulus; and 5 ^ , the Skempton B value.
e

em

In addition, a small difference between the friction angle at failure for drained and
undrained conditions was considered. For loose sand the ratio (r?/ 77cv)Drained

T7 )undrained
cv

to

(T//

-

is close to 1, Vaid (1999). In this study, a value of (j)/ = 33.7° for undrained

conditions, corresponding to a (r//- r\ ) undrained to drained ratio of approximately 0.84,
cv

was found adequate to fit Syncrude sand experimental data from loose air pluviated
samples.
A comparison between the predicted and observed shear stress and pore pressure
vs. axial strain responses in undrained triaxial tests is shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9.
Again, a reasonable agreement in terms of characteristic behaviour can be noted.
However, the initial predicted stress-strain responses in both, compression and extension
tests are less stiff than the actual data.
A fair comparison between measured and predicted responses should be made
using tests performed on clean sand at different confining stresses, but same relative
densities (D ), or vice versa. In fact, the present formulation of the constitutive model
r

does not account explicitly for changes in void ratio only, but assumes that the stress
level effect accounts for density change to some extent. Hence, the elastic and plastic
parameters of the model need to be modified directly to reflect changes in D exclusively.
r
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Figure 6.8 Comparison between measured and predicted response of air pluviated
Syncrude sand tested in undrained triaxial compression. Data from C-CORE (Phillips
and Byrne, 1993). (a) Stress-strain response, (b) Pore pressure response.
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Figure 6.9 Comparison between measured and predicted response of air pluviated
Syncrude sand tested in undrained triaxial extension. Data from C-CORE (Phillips and
Byrne, 1993). (a) Stress-strain response, (b) Pore pressure response.
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The laboratory tests presented in this section were carried out over a range of
relative densities, i.e., 28.5 to 43.7%. However, the model parameters were kept the
same regardless of D since focus was placed on testing the ability of the model for
r

capturing the characteristic behaviour of air pluviated Syncrude sand and predicting
different stress paths, rather than a specific test. The effect of relative density in the
stress-strain model response could be considered explicitly by making the model stiffness
moduli dependent on void ratio. Although several relationships between elastic moduli
and void ratio can be found in the literature, there is little knowledge regarding plastic
parameters. Further study is necessary in order to improve the constitutive model in this
area.
Since some scatter in measured response is likely to be observed from one
laboratory test to another, the model fit to laboratory data will be judged in terms of key
aspects for liquefaction analysis. Hence, the undrained response will be characterized
here by the following indices: the normalized undrained strength ratio at the critical stress
ratio, {sjs

' )CSR,
0

and the strain developed at this point,

strength ratio at the state of phase transformation,

(£)CSR,

(S IS' )PT,
U

0

the normalized undrained
and the strain developed at

this point, (e)pf, and the brittleness index (Bishop, 1971), h =

[(s ) k/csR
u

pea

-

(S )PT]
U

(s )peak/csR- To account for scatter in the data these indices will be averaged to
u

characterize the mean undrained response on each type of test. Subsequently, the ratio of
the predicted average index to the measured average index, R A T I O ^ / m ^ , will be
computed as a measurement of the model fit to the observed response. Table 6.3 shows

I
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such indices as computed from each measured and predicted undrained test on air
pluviated Syncrude Phase-I sand. As can be noted, with exception of

(£)CSR,

which was

overestimated by the model on all cases, the rest of the average index ratios,
RATIOpred/meas,

as well as the average ratios over all triaxial tests, ( R A T I O d /
pre

m£aj

) ve,
a

show that the mean measured response is captured by the model within a 10% difference.
Overestimating

(E)CSR

implies that if (s ) k/csR is not reached, i.e. liquefaction is not
u

pea

triggered, the model overestimates the strains. This could be related to the tendency of
the model to overestimate the rate of dilatancy at small stress ratios, as discussed in
Section 4.3. However, since strains in the pre-CSR region are small compared to those
after liquefaction is triggered (post-CSR region), the error induced on post-liquefaction
displacements by overestimating

(E)CSR

may be regarded as not significant. Based on

these comparison criteria and the results shown in Table 6.3, agreement between
predicted and measured response of air pluviated Syncrude Phase-I sand was considered
reasonable.
The fit to any one curve could be improved by accounting for a specific stress
path and relative density, but when simulating the centrifuge model this would not be of
much help. In the centrifuge model, the loading pattern is much more complicated than
in an element test and both the degree of saturation as well as the D , could be variable
r

through out the model. Therefore, refining the fit to any single curve is not as important
as capturing the fundamental characteristics of the problem. The parameters listed in
Table 6.2 will be used in Chapter 7 for analyzing the C A N L E X centrifuge model.
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Table 6.3 Indices computed for comparing measured vs. predicted undrained
response of air pluviated Syncrude Phase-I sand.
TCU
MEASURED
S'o

[kPa]
100
200
AVERAGE

(G)CSR

(Su/S' )CSR
0

(Su/S' )PT
0

[-]
["]
0.294
0.299
0.343
0.333
0.321
0.313
TCU
PREDICTED
(SJS'O)PT
(sJs' )cSR
[-]
[-]
0.296
0.301
0.297
0.291
0.299
0.293
0.934
0.932

[%]

0.450
0.800
0.625

(£)CSR
[%]
100
0.700
200
1.100
0.900
AVERAGE
(RATIOpred/meas) 1.44

0

[kPa]

(e)

PT

[%]

1.50
1.80
1.65

h
[-]
0.0164
0.0285
0.0225

(e)pr

h

[%]

[-]

1.50
2.14
1.82
1.103

0.0183
0.0225
0.0204
1.044

TEU
MEASURED
S'o

(e)csR

(Su/S' )CSR
0

[kPa]

[%]

["]

50
100
200
AVERAGE

0.300
0.200
0.300
0.267

0.124
0.141
0.132
0.133

(Su/S' )PT
0

[-]
0.067
0.071
0.033
0.056

(£)PT
[%]
3.000
4.000
5.500
4.167

h
[-]

0.464
0.500
0.750
.572

TEU
PREDICTED
S'o

[kPa]

(£)CSR

(sJs' )cSR
0

[%]

["]

0.132
0.130
0.134
0.132
0.99

50
100
200
AVERAGE

0.299
0.399
0.549
0.416
(RATIOpred/meas) 1.55

(SJS'O)PT
[-]
0.056
0.053
0.056
0.055
0.97

1.50
0.96
0.95
(RATIOpre<//meax)ave
Note: 1 = Brittleness Index = [(s ) / sR - (S )PT] / (s ) k/csRB

u

peak C

U

u

pea

(£)PT
[%]

Is
[-]

3.247
4.795
6.342
4.974
1.15

0.576
0.589
0.574
0.580
1.01

1.12

0.96
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6.2 Capturing the characteristic behaviour of water pluviated samples (UBC tests)

It was mentioned before that the fabric or structure attained by sand depends significantly
on the way sand is deposited. The difference in response of water and air pluviated
specimens of Syncrude sand was illustrated in Figure 6.2. Since one of the objectives of
the present study is to analyze the C A N L E X field event, characteristic behaviour of
Syncrude sand deposited in a water environment was considered important in order to
simulate the field conditions as closly as possible. For this reason, undrained triaxial and
simple shear data from U B C element tests on water pluviated specimens was used to
recalibrate the model according to this condition.
The parameters utilized for capturing the response in triaxial compression and
extension, as well as simple shear tests on water pluviated specimens are presented in
Table 6.4. According to the laboratory report (Vaid et al. 1996), full saturation of the
specimens was achieved before proceeding with the loading stage of the testing program.
In contrast with air pluviated samples, in which an equivalent fluid stiffness Bf had to be
estimated before simulating the laboratory tests, in this case all the numerical simulations
were carried out under constant volume conditions. Hence, the fluid stiffness was not
involved at all for predicting the element response since the volumetric constraint was
imposed through the boundary conditions as explained in Section 5.6.
As can be noted from the values of the model parameters that are shown in Tables
6.2 and 6.4, the main difference in capturing the response of air and water pluviated
samples is not due to strength, but to stiffness. The stiffness of the curve 7] vs. y i n the
proposed constitutive model depends on the elastic and plastic moduli, and the failure
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ratio RF. These are precisely the parameters that needed modification in order to capture
the shear response of water pluviated specimens.

Table 6.4 Model parameters for capturing Syncrude sand characteristic behaviour of
water pluviated element tests.
Parameter

Value
0.125
300.0
0.5
405.0
0.5
34.0

Poisson's ratio, v
Elastic shear modulus number, kef
Elastic moduli exponent, me
Plastic shear modulus number, kef
Plastic shear modulus exponent, np
Friction angle at failure, (jy [ ° ]
Constant volume friction angle, § [ ° ]
22 1 (d/ad)
Failure ratio, RF
0.93
Factor of anisotropic plastic shear response, F
0.300
Plastic bulk modulus number, kjf
200.0
Plastic bulk modulus exponent, mp
1.0
Note:
Indicates the parameter was assumed. ' Indicates the parameter was back
analyzed from experimental data.
Indicates the parameter was derived from
experimental data/adjusted for best fit.
( a )

( b )

( b )

(b)

( b )

(d/ad)

c v

( b )

(b)

( b )

( b )

(a)

(

( d / a d )

The predicted and observed undrained responses in terms of stress vs. strain
difference in triaxial compression and extension tests are shown in Figure 6.10, at
confining stresses of 50, 100, 200 and 400 kPa. Results from constant volume simple
shear tests performed at vertical confining stresses of 50, 100, 200 and 400 kPa, in terms
of shear stress vs. shear strain, are presented in Figure 6.11. Although the predicted
initial response is less stiff than the one observed in triaxial tests, the characteristic
behaviour at confining stresses of 50, 100 and 200 kPa was reasonably well captured by
the model at least up to shear strains in the order of 6%. At higher shear strain levels, the
dilative response was underestimated. On the other hand, at s ' = 400 kPa, the predicted
c

response, in terms of magnitude, deviates significantly from the laboratory tests in both,
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The writer did not find a clear-cut explanation for this.

Triaxial predictions could have been improved greatly and to a very reasonable degree by
simply modifying the elastic and plastic shear moduli numbers, k(f and kef, respectively,
as well as the failure ratio RF. However, improving triaxial predictions led to worse
simple shear predictions in this case.
The same was true for simple shear predictions. Parameters that allowed the
model a better simulation of these simple shear tests did not yield a very good agreement
in terms of triaxial tests. Note in Figure 6.11 that the simple shear response observed in
laboratory tests on water pluviated samples was of dilative type, as opposed to the
contractive response observed on air pluviated specimens (Figure 6.5). Although the
C A N L E X field event to be analyzed is a typical plane strain problem, neglecting triaxial
tests results completely was not considered appropriate. Hence, the parameters shown in
Table 6.4 are a compromise between triaxial and simple shear conditions.
The undrained response of water pluviated Syncrude sand as observed in triaxial
compression, extension and constant volume simple shear tests was characterized using
the average indices discussed in Section 6.1.2. The computed overall average indices are
presented in Table 6.5.

Reasonable agreement (within a 10% difference) between

predicted and measured overall average response can be noted.

Table 6.5 Indices computed for comparing measured vs. predicted undrained
response of water pluviated Syncrude sand.
AVERAGE CHARACTERISTIC RESPONSE IN TCU, TEU AND CONSTANT
VOLUME SS

(RATIO
Note: I =

pred/CTea

B

,)

ave

[(Su)peakJCSR -

(£)CSR

(S /S' )CSR

(SJS'O)PT

(£)PT

U

[_%]

LJ

LJ

i%J

[-]

097

L05

L06

1.06

U

1.61
{SU)PT\

I

0

(Su)peakJCSR-
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Figure 6.10 Measured and predicted response of Syncrude sand tested in undrained
triaxial compression and extension. Data from U B C water pluviated specimens (Vaid et
al. 1995&).
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Figure 6.11 Measured and predicted response of Syncrude sand tested in simple shear at
constant volume. Data from U B C water pluviated specimens (Vaid et al. 1995&).
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To verify that the parameters derived from calibrating the model against water
pluviated Syncrude sand behaviour were representative of the soil in the field, a
comparison was made between some of these parameters and parameters derived from
field test data obtained at the field event site. Three independent field measurements
were taken into consideration: (i) Normalized Standard Penetration Test (SPT) blow
count (Ni)6o, (ii) Normalized Cone Penetration Test (CPT) tip resistance (q i), and (iii)
c

Normalized Shear Wave Velocity (V i). Hoffman et al. (1996) reported the following
s

average values in the foundation layer: (Ni)60ave = 3.4; (q i) ve = 2350 kPa; and (V i)
c

s

a

a v e

=

127 m/s. The different parameters derived from field test data and the corresponding
parameters obtained from calibrating the constitutive model are compared in Table 6.6
where good agreement can be noted.

Table 6.6 Parameters derived from field test data and from calibrating the constitutive
model against water pluviated Syncrude sand.
Parameter
G ax, kPa
m

B , kPa
e

4>,°

(qci)ave =

2350 kPa

30300

(a)

32.0

(a)

(NOeoave = 3.4

30000
30000
33-35

(b)

(V i)ave = 127
s

30645

( c )

(b)

( b )

m/s

MODEL'S
CALIBRATION
30000
30000
34.0

Note: from Robertson and Campanella, 1986; ®' from Byrne et al. 1987; computed
from Equation 4.49 and for p = 1.9 T/m obtained from e
and e^n (Table 6.1), and
eReid; and <j), the friction angle.
( a )

( c )

3

max

To further validate the model parameters chosen for modelling water pluviated
Syncrude sand, the model prediction in simple shear was directly compared to the
observed response in simple shear tests performed on undisturbed in-situ frozen samples
(Figure 6.12). The frozen samples were obtained from the Syncrude site where the field
event was carried out. Large variation in measured response with very small differences
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in void ratio may be noted in Figure 6.12. However, the predicted response is closer to
the lower bound of measured response (hence, on the conservative side), but well within
the observed range.
60
•
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G ' = 100 kPa
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Figure 6.12 Predicted vs. range of measured response in constant volume simple shear
tests carried out on undisturbed (in-situ frozen) Syncrude sand (Phase-Hi) obtained form
the field event site (J-Pit). Data from U B C (Vaid et al. 1996).

In addition, the predicted and measured responses in undrained triaxial and plane
strain extension tests performed in the hollow cylinder (HCT) device were also compared
(Figure 6.13).

These H C T tests were carried out on water pluviated reconstituted

samples that were anisotropically consolidated to the in-situ void ratio. Furthermore, the
stress paths followed in these H C T tests included a state of stress reversal for each
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This characteristic of the stress paths was considered particularly

interesting since it provided means to verify the model performance under such loading
paths. As can be seen in Figure 6.13, the predicted and measured response compare
reasonably well, although the peaks of strength were overestimated in both tests. The
differences between measured and predicted responses may be related to the size of the
assumed elastic region in the constitutive model. Upon unloading from the consolidation
state, the constitutive model assumes elastic behaviour until the state of stress reversal
takes place and hence, the model does not account for shear-induced contraction (which
leads to shear-induced pore pressure) during this stage. On the other hand, real sand does
exhibit some shear-induced contraction before the occurrence of a stress reversal as
discussed in Section 2.1, and shown in Figure 2.6. Thus, the mean effective stresses
predicted at the states of stress reversal in the modelled tests were greater than the ones in
the actual tests and this might have led to overestimate the peaks of strength. However, it
is evident that the proposed constitutive model overcomes the drawback of other elasticplastic models in which isotropic hardening of the elastic region is assumed.

In such

models, the response after a state of stress reversal is predicted as elastic until the stress
level on the other side of the hydrostatic axis reaches the same level as that from where
the unloading process started. This is clearly not the observed behaviour of real sand. In
contrast, the presently proposed constitutive model is consistent for the most part with the
characteristic behaviour observed after the state of stress reversal.
Based on the results shown and discussed above, the model parameters listed in
Table 6.4 were considered adequate for representing the soil in the field event site. Such
parameters will be used in Chapter 8 for analyzing the C A N L E X field embankment.
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Figure 6.13 Predicted vs. measured undrained response in plane strain extension (PSE)
and triaxial extension (TXE) tests on water pluviated reconstituted samples (Syncrude
Phase-IH sand), anisotropically consolidated to the in-situ void ratio, and including a state
of stress reversal; b = (02 - 0"3)/(c>i - C T 3 ) ; o\ and a\ are the effective vertical and
horizontal consolidation stresses, respectively; and e is the void ratio at consolidation.
Data from U B C (Vaid et al. 1996).
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6.3 Sensitivity of predicted response to variation in the model parameters

To illustrate the influence of model parameters variation on the model's predicted
response, a brief sensitivity study regarding this topic was carried out.

This study

provides information on how the response predicted by the model in a drained triaxial
extension test varies with ±10% variation on the model parameters.

The triaxial

extension test was modelled by increasing the horizontal stress rather than decreasing the
vertical stress. This loading condition was chosen since all the model parameters are
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involved in predicting such a stress path. It must be recognized that under different stress
paths the influence of each parameter on predicted response may vary slightly. It should
also be recognized that a ±10% variation on ty and

significantly covers the range in

which such parameters usually vary for loose sands and hence, such a range imposes an
extreme condition on predicted response.
The whole range in which each parameter may vary is not the same for all the
model parameters; e.g., kef could vary between 50 and 2500 (Table 4.3), while the value
of <|)Cv depends on the sand's mineralogy and for a given sand is essentially constant.
Consequently, a ±10% variation on the model parameters does not represent the same
proportion of the entire variation range of each parameter.

Such a percentage of

parameter variation cannot be used to establish, in general terms, the relative importance
of a single parameter on the model response. Therefore, the study carried out here should
only be regarded as indicative of the influence that a ±10% misjudgment on a specific
parameter would induce in the predicted response under the studied loading condition.
The parameters used to predict the benchmark drained triaxial extension response
under an isotropic consolidation stress of 100 kPa were essentially those used for
capturing air pluviated Syncrude sand response. However, <jy, RF, and mp were slightly
modified to allow a ±10% variation; e.g., RF can only vary between 0 and 1, but since RF
= 0.97 (see Table 6.2), then 1.1 • RF = 1.067 > 1! The values of the chosen parameters
are k

e
G

= 210; v = 0.15; me = 0.5; kef = 280; np = 0.5; ty = 32.1; ty = 36; R = 0.9; F =
v

F

0.24; krf* = 200; and mp = 0.9. The benchmark response is indicated in Figures 6.14a to /
with a solid line for both maximum shear stress and volumetric strain vs. axial strain
curves. The parameters were independently varied by ±10% in order to isolate the effect
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in predicted response of each parameter. The thickest discontinuous line corresponds to
the prediction made by using the benchmark parameters plus 10% (+10%) of the
parameter indicated on Figures 6.14a to k. Similarly, the thinnest discontinuous line
corresponds to the -10% prediction. The responses shown in Figure 6.14/ correspond to
the model's prediction when <(y and §

c v

are simultaneously varied by ±10%. As can be

seen in Figure 6.14, the parameters that most significantly affect the predicted response
under the chosen stress path and range of parameter variation are (jy,

<J>cv,

RF,

and kef.

However, since (jy and (|) can usually be derived from laboratory tests with a good degree
cv

of accuracy, kef and RF can then be confidently obtained from fitting the laboratory
curves by successive approximations.

6.4 Summary

Calibration of the proposed constitutive model against Syncrude sand experimental data
has been presented in this chapter. Two sets of model parameters were used to account
for the difference in sand fabric ensued by the two methods (air and water pluviation)
utilized for Syncrude sand deposition. The model was shown capable of capturing the
effects induced by direction of loading as observed in triaxial compression, extension and
simple shear tests. The model was found to somewhat overestimate the strains measured
under undrained conditions at small stress ratios, i.e., before the critical stress ratio (CSR)
is reached. However, since strains in the pre-CSR region are small compared to those
after liquefaction is triggered (post-CSR region), the error induced on post-liquefaction
displacements by overestimating strains in the pre-CSR region may be regarded as not
significant for liquefaction analysis.
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Figure 6.14 Sensitivity of predicted response to variation in the model parameters.
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The measured responses on air pluviated samples subjected to drained triaxial
compression and constant volume simple shear tests were used for calibrating the model
in order to capture air pluviated Syncrude sand (Phase-I) skeleton behaviour. The model
parameters obtained from such calibration were then used for predicting undrained
triaxial compression and extension tests carried out on air pluviated samples of Phase-I
sand, isotropically consolidated to 50, 100 and 200 kPa. The model was shown capable
of predicting the undrained characteristic behaviour observed in the tests. However, the
procedure used for capturing the effects of continuous rotation of principal stresses did
not fully account for such effects as they were observed in simple shear tests on
anisotropically consolidated samples. Further improvement of the model in this area may
be necessary.
Since the C A N L E X centrifuge models were built with Syncrude sand (Phase-I)
and by air pluviation, the constitutive model parameters obtained from this calibration are
considered adequate for analysis of the C A N L E X centrifuge test. This analysis will be
presented in Chapter 7.
It must be noted that the constitutive model was calibrated against air pluviated
Syncrude sand for stress levels ranging from 50 to 200 kPa. Such stress levels are
considered representative of those in the centrifuge test once the physical model is under
an acceleration field equivalent to 50 g. For instance, at mid-depth of the foundation
layer the vertical effective stress, a\, due to material self-weight ranges approximately
from 45 to 140 kPa under 50 g. In contrast, o~' ranges from 0.9 to 2.8 kPa at 1 g (50
v

times less). Experimental data of Syncrude sand at such low levels of stress was not
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available for calibrating the constitutive model. Hence, predicting the response of the
centrifuge model during the swing up stage (increase in acceleration field from 1 g to 50
g) of the centrifuge test may be considered as out of the range for which the stress-strain
model was calibrated.

However, the swing up stage of the centrifuge test will be

numerically modelled following a simplified approach to account for the circumstances
mentioned above. Results of this analysis together with the numerical simulation of all
other stages of the centrifuge test will be discussed in Chapter 7.
The behaviour of water pluviated Syncrude sand was captured by calibrating the
constitutive model against undrained triaxial compression and extension tests carried out
on water pluviated samples, isotropically consolidated to 50, 100, 200 and 400 kPa. The
model parameters obtained from such calibration compared well with estimations of the
elastic shear and bulk moduli, G and B , respectively, derived by using available field
e

e

test data from the C A N L E X field event site. To further verify the validity of the model
parameters, the model response predicted in simple shear was directly compared with the
range of measured response in simple shear on undisturbed (in-situ frozen) samples of
Syncrude sand (Phase-Ill) obtained from the field event site. The predicted response was
closer to the lower bound of measured response, but well within the measured range. In
addition, undrained triaxial and plane strain extension tests carried out in the HCT device
on water pluviated samples that were anisotropically consolidated to the in-situ (field
event site) void ratio, were modelled.

Reasonable agreement was found between

measured and predicted response in these tests. Hence, the parameters obtained from
calibrating the constitutive model against water pluviated Syncrude sand experimental
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data are considered adequate for carrying out the analysis of the C A N L E X field event.
This analysis will be presented in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 7

CENTRIFUGE MODELLING

As part of the C A N L E X project, a number of centrifuge tests were carried out to
investigate the static liquefaction potential of embankments on very loose saturated sand
layers. These tests were performed to serve as models to help design the C A N L E X field
event and to provide a database from which numerical models could be calibrated. The
tests are described in detail by Phillips and Byrne (1993 and 1994).
Centrifuge modelling fundamentals were presented and discussed in detail by
Schofield (1980). The basic assumption made is that the stress field acting on an earthstructure is essentially due to self-weight of the materials comprising such a structure.
Hence, the stress field on a real problem can be reasonably reproduced on a scaled model
of the prototype by increasing the gravity acceleration in the same proportion as the
geometric ratio, n , between model and prototype.
g

If the boundary and loading

conditions of a given problem were known, a centrifuge model could be designed
according to those conditions.

Such a model would be capable of simulating the

behaviour of a corresponding prototype structure with good degree of accuracy. In terms
of flow, the consolidation time in the scaled model is (n )
g

times less than in the
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prototype structure. To delay the rate of pore pressure dissipation in the scaled model it
is common practice in centrifuge modelling to use oil as fluid instead of water.
The C A N L E X field event will be described in Chapter 8, but in order to explain
the C A N L E X centrifuge models a few characteristics of the field test will be mentioned
here. The event is described in detail by Byrne et al. (1995b) and Robertson et al. (1996).
The purpose of the full-scale event was to statically trigger a liquefaction flow slide by
rapidly loading a loose saturated sand deposit. The loose and saturated sand deposit, 10
m deep, served as a foundation for an 8 m high clay dyke that was built slowly to ensure
drainage of the sand during the construction process.

Subsequent rapid loading was

accomplished by pumping tailings behind the clay dyke.
The idea of rapidly loading an embankment that is resting on a 10 m loose
saturated sand layer was replicated in the centrifuge model. However, the manner in
which load was brought about differed from the procedure that was used in the field.
Instead of pumping tailings behind the scaled dyke in the centrifuge tests, loading was
accomplished by gently placing two steel plates on the crest of the model embankment
(see profile of centrifuge model in Figure 7.1).

In the following, details of Test 1

(Phillips and Byrne, 1994) will be given.

7.1 Centrifuge Test 1

Test 1 (Phillips and Byrne, 1994) was chosen for detailed description and analysis
because it resembled the proposed field event most closely. A profile of the model test
embankment is shown in Figure 7.1. The sand model was first built in a strongbox by air
pluviating Syncrude Phase-I sand. Thus, during construction, the model in the laboratory
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was only under the gravity acceleration field. The model was instrumented with five pore
pressure transducers, PPT1 to PPT5, and two displacement transducers, LDT18 and
LDT19, as shown in Figure 7.1. Subsequently, vacuum was applied to the model and
saturation was attempted by allowing Canola oil to flow into the base of the strongbox
that contained the sand model. Canola oil was chosen as pore fluid to delay the rate of
pore pressure dissipation, which in turn was necessary to promote an undrained type of
response during the loading stage (Phillips and Byrne, 1993). After the saturation period,
Phillips and Byrne (1994) estimated from the average settlements of the crest and toe
plane of the slope that the average relative density of the model was 13%.
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Figure 7.1 Initial centrifuge model and instrumentation configuration (after Phillips and
Byrne, 1994). A l l dimensions and vertical scale in mm. PPT, pore pressure transducer;
LDT, longitudinal displacement transducer.

During a first stage termed swing up, the strongbox was lifted and spun by the
centrifuge device, causing the acceleration field to increase from 1 g to 50 g. The
acceleration field was brought about in five gradual increments of 10 g each with
allowance made for pore pressure dissipation by staging the increments at three minutes
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intervals. During each 3-min period, the excess pore pressures induced by the increase in
the acceleration field were dissipated to avoid premature failure of the system during selfweight compression. The average relative density in the sand model changed during the
swing up stage from 13% to 29% (Phillips and Byrne, 1994), indicating large volumetric
changes.

These were expected since the effective stresses were increased by about a

factor of 50 as a result of increasing the acceleration field from 1 g to 50 g. Under an
acceleration field of 50 g the model structure corresponds to a 10 m depth of target layer
supporting a 5 m high embankment.
While in flight and under an acceleration field of 50 g, a steel plate was gently
placed on the crest of the slope. The weight of the steel plate subjected the embankment
to a pressure of 60 kPa, which in turn corresponded to a loading of about 3.5 m of
Syncrude sand tailings. Shortly after application of the first load, a second steel plate was
gently placed, adding another 60 kPa to the load applied on the crest. Thus, the loading
was equivalent to the rapid application of 7 m of soil over a 10 m target layer and hence
had similarity with the field event.
The response of the centrifuge model to self-weight compression in terms of both,
pore pressure and displacements is shown in Figure 7.2. During the swing up process,
PPT1 became desaturated and PPT5 broke (Phillips and Byrne, 1994). The pore pressure
time-histories as registered by the remaining transducers, i.e., PPT2 to PPT4, are
presented in Figure 7.2a.

Displacements of about 12 and 4 mm were measured by

LDT18 and LDT19, respectively, and the displacement time-histories are shown in
Figure 12b.

A consistent pattern between pore pressures and displacements at each

acceleration increment can be observed in these figures.

TIME [sec]
Figure 7.2 Measured response of centrifuge model during swing up (after Phillips and
Byrne, 1994). (a) Pore pressures, (b) Surface settlement at monitored points.
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Figure 7.3 shows the response of the centrifuge model to loading. It may be seen
that pore pressure transducers PPT2 and PPT3, which were located directly beneath the
load, registered sharp increases in pore pressure followed by rapid drops under each of
the loading increments (Figure 7.3a). However, a very different pore pressure response
can be noted below the toe of the slope, as registered by PPT4. Here, the pore pressure
rose rapidly but remained almost unchanged with application of the second load
increment.
The vertical movements recorded by LDT18 (on the crest) and LDT19 (in the toe
area) are shown in Figure 1.3b. LDT18 indicated that the crest settled 4.3 mm under the
first load and continued to deform upon the second load up to 6.7 mm. Scaled to 50 g,
these settlements correspond to 0.215 m and 0.335 m, respectively. In contrast, LDT19
showed upward movement of about 3 mm, or 0.15 m scaled to 50 g. Nevertheless,
Phillips and Byrne (1994) pointed out that from the video filmed while the centrifuge test
was being carried out, further heave of the toe was observed. In fact, once the test had
finished, the pad under LDT19 was found 5 to 10 mm below the sand surface. Phillips
and Byrne (1994) concluded that the additional heave might have been compensated by
penetration of this L D T pad into the sand.
The Toe displacement was determined by comparing the initial profile of the
model with the profile that the embankment attained at the end of the test.

The

comparison showed that the Toe moved a distance of 40.7 mm in the horizontal direction
as result of loading (Phillips and Byrne, 1994).
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Figure 7.3 Measured response of centrifuge model to loading (after Phillips and Byrne,
1994). (a) Pore pressures, (b) Surface displacements at monitored points.
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As illustrated in Figure 7.1, the two steel plates that comprised the loading were
suspended from four cables. The rate at which the tension in the cables changed as the
loading process took place is shown in Figure 7.4. From this figure, the first loading
increment was estimated to last between 1.0 to 1.91 sec, while the second increment
lasted approximately 1.94 sec. The period elapsed between the two loading increments
was estimated to be 2.6 sec. These periods were considered essential information for
analyzing the centrifuge test since the response to loading of the system greatly depended
on the relationship between the rates of loading and pore pressure dissipation.

2.5

TIME [sec]

Figure 7.4 Suspended load during centrifuge test loading (after Phillips and Byrne, 1994).

The pattern of displacements observed after the first load was applied but prior to
application of the second load is shown in Figure 7.5. The pattern is deep seated.
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Figure 7.5 Pattern of displacements observed in centrifuge model after the first load was
applied (modified from Phillips and Byrne, 1994).

7.2 Sand in centrifuge model vs. sand specimens used for laboratory testing

As discussed in Section 6.2, to carry out the numerical analysis of the centrifuge test the
constitutive model was calibrated against Syncrude Phase-I sand data from tests
performed on air pluviated specimens. Although the same soil and pluviation techniques
were used in building the centrifuge model, the fluid in the laboratory specimens and in
the centrifuge model was not the same. Furthermore, before discussing the numerical
analysis it is important to point out that:
•

The centrifuge model had a relative density of about 13% before the swing up process
took place, and of about 29% at the end of it (Phillips and Byrne, 1994).

•

The element tests that served as basis for calibrating the constitutive model were
performed at relative densities significantly greater, i.e., 37% on average, and
confining stresses ranging from 50 to 200 kPa.

•

The stress levels in the centrifuge model under an acceleration field of 1 g were very
low, although they gradually increased as the swing up process advanced.
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Laboratory data at such low levels of stress was not available, and hence, there was
no direct way for calibrating or even testing the constitutive model performance under
those conditions.

•

The permeability of Syncrude sand to Canola oil as determined in the laboratory was
k = 3.25 x 10" m/sec, at a relative density of 40% (Phillips and Byrne, 1993).
7

Assuming this value as independent of void ratio would not be realistic.

To account for these differences a very simplified approach was followed and it will
be explained in a later section, when discussing the initial state of stress (Section 7.5.2).
In addition to the points mentioned above, the degrees of saturation in the centrifuge
model before and after the swing up process were not determined but simply assumed
based on visual observation of the phreatic oil surface position. From the analysis
viewpoint, this is an important piece of information since the response of the system to be
analyzed could be entirely different depending on whether full or partial saturation is
considered.

Assuming full saturation of material below the phreatic surface is not

necessarily accurate, particularly when the sand was initially placed dry and the fluid
used to later flood the system was oil rather than water. In fact, sand specimens tested in
the triaxial chamber at C-CORE were not fully saturated, but no explanation was given in
the C - C O R E report (Phillips and Byrne, 1993) to this matter.

Nevertheless, if full

saturation of triaxial specimens was not achieved, it is not likely that the centrifuge model
would have been saturated either.
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As can be seen in Figure 7.6, the degree of saturation has a strong influence in the
undrained response to loading. In this figure, the undrained response observed in a
triaxial compression test at a confining stress of 100 kPa is compared with two different
predictions of the model. The thick line corresponds to the model's prediction in which
partial saturation of the specimen was considered according to the Skempton B value
reported in the laboratory test (B

skem

= 0.91). The thin line corresponds to the predicted

response at constant volume (B k = 1.0).
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Figure 7.6 Element response in undrained triaxial compression under partially and fully
saturated conditions.

In this respect, the centrifuge model was assumed to have the same degree of
saturation as the sand samples tested in the laboratory.
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7.3 Boundary conditions assumed for numerical analysis of centrifuge model

The boundary conditions on the model were assumed as follows: zero horizontal
displacements on the vertical boundaries and zero vertical displacements on the bottom
horizontal boundary, as shown in Figure 7.7. The oil table was assumed horizontal and
coinciding with the surface of the target layer.
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Figure 7.7 Boundary conditions used for numerical simulation of centrifuge test. Scales
in mm.

7.4 Numerical simulation of centrifuge model construction

The numerical model was first brought to equilibrium under an acceleration field of 1 g
and dry conditions, just as in the actual centrifuge test. Then, the effect of raising the oil
table to the surface of the target layer was accounted for by prescribing a hydrostatic
distribution of pore pressures and using different densities of the sand above and below
the oil table. In accordance with laboratory data (Phillips and Byrne, 1993), the total and
dry densities of Syncrude sand were taken as 1.87 T/m and 1.45 T/m , respectively. The
3

3

fluid density was taken as 0.91 T/m . The constitutive model parameters used for this
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part of the analysis were those obtained from the model's calibration against element
tests on air pluviated specimens and were listed in Table 6.2.

7.5 Initial state of stress under an acceleration field of 50 g

The initial state of stress is a very important factor in determining the response to loading
of a system, particularly under undrained conditions. For instance, two states of stress in
which the major principal stresses are the same, but the minor different, are represented
by kci and

in Figure 7.8. Undrained loading from these two conditions would induce

different amounts of pore pressures, Aui and Au2. In addition, the increases in deviator
stress, AcTrfy and Ao"^, required to reach the undrained peak strength are also different. In
terms of liquefaction, this could be a decisive factor in predicting liquefaction occurrence
and the correct magnitude of pore pressures. For this reason, the initial state of stress due
to self-weight under an acceleration field of 50 g was obtained considering two drainage
conditions: 1) fully drained, and 2) partially drained. Their effects in predicting the
response of the centrifuge model to loading will be discussed in Section 7.8.3.

Aa,dl

S
Figure 7.8 Effect of initial state of stress in undrained response.
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7.5.1 Initial state of stress from assuming fully drained response
In this first case, rather than modelling the gradual building up of stress during swing up,
effective stresses were computed by assuming a fully drained response while the
acceleration field was changed from 1 g to 50 g. Once the construction of the centrifuge
model was simulated as explained in Section 7.4, the fluid stiffness was prescribed as
zero. This in turn, allowed computation of the state of stress under an acceleration field
of 50 g without generating excess pore pressure as the equilibrium state of the system
was reached. This is equivalent to a fully drained condition.
The aim of this analysis was to obtain the initial state of stress without giving
importance to the accurate prediction of displacements since the effect of induced pore
pressure was not accounted for by assuming fully drained conditions.

Hence, the

constitutive model parameters used in the analysis were those obtained from the model's
calibration and listed in Table 6.2. The initial state of stress obtained through this
numerical procedure was characterized by the ratio 1/kc = &'h / o~V attained at the three
monitored points corresponding to the location of the pore pressure transducers PPT2,
PPT3, and PPT4. The 1/kc ratios were termed k^, k^, and kc4, and their computed values
were 0.55, 0.56, and 1.42, respectively. These values will be used for comparison and
discussion in the following section.

7.5.2 Initial state of stress from assuming partially drained response
In this second case, the gradual building up of stress during swing up was modelled using
a coupled stress-flow approach of analysis together with the following procedure:

186
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1) The state achieved under an acceleration field of 1 g and oil table at the surface of the
target layer was previously explained and will not be repeated here.
2) The process of increasing the acceleration field from l g to 50 g in the centrifuge
experiment was numerically followed with a small variation. In the actual test, each
increment of 10 g was applied gradually. For ease of analysis, in the numerical
simulation each 10 g increment was subdivided into ten smaller increments of 1 g
each.

The numerical procedure was tied to the time elapsed in the centrifuge

experiment during each 10 g acceleration increment and it is schematically shown in
Figure 7.9.

Coupled stress-flow computations were carried out during the whole

process of gravity acceleration increase. Hence, the computed response of the system
accounted for the effects of both the excess pore pressure induced by increasing the
acceleration field, and the capacity of the system to dissipate pore pressure.
3) In accordance with the periods for pore pressure dissipation in the centrifuge test,
coupled stress-flow analysis was continued under a constant acceleration field during
the same intervals as in the actual test (see Figure 7.9).
g
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Figure 7.9 Gradual increase of the acceleration field in the centrifuge test.
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The aim of this analysis was not only to obtain the initial state of stress but also to
accurately predict pore pressures and displacements during the swing up stage of the
centrifuge experiment. For this reason, the characteristics of the sand comprised in the
centrifuge model had to be accounted for by adjusting the model parameters in
accordance to the conditions discussed in Section 7.2. A very simplified approach was
followed to accomplish this task and it will be explained in the following paragraphs.
In the C-CORE laboratory report by Phillips and Byrne (1993), they indicated that
the permeability of Syncrude sand to Canola oil could be normalized to a relative density
of 40% as follows:
[7.1]

k

oc

—

l+e
where e is the void ratio.
On the other hand, it is commonly assumed that the elastic moduli vary in
proportion with (2.17-e) /(l+e), Y u and Richart (1984), and Iwasaki and Tatsuoka
2

(1977).
The relative density at each stage of the swing up process was unknown.
However, making a crude assumption, it was considered to vary linearly from 13% at l g ,
to 29% at 50 g. Under this crude assumption, estimations of the void ratio e at the
beginning of each stage of the swing up process were made. The values of permeability
and moduli numbers were then adjusted accordingly with the relationships discussed
above, although it is recognized that there is no evidence to assume the plastic and elastic
moduli varying with density in the same proportion.

The adjusted values of such

parameters are shown in Table 7.1. The rest of the model parameters were listed in Table
6.2.
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Table 7.1 Parameters used for modelling the centrifuge model swing up according to the
assumed relative density on each stage of the swing up process.
50g
20g
40g
Gravity [m/s ]
30g
10g
Ig
19.2
22.5
25.7
29
13
15.9
D [%]
212
218
194
200
206
189
kf
165
170
175
180
185
191
k
236
243
250
258
223
229
kef
3.77E-07
4.61E-07 4.45E-07 4.27E-07 4.10E-07 3.93E-07
k [ m/s ]
2

r

e

G

Results obtained from the coupled stress-flow analysis of the swing up stage, in
terms of pore pressures

and displacements are compared in Figure 7.10 with

measurements taken during the test at the monitored points. As can be seen in this figure
there is resemblance among the traces of predicted and measured pore pressure timehistories, as well as displacement time-histories. However, the measured displacements
were larger and the observed rates of pore pressure dissipation were slower. A more
detailed discussion in terms of pore pressures will be presented in the following. For ease
of discussion, an increment in the acceleration field will be referred to in this particular
section simply as increment, unless otherwise indicated, and it will be written in Italics to
avoid confusion.
In Figure 7.10a, it can be observed that the peak pore pressure values at PPT3 and
PPT4 were reasonably well predicted with the exception of the last increment, in which
the peak value at PPT3 was overestimated.

At PPT2, the peak pore pressure was

overpredicted for the first increment, very well captured in the second one and
underestimated for the rest of the increments. It is considered fair to say that prediction
of pore pressures at PPT2 was a difficult task since this point was located right below the
fluid boundary (oil table). Nevertheless, the rate of predicted pore pressure dissipation
was greater than the one observed in the test for practically all cases.
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Figure 7.10 Comparison between measured and predicted response of centrifuge model
during swing up. (a) Pore pressures, (b) Surface settlement at monitored points.
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As can also be noted in Figure 7.10a, the measured excess pore pressures did not
completely dissipate during the 3-min periods given in the test between increments.
However, the minimum values measured after each 3-min period were consistently
greater than the hydrostatic pressures that would correspond to the initial positions of the
pore pressure transducers (PPT's). This indicated that the PPT's settled during the swing
up process. Settlement of the PPT's might explain why the predicted equilibrium values
of pore pressure under constant acceleration fields were consistently lower than the
minimum values measured after each 3-min period. In fact, the predicted equilibrium
pore pressures coincide for practical purposes with the hydrostatic values that correspond
to the original position of the PPT's.
Good agreement between predicted and measured values was not really expected
in this case since critical parameters, i.e., permeability and both elastic and plastic moduli
were based on simplistic assumptions.

Results from the analysis show that the

assumptions made were rather crude. In the absence of more specific data,i the analysis
could only be refined by a tedious trial and error procedure.
Considering the limitations faced in modelling the swing up process, it is the
author's opinion that both, constitutive model and analysis procedure, appeared
appropriate for capturing the essence of the problem. Lack of accuracy was rather due to
insufficient data for properly calibrating the model than inadequacy of the numerical
implementation. Further study on this type of problem is necessary and recommended in
order to verify the suitability of the constitutive model and numerical procedure for this
kind of analysis.
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The initial state of stress obtained by this numerical simulation of the swing up
stage was also characterized by the ratio 1/kc = o\ / CT' . A S in the case in which fully
V

drained response of the target layer was assumed, the three monitored points chosen for
comparison between both states of stress were those corresponding to the location of the
pore pressure transducers PPT2, PPT3, and PPT4. A comparison among the computed
1/kc ratios from both analyses and the value of 1/kc at failure is presented in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2. Comparison among 1/kc = o\/a' = kcj ratios at the monitored points of the
centrifuge model, as obtained under an acceleration field of 50 g by considering two
different conditions for analysis: fully, and partially drained.
T Y P E OF A N A L Y S I S
kc4
kc2
(kc)FAILURE
kc3
v

FULLY DRAINED CONDITIONS

0.551

0.556

1.418

0.285

PARTIALLY DRAINED CONDITIONS

0.321

0.320

0.813

0.285

As can be seen in Table 7.2 the states of stress rendered by both analyses are
significantly different.

The analysis in which fully drained conditions were assumed

yielded greater horizontal stresses than those predicted by accounting for partial drainage.
Furthermore, the horizontal stress predicted under the toe of the slope for fully drained
conditions was greater than the vertical stress (kc > 1). In contrast, the coupled stress4

flow analysis predicted a state of stress under the toe of the slope in which the vertical
stress was greater than the horizontal ( k ^ < 1). Moreover, the k d values presented in
Table 7.2 indicate that the states of stress predicted under partially drained conditions are
closer to the failure condition (IOFAILURE than the states of stress predicted assuming a
fully drained response. It is commonly assumed in engineering practice that the initial
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state of stress in the field corresponds to that of the 1-D consolidation condition, the ko =
1 - sin(j) (Jaky, 1944) condition. For this case, Jaky's condition yields k = 0.44, but such
0

condition is not applicable to the centrifuge model due to the presence of the slope.
To avoid failure of the centrifuge model during swing up, 3-min periods for
excess pore pressure dissipation were allowed after each increment in the acceleration
field (see Figure 7.2a).

Thus, the state of stress that was actually achieved in the

centrifuge model after the swing up stage took place was not considered to be close to the
failure condition. Furthermore, the state of stress obtained through numerical analysis by
assuming partially drained conditions during the swing up stage was achieved basing the
model parameters on simplistic assumptions.

Hence, it was concluded that the stress

state yielded by assuming fully drained response during the consolidation stage was more
realistic. As mentioned previously, the state of stress from which the response of the
centrifuge model to subsequent loading is predicted could strongly influence the
predicted response. A discussion in this respect will be presented when analyzing the
loading stage under partially drained conditions (Section 7.8.3).

7.6 Numerical procedure used to simulate loading of the centrifuge model

As explained at the beginning of this chapter, the loading stage in the centrifuge test was
accomplished by gently placing two steel plates on the crest of the model embankment
(see profile of centrifuge model in Figure 7.1). Placement of the steel plates comprising
the loading in the centrifuge test was simulated by adding a row of elements on the crest
of the slope, as shown in Figure 7.11. Modelling the steel plates in this manner allows
consideration of their stiffness and hence, the soil-structure interaction between sand and
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steel. Since the time-step used by F L A C depends on the stiffness of the elements, using
the actual stiffness of steel causes F L A C to converge very slowly. For this reason, an
investigation was carried out to determine a stiffness ratio between "sand" and "steel"
elements that would properly capture the soil-structure interaction and at the same time
would allow converging rapidly. It was found that a stiffness ratio of 10 gave reasonable
results, i.e., stiffness ratios > 10 took longer to converge, but render the same response.
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Figure 7.11 Grid used to simulate the centrifuge model and loading plates.

In addition, by modelling the steel plates in this manner the load can be applied
instantaneously or gradually by modifying the density of the elements in the top row.
This is a fundamental factor in modelling the loading stage because of two reasons:
•

From the physics viewpoint, it is not the same to suddenly apply a large load than to
apply it monotonically. Sudden application of a large load could induce inertia
effects into the system that would not necessarily be present in the real structure.
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From the liquefaction perspective, the rate of loading is an essential element for
predicting the response of a system to such load. If the rate of loading were slower
than the rate of pore pressure dissipation, a drained type of response would be
predicted and liquefaction would not be anticipated. In contrast, if the rate of loading
were higher than the rate at which pore pressure could dissipate an undrained type of
response would be expected and liquefaction could be triggered.
Two different types of numerical analyses were carried out to simulate the loading

stage of the centrifuge test: 1) undrained, and 2) coupled stress-flow. For the case of
undrained analysis, the loading process and the response of the system do not take place
in real time, but computational time.

However, gradual application of loading is

important to avoid shocking the system. Furthermore, in modelling coupled stress-flow
problems, a procedure to apply gradual loading is essential to replicate the rate of loading
that occurs in the modelled system.
The modelling procedure used for simulating loading was as follows:
1) Given that the loading plates were suspended from four cables, the rates at which
the tension in the cables changed were used as an indication of the loading rates
and the time it took each plate to come to rest (see Figure 7.4). Changing the
density of the elements representing the steel plates in accordance with these rates
numerically simulated loading.
2) Since for the case of undrained analysis real time was not involved, the load was
applied by increments of 0.08 kPa each. The program was run for 100 steps
between every load increment in order to approach the quasi-static solution as the
load was applied. After simulating the first surcharge of 60 kPa, some more
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computational steps were executed to ensure that no further movement would
occur before the application of the second surcharge (see Figure 73b).

The

second load of 60 kPa was applied in the same manner.
3) For the case of coupled stress-flow analysis, real flow-time was involved. Hence,
the prescribed rates of density change were the same as the loading rates.
Approximate estimations of these rates were made from Figure 7.4, where the
tension on the cables supporting the steel plates is shown against time. The first
loading increment was estimated to last 1.91 sec and the second one 2.47 sec.
Coupled stress-flow calculations were made during each loading process by
alternating 100 mechanical-steps with 1 flow-step to approach the quasi-static
solution as the loads were applied.

The period between application of each

surcharge was estimated to last 2.6 sec and coupled stress-flow calculations were
made during this interval under a constant load of 60 kPa by alternating
mechanical and flow steps in a one to one proportion. After full application of the
second surcharge, coupled stress-flow computations were carried out for 80 sec
more under a constant load of 120 kPa. At this point, the analysis was considered
finished in accordance with the response measured during the actual centrifuge
test.

7.7 Undrained analyses of centrifuge model response to loading

The case of undrained conditions could be seen as excessively conservative since both,
redistribution and dissipation of pore pressures are prevented. However, predicting the
response of the model under these conditions should provide important insights of the
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problem. Furthermore, as shown by Eliadorani (1999) and Vaid (1998), partially drained
conditions could be more severe than truly undrained conditions.
The initial state of stress prior to application of the loading was based on the fully
drained analysis described previously in Section 7.5.1.

7.7.1 Application of loading increments under undrained conditions
The response of the system to rapid loading was modelled here as undrained. A first
analysis was carried out assuming full saturation of the elements below the oil table, i.e.,
Bf= 1.8 x 10 kPa (Phillips and Byrne, 1993). A catastrophic failure of the system was
6

predicted and it was concluded that the assumption of full saturation below the oil table
was not realistic. Therefore, it was assumed that the degree of saturation below the
phreatic surface was equivalent to the average Skempton B value obtained in triaxial tests
on air pluviated specimens, yielding a Bf= 1.0 x 10 kPa. Under this assumption, the
5

analysis was performed again. A comparison between the measured and predicted pore
pressures and displacements at the monitored points in the centrifuge test is presented in
Table 7.3.

Table 7.3. Measured and predicted maximum values of displacements and peak pore
pressures for fully undrained analysis with gradual application of two load increments.
L D T 18
TOE
PPT2
PPT3
PPT4
L D T 19
[ mm ]
[ mm ]
[ mm ]
[kPa]
[kPa]
[kPa]
LOAD INC.
MEASURED

PREDICTED

Aqi
-4.3

-3.7

Aq
-6.7
2

-8.6

Aqi

Aq

+2.7

+7.7

Aq
-40.7

Aqi
60.0

Aq
66.4

Aqi
128.0

Aq
149.3

Aqi
103.7

Aq
107.2

+4.8

+12.7
+14.1

-18.7

30.0

32.0

108.0

104.0

100.0

108.0

2

to

2

2

2

2

Note: Displacements at LDT18 and LDT19 are vertical (positive upwards), and at the
Toe, horizontal (positive towards the right). Aqi and Aq2 indicate first and second
loading increments, respectively.
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As can be noted in Table 7.3, agreement between measured and predicted peak
pore pressures at PPT4 was excellent, while peak pore pressures at PPT2 and PPT3 were
underpredicted by about 50% and 30%, respectively. Since PPT2 and PPT3 were located
in a region of the model in which dilative type of response was expected, dilation might
have been the reason for underpredicting pore pressures at these locations. In contrast,
PPT4 was located in a region of the model in which contractive response was expected,
and agreement between measured and predicted values was excellent. It seemed then as
if dilation in the elements of the numerical model, which were subjected to compression
type of loading, was being overpredicted.
In terms of displacements, these were underpredicted at LDT18 for the first
loading increment but overpredicted after the second load. At LDT19, displacements
were overestimated, and at the Toe, underestimated.

Although the predicted

displacements did not differ greatly from the measured values, they were not consistent in
terms of always being under or overestimated. The predicted and measured patterns of
displacement after the first load was applied are compared in Figure 7.12. The predicted
pattern is deep seated and consistent with the measured one.
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Figure 7.12 Undrained Analysis: Measured and predicted patterns of displacement after
the first load of 60 kPa was applied.
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To further investigate the issue of dilation, the response of the element
corresponding to PFT3 in the centrifuge test simulation was compared to the undrained
response of a single element under the same conditions.

The single element was

subjected to the same initial state of stress as that in the centrifuge simulation and
subsequently loaded with the same procedure used to simulate the loading stage of the
test. To avoid confusion, the evolution of pore pressures with computational time will
not be presented.

Instead, the stress path in element (32,7), which corresponds to the

location of PPT3, is compared against the stress path predicted for a single element in
Figure 7.13. In fact, three stress paths are presented in this figure. Element (32,7) is
indicated with a regular line.

The response of a single element under plane strain

conditions is represented by the thickest line and the response of a single element under
axi-symmetric conditions is delineated by the thinnest line.
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Figure 7.13 Comparison among the stress paths of element (32,7) in the centrifuge model
and those from a single element subjected to compressive loading under plain and axial
symmetric conditions.
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As can be seen in Figure 7.13, the three stress paths were very similar and the
response of element (32,7) was enclosed by the responses of a single element under plane
strain and axi-symmetric conditions.

The response for plane strain was stiffer and

stronger than the one for axi-symmetric conditions, as should be expected. The stress
path in element (32,7) progressed essentially together with that of the single element in
plane strain until almost the point at which the peak strength was reached. Afterwards,
element (32,7) exhibited a mildly contractive behaviour while the single element strain
hardened through out all the loading process. Of course, the single element responded to
an ideal condition in which the load came on strictly in compression. In contrast, element
(32,7) had to comply with strain compatibility and the load did not come on as pure
compression.

However, the accord among the three stress paths is remarkable and

demonstrates agreement between the response of element (32,7) and the behaviour
observed in the laboratory element tests used to calibrate the stress-strain model.
From the discussion above it can be concluded that there was nothing apparently
wrong with the constitutive model, the parameters used or the numerical procedure
utilized to simulate the centrifuge test. It is also clear that pore pressures development in
the "compression" region of the model were curtailed by dilation and that this was not
observed to occur, at least to such an extent, in the actual test. The reason for this is not
obvious, but three speculations will be presented.

The first one relates to the state of

density. The relative density of the element test specimens, on which calibration of the
model was based, varied between 28.5% and 43.7%, but on average D = 37%. On the
r

other hand, the relative density of the centrifuge model prior to the loading stage was
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reported as 29% (Phillips and Byrne, 1994). A difference of 8% in relative density
clearly shows that the sand comprising the centrifuge model was significantly looser than
the sand in the specimens tested in the laboratory. In addition, the value of D = 29% was
r

estimated from the profile of the model after swing up (self-weight compression under 50
g) and evidently could have not been uniform across the whole model.
The second possibility relates to the fluid in the pores. Laboratory tests were
carried out on specimens in which water was used as pore fluid. In the centrifuge model,
Canola oil was used. It could be possible that a thin coat of oil would have been formed
around the sand particles in the model causing the friction angle at failure to decrease.
This in turn would translate into a lesser tendency of the sand to dilate.
A third hypothesis regarding flow into the elements that tend to dilate, preventing
or reducing pore pressure drop, can be suggested. This type of phenomenon has been
observed by Eliadorani (1999) and Vaid (1998) in laboratory tests.
Rather than speculating over the difference in predicted and observed pore
pressure response, the effects of flow and dilation will be directly investigated through
numerical analysis in the subsequent sections.

7.7.2 Application of loading increments under undrained conditions with allowance
made for pore pressure dissipation after each loading increment
Before investigating the effect of dilation in the response of the system, drainage between
first and second load increments, and after completing the loading stage, will be
considered. The numerical procedure used here was essentially the same as that used in
the previous case, but the flow was "turned on" once the system reached equilibrium after
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completion of each loading increment. Since the vertical and bottom boundaries of the
model were naturally impermeable, fluid could not flow across them.

However, the

surfaces of the target layer, as well as the slope and crest of the model embankment were
considered fluid boundaries subjected to the atmospheric pressure.
After the first 60 kPa was placed under fully undrained conditions, the flow was
"turned on" and both mechanical and flow computational steps were executed.

In

accordance with the elapsed time between full application of the first loading increment
and initiation of the second loading increment in the actual test, the first dissipation
period lasted about 2.6 sec. Thereafter, the flow was "turned o f f again to predict the
undrained response of the system to the second loading increment. Once the undrained
response to 120 kPa was determined, the flow was "turned on" again and the mechanicalflow response of the system was computed for about 80 sec of flow-time.

For this

analysis, a comparison between the measured and predicted pore pressures and
displacements at the monitored points in the centrifuge test is presented in Table 7.4.

Table 7.4. Maximum values of displacements and peak pore pressures from undrained
analysis with periods of pore pressure dissipation between loading increments.
PPT4
PPT2
PPT3
L D T 18
L D T 19
TOE
[kPa]
[kPa]
[kPa]
[ mm ]
[ mm ]
[ mm ]
LOAD INC.
MEASURED

PREDICTED

Aq,

Aq

Aq!

Aq

-4.3

-6.7

+2.7

+7.7

Aq
-40.7

-3.7

-6.3

+4.8

+ 12.7
+9.9

-14.7

2

2

2

Aq,
60.0

30.0

Aq

Aq,

2

Aq

2

Aq,

Aq

2

66.4

128.0

149.3

103.7

107.2

45.0

108.0

95.0

100.0

92.0

to

Note: Displacements at L D T 18 and L D T 19 are vertical (positive upwards), and at the
Toe, horizontal (positive towards the right). Aqi and A q indicate first and second
loading increments, respectively.
2

In Table 7.4, it can be noted that results from this analysis were in essence the
same as those of the previous case for which no dissipation of pore pressure was
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considered at all. To avoid redundant discussion, only some points regarding flow effects
will be mentioned: (i) Dissipation of pore pressures led to predicted smaller final
displacements; (ii) Measured and predicted displacements at LDT18 and LDT19 were in
very good agreement, while at the Toe, they were underestimated by about a factor of 3;
(iii) In terms of pore pressures, the same inconsistencies discussed before about peak
values are valid, although the predicted peak values under the second load were smaller
than before at PPT3 and PPT4, and greater at PPT2.

The predicted and measured

patterns of displacements after the first load was applied but prior to application of the
second load are compared in Figure 7.14. Again, the predicted pattern is deep seated and
consistent with the measured one.
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Figure 7.14 Undrained Analysis with allowance made for pore pressure dissipation
between loading increments: Measured and predicted patterns of displacement following
application of the first load (60 kPa) and after the first period of pore pressure dissipation.
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7.7.3 Simulation of non-dilative undrained response of centrifuge model to loading
The effect of dilation will now be directly investigated through numerical analysis. To
numerically promote a non-dilative response it will be recalled that the shear flow rule of
the constitutive model relates the dilation ratio, Aef /Af , to the developed and constant
s

s

volume friction angles, fa and c ^ , respectively, as follows:

Ae
—z- = siny/ = (sin0 - sin<t>)
Ay
ps

[A.Xlbis]

d

CV

d

p

If the maximum attainable value for the developed friction angle was equal to fa , then
v

the dilation ratio at that point would be zero and the model would not predict any
dilation. B y definition, the maximum possible value of fa is fa, and hence, reducing fa to
c|)

cv

(fa =

c|) )
cv

ensures a non-dilative response of the stress-strain model.

Therefore, the value of the friction angle at failure fa was assumed equal to fa

v

and the numerical analysis procedure explained in the previous section was used again to
simulate the response of the centrifuge model under these conditions. Results from this
analysis are compared with the measured pore pressures and displacements at the
monitored points in the centrifuge test, in Table 7.5.
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Table 7.5. Measured and predicted maximum values of displacements and peak pore
pressures for undrained analysis assuming non-dilative response.
TOE
PPT2
PPT4
L D T 18
L D T 19
PPT3
[kPa]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[kPa]
[kPa]
LOAD INC.
MEASURED

-4.3

Aq
-6.7

Aq,
+2.7

PREDICTED

-7.5

-15.0

+12.5

Aq,

2

Aq
+7.7
to
+12.7
+33.0
2

Aq,

Aq

-40.7

Aq

60.0

66.4

128.0

Aq
149.3

103.7

107.2

-48.0

54.0

58.0

135.0

160.0

126.0

110.0

2

Aq,

2

2

Aq,

Aq

2

Note: Displacements at L D T 18 and L D T 19 are vertical (positive upwards), and at the
Toe, horizontal (positive towards the right). Aqi and A q indicate first and second
loading increments, respectively.
2

In Table 7.5 it can be noted that the predicted values of both, pore pressures and
displacements are greater than those measured in the centrifuge test. This was expected
since during load application, undrained conditions rather than partially drained, as in the
actual test, generally lead to a more severe condition. Furthermore, it is clear now that
suppressing dilation effects in the "compression" region of the model, made possible the
prediction of peak values of pore pressures in the range of those observed during
performance of the centrifuge test. A comparison between the predicted non-dilative and
dilative responses of element (32,7) is presented in Figure 7.15, in terms of stress paths.
The response was essentially the same up to the point of dilation commencement.
Afterwards, the stress paths clearly show that dilative behaviour causes the stress path to
move up the strength envelope due to pore pressure drop while the non-dilative response
induces contractive type of behaviour and generation of greater pore pressures.
The predicted displacements at L D T 18 and L D T 19 were about 2 to 2 V times the
2

measured values, and at the Toe, they were overestimated by a factor of 1.2. The
predicted and measured patterns of displacement after the first load was applied are
compared in Figure 7.16. Again, the predicted pattern is deep seated and consistent with
the measured one.
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Figure 7.15 Comparison between non-dilative and dilative response of element (32,7)
during simulation of the centrifuge test loading stage.
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patterns of displacement after application of the first loading increment of 60 kPa.
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7.7.4 Conclusions from undrained analyses
From the series of undrained analyses carried out to simulate the centrifuge model
response to loading and discussed in Sections 7.7.1 to 7.7.3, the following conclusions
can be drawn:

•

Although undrained analyses could be seen as conservative in comparison with
partially drained conditions, they can provide an upper bound to predicted response,
as well as important insights and information about the problem under study.

•

In the cases studied here so far, displacements either were over or underpredicted by
about a factor of two.

•

Despite the differences in predicted pore pressures at monitored points in the first
three undrained analyses, the magnitude of predicted displacements did not vary in
the same proportion as the pore pressures.

Furthermore, the general pattern of

displacements for all three cases was very similar.
•

The predicted behaviour in an element that was extracted from the grid used to
simulate the centrifuge model was remarkably consistent with the response predicted
by an isolated single element under the same conditions of stress and loading.

•

Results from the analysis carried out assuming non-dilative behaviour were consistent
with the observed response in the actual centrifuge test. This is very important since
if dilation cannot be relied upon, the response of a system comprised of sand would
be worse than originally expected. Based on the laboratory data, the reasons for such
non-dilative behaviour cannot be determined.

However, the apparent non-dilative
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response could be related to the differences in density of the sand or to the pore fluid
used, i.e. D = 29% and oil in the centrifuge model; D = 37% and water in the
r

r

laboratory specimens on which calibration of the constitutive model was based. In
addition, this type of response can be caused by fluid coming from areas of
contractive behaviour and flowing into areas of dilative behaviour. Nevertheless, the
analysis in which flow effects were accounted for after load application did not reflect
such response.

7.8 Coupled stress-flow analyses of the centrifuge model response to loading

Based on the model's calibration and findings from undrained analyses, a fully coupled
stress-flow analysis approach was used to simulate the loading stage of the centrifuge
model. The loading stage was described in detail while discussing the Centrifuge Test 1
(Section 7.1), and the response of the physical model to such loading presented in Figure
7.3. A simplified examination of the consolidation characteristics in the target layer was
carried out to verify the type of response that could be expected during the loading stage.
Assuming constant properties throughout the target layer, the coefficient of consolidation
was computed to be C = 4.2 x 10" m /sec. For the time elapsed during placement of the
4

2

v

loading plates, this C yielded a degree of consolidation of U(%) = 16%. Thus, an
v

undrained type of response was anticipated during placement of the loading plates
(application of loading).
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Two different initial states of stress for analyzing the loading stage under partially
drained conditions will be considered in this section. The first initial state was obtained
from simulating the swing up stage (Section 7.5.2). The second state was obtained from
assuming fully drained response during self-weight compression (Section 7.5.1). The
purpose for considering these two initial conditions was to investigate the influence that
the initial state of stress had in the results of the loading stage analysis.

7.8.1 Loading stage analysis from swing up simulation
Predicted and measured time-histories of pore pressures at the monitored points in the
centrifuge test are compared in Figure 7.17a. As can be seen in this figure, although
good agreement was achieved at PPT2, at PPT3 the peak values as well as rate of pore
pressure dissipation were significantly underestimated. In contrast, at PPT4 the peaks of
pore pressure as well as rate of pore pressure dissipation were considerably
overpredicted. However, resemblance with the actual response can be observed. At
PPT3, for example, a first peak was predicted, followed by a second peak that was
significantly greater than the first one. This was precisely the pattern observed during the
test at this point. At PPT4, the two predicted peak values of pore pressure did not differ
by much, the second one being slightly greater than the first one. Again, this type of
pattern was also observed in the actual test at this location. In addition, the rate of pore
pressure dissipation at PPT3 was faster than it was at PPT4, as was also observed during
the experiment.
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Figure 7.17 Comparison between predicted response of centrifuge model to loading by
assuming partially drained conditions during self-weight compression, and observed
behaviour, (a) Pore pressures, (b) Displacements.
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In terms of displacements, a comparison between measured and predicted values
is presented in Figure l.Xlb and Table 7.6. The final predicted displacement at LDT18
was in excellent agreement with the observed value at this location, although the
predicted time-history of displacement did not coincide with the measured one. The
computed displacement at LDT18 resulting from application of the first loading
increment was about half the observed value. However, while movement at this location
continued to be predicted during the first pore pressure dissipation period, the measured
displacement remained constant. The same pattern can be noted upon application of the
second loading increment, although in this case the predicted increment of displacement
was very similar to the measured value. This is apparently related to the predicted values
of peak pore pressure and rates of dissipation, which were less than observed below the
crest of the slope.
At the location of LDT19, the predicted displacements were significantly higher
than observed. Nevertheless, since this transducer penetrated 5 to 10 mm during the
course of the test (Phillips and Byrne, 1994), the values measured by LDT19 are not
reliable. The predicted final displacement at the Toe of the slope was in very good
agreement with the measured value, being overestimated by about 5%.
The predicted patterns of displacements after the first and second loads were
applied are shown in Figure 7.18.
consistent with the measured one.

Again, the predicted pattern is deep seated and
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Table 7.6. Measured and predicted maximum values of displacements and peak pore
pressures for coupled stress-flow analysis from swing up simulation.
PPT4
TOE
PPT2
PPT3
LDT18
LDT19
[kPa]
[mm]
[mm]
[kPa]
[kPa]
[mm]
LOAD INC.
MEASURED

PREDICTED

Aq,

Aq

-4.3

-6.7

-2.6

2

-6.7

Aqi
+2.7

Aq
+7.7

Aq
-40.7

Aq,

Aq

60.0

66.4

128.0

Aq
149.3

103.7

107.2

+12.8

+12.7
+29.8

-42.8

63.0

63.0

108.0

141.0

125.0

132.0

2

2

to

Aq,

2

2

Aq,

Aq

2

Note: Displacements at LDT18 and LDT19 are vertical (positive upwards), and at the
Toe, horizontal (positive towards the right). Aqi and A q indicate first and second
loading increments, respectively.
2
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Figure 7.18 Predicted patterns of displacement for coupled stress-flow analysis from
swing up simulation, (a) After application of first loading increment,
(b) After
application of second loading increment.
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7.8.2 Loading stage analysis from assuming fully drained response during selfweight compression
A second coupled stress-flow analysis was carried out in which the initial conditions
were obtained from assuming fully drained response during self-weight compression
(Section 7.5.1). The model parameters used in this analysis were listed in Table 6.2.
Predicted and measured time-histories of pore pressure at the monitored points in the
centrifuge test are compared in Figure 7.19a.
magnitude and pattern can be noted.

Good agreement in terms of both,

At PPT2 and PPT3, the peak values of pore

pressures were slightly underestimated, 13% and 4%, respectively. In contrast, at PPT4
the peak values of pore pressure were slightly overpredicted (about 11%). Nevertheless,
agreement with the observed response was good. At PPT3, for example, a first sharp
peak was predicted, followed by a sharp drop of pore pressure. The pattern was repeated
for the second loading increment but with a greater peak value. This was precisely the
pattern observed during the test at this point. At PPT4, the two predicted peak values of
pore pressure did not differ by much, being the second one slightly greater than the first
one, and they were rather smooth than sharp. This was the type of pattern observed in the
actual test at this location. In addition, the rate of pore pressure dissipation at PPT3 was
faster than it was at PPT4, as was also observed during the experiment. Furthermore, the
predicted pore pressure time-histories at PPT3 and PPT4 intersected each other at the
same point in time, t = 10 sec, at which the corresponding measured time-histories also
intersected. At PPT2, despite the difference in magnitude, the trace of measured and
predicted curves was remarkably similar; see for example the shape of both curves during
the first dissipation period as well as the shape of the second peak.
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Figure 7.19 Comparison between predicted response of centrifuge model to loading by
assuming fully drained conditions during self-weight compression, and observed
behaviour, (a) Pore pressures, (b) Displacements.
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In terms of displacements, a comparison between measured and predicted values
is presented in Figure 7.19& and Table 7.7. The predicted time-history of displacement at
LDT18 was in excellent agreement with the measured one, although the final predicted
displacement at this location was slightly overestimated.

At the location of LDT19,

heave was overpredicted. However, since this transducer penetrated 5 to 10 mm during
the course of the test (Phillips and Byrne, 1994), the values measured by LDT19 are not
reliable. The predicted final displacement at the Toe of the slope was in very good
agreement with the measured value, being underestimated by about 3%. The predicted
patterns of displacements after the first and second loads were applied are shown in
Figure 7.20. Again, the predicted pattern is deep seated and consistent with the measured
one.

Table 7.7. Measured and predicted maximum values of displacements and peak pore
pressures for coupled stress-flow analysis from assuming fully drained response during
self-weight compression.
TOE
PPT2
PPT3
PPT4
LDT18
LDT19
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[kPa]
[kPa]
[kPa]
LOAD INC.
MEASURED

Aq,

Aq

2

Aq,

Aq

-4.3

-6.7

+2.7

PREDICTED

-4.0

-7.8

+11.2

+7.7
to
+12.7
+31.9

2

Aq
-40.7

Aq,

Aq

60.0

66.4

128.0

149.3

103.7

107.2

-39.5

53.0

56.0

123.0

143.0

116.0

121.0

2

Aq,

2

Aq

2

Aq,

Aq

2

Note: Displacements at LDT18 and LDT19 are vertical (positive upwards), and at the
Toe, horizontal (positive towards the right). Aqi and A q indicate first and second
loading increments, respectively.
2
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Figure 7.20 Predicted patterns of displacement for coupled stress-flow analysis from
assuming fully drained response during self-weight compression, (a) After application of
first loading increment, (b) After application of second loading increment.

7.8.3 Influence of the initial state of stress in the computed response of the centrifuge
model to loading
From the results presented and discussed in the two previous sections, it can be seen that
the initial state of stress had a strong influence in the computed responses of the
centrifuge model to loading. For ease of discussion, the two initial conditions will be
hereafter referred to as PD and FD. PD corresponds to the initial state of stress obtained
by considering Partially Drained conditions during simulation of the swing up stage
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(Section 7.5.2). FD corresponds to the initial state of stress obtained by assuming Fully
Drained conditions during self-weight compression (Section 7.5.1).
Analysis of the loading stage from PD conditions yielded predicted time-histories
of both, pore pressures and displacements that did not agree very closely with the
observed ones. In addition, while the predicted peak values of pore pressure below the
crest of the slope (compression region) were less than measured, beneath the Toe
(extension region), the peak values were significantly overpredicted.

Moreover, the

predicted rates of pore pressure dissipation were slower than observed. Nevertheless, the
characteristic response of the system as observed at the points where pore pressures and
displacements were monitored, as well as general pattern of displacements, were
reasonably well captured. Furthermore, the final values of predicted displacements at
LDT18 and Toe of the slope were in very good agreement with the observed final
displacements at these locations.
In contrast, analysis of the loading stage from FD conditions yielded predicted
time-histories of both, pore pressures and displacements that agreed closely with the
observed ones. In addition, while the peak values of pore pressure below the crest of the
slope (compression region) were slightly underpredicted, beneath the Toe (extension
region), the predicted peak values were slightly greater than observed.

In terms of

predicted rates of pore pressure dissipation, these showed good agreement with those
observed. The final values of predicted displacements at LDT18 and Toe of the slope
compared very favorably with the observed final displacements at these locations.
Furthermore, the characteristic response of the system as observed at the points where
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pore pressures and displacements were monitored, as well as the general pattern of
displacements, were reasonably well captured.
As explained before, the initial state of stress could be an essential factor for
correctly predicting the amount of excess pore pressure induced by undrained type of
loading (see Figure 7.8). In addition, in Section 7.5.2 it was established that the state of
stress obtained from PD conditions was significantly closer to the failure condition than
that obtained from FD conditions (see Table 7.2). Furthermore, while PD conditions led
to a state of stress beneath the Toe of the slope and characterized by element (16,7), in
which o'h < CT'V, the opposite state (a'h > <J' ) was predicted for the same region from FD
V

conditions. To illustrate the influence of these different states of stress in the predicted
responses of the centrifuge model to loading, the computed stress paths for elements
(32,7) and (16,7) in both coupled stress-flow analyses of the loading stage are compared
in Figure 7.21.
In this figure, it can be clearly seen that the initial state of stress of element (32,7)
as obtained from PD conditions was very close to the failure condition. Consequently,
the prediction of the magnitude of peak pore pressure made at the location of PPT3 under
the first loading increment was highly influenced by the initial state of stress. This
provides an explanation as to why the peak value of pore pressure at PPT3 was
significantly underpredicted when simulating loading from PD conditions and after the
first surcharge was applied. In contrast, the initial state of stress in element (32,7)
obtained from FD conditions was substantially away from the failure state, and this
resulted in the prediction of a higher value of peak pore pressure and better agreement
with observations.

Upon application of the second surcharge, the initial responses to
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loading in both analyses were very similar and thus the similarity in predicted peak
values of pore pressures at PPT3. However, the initial state of stress from PD continued
to influence the predicted response of the element to loading, and led to prediction of a
slower rate of pore pressure dissipation.
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Figure 7.21 Comparison among stress paths of elements (32,7) and (16,7) as predicted
from coupled stress-flow simulations of the centrifuge test loading stage that started from
two different initial states of stress, namely PD and FD.

In the case of element (16.7), the initial state of stress from PD conditions was
such that a\ < o' .
v

Upon application of the first loading increment, a stress reversal at

this location was predicted, as can be noted in Figure 7.21. Consequently, the predicted
peak value of pore pressure at PPT4 was large. This provides an explanation as to why
the peak value of pore pressure at PPT4 was significantly overpredicted when simulating
loading from PD conditions and after the first surcharge was applied. In contrast, the
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initial state of stress in element (16,7) obtained from FD conditions was such that o\ >
o' , and thus, stress reversal at this location was not predicted upon application of the
v

first surcharge. This resulted in the prediction of a lower value of peak pore pressure and
better agreement with observations, although the peak pore pressure was overpredicted
by about 11%. Upon application of the second surcharge, the shapes of the stress path of
element (16,7) in both analyses were very similar, but clearly showed the influence that
the different states of stress had in the response of the element.
Despite the differences discussed above, the overall patterns of displacement
obtained through both analyses were essentially the same and resembled the observed
failure mechanism. This might have been caused by the constraints imposed by the
boundaries of the modelled system. Had the boundaries been farther from the slope, it is
possible that both analyses would have yielded dissimilar general patterns of
displacement.

Effects induced by the location of boundaries in the response of the

system were not investigated, but as it will be shown in Section 7.8.4, the boundary
conditions can significantly influence the predicted response.

7.8.4 Effects of scaling centrifuge model from 50g to lg and element size of the grid
Effects of scaling the centrifuge model from 50 g to 1 g were investigated by using a grid
that represented a 5 m high embankment resting on a 10 m foundation layer under an
acceleration field of 1 g. In addition, grid dependence of predicted response was studied
by discretizing the centrifuge model with a grid that comprised elements four times
smaller than those used in the previous simulations. Coupled stress-flow analyses were
then carried out. In both cases, the predicted responses were essentially identical to the
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one presented and discussed in Section 7.8.2. These two additional analyses provided
more evidence that supported the validity of the numerical procedure used.

7.8.5 Effects of friction on the bottom boundary of the centrifuge model
Although friction on all boundaries of the centrifuge model could influence the response
of the system, effects of friction at the bottom boundary were considered the most
relevant to the problem under study.

To investigate such effects, an interface element

was used on the bottom boundary of the numerical model. Various values of friction on
the interface were specified: 1°, 2°, 3°, 5°, 10° and 15°. A n additional case in which the
nodes of the bottom boundary were fixed in both horizontal and vertical directions was
also considered. Results of these analyses are presented in terms of pore pressure timehistories at the monitored points and general pattern of displacements in Figures 7.22 to
7.28. In these figures, it can be noted that friction effects became evident even for a
friction angle as small as 2° (note reduction on predicted peak values of pore pressure
upon application of the second loading increment). As friction was increased to 5°, 10°
and 15°, a very significant change in the failure mechanism was predicted. In addition,
the pattern of predicted pore pressure time-histories also changed in a drastic manner.
Liquefaction susceptibility of the embankment to the first loading increment decreased
rapidly as the specified value of friction at the boundary was increased. According to the
analyses performed here, a friction angle of about 5° at the interface would prevent the
embankment from suffering significant displacements under the first load of 60 kPa.
However, upon application of the second surcharge, the sand beneath the slope was
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predicted to liquefy and the embankment suffered significant movements.

The failure

surface is well above the base in this case.
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Figure 7.22 Predicted response of centrifuge model to loading for the case in which the
angle of friction at the bottom boundary was specified as 1°. (a) Pore pressures, (b)
Pattern of displacements after application of the first loading increment, (c) Pattern of
displacements after application of the second loading increment.
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Figure 7.23 Predicted response of centrifuge model to loading for the case in which the
angle of friction at the bottom boundary was specified as 2°. (a) Pore pressures, (b)
Pattern of displacements after application of the first loading increment, (c) Pattern of
displacements after application of the second loading increment.
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Figure 7.24 Predicted response of centrifuge model to loading for the case in which the
angle of friction at the bottom boundary was specified as 3°. (a) Pore pressures, (b)
Pattern of displacements after application of the first loading increment, (c) Pattern of
displacements after application of the second loading increment.
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Figure 7.25 Predicted response of centrifuge model to loading for the case in which the
angle of friction at the bottom boundary was specified as 5°. (a) Pore pressures, (b)
Pattern of displacements after application of the first loading increment, (c) Pattern of
displacements after application of the second loading increment.
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Figure 7.26 Predicted response of centrifuge model to loading for the case in which the
angle of friction at the bottom boundary was specified as 10°. (a) Pore pressures, (b)
Pattern of displacements after application of the first loading increment, (c) Pattern of
displacements after application of the second loading increment.
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Figure 7.27 Predicted response of centrifuge model to loading for the case in which the
angle of friction at the bottom boundary was specified as 15°. (a) Pore pressures, (b)
Pattern of displacements after application of the first loading increment, (c) Pattern of
displacements after application of the second loading increment.
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Figure 7.28 Predicted response of centrifuge model to loading for the case in which the
nodes at the bottom boundary were specified as fixed, (a) Pore pressures, (b) Pattern of
displacements after application of the first loading increment.
(c) Pattern of
displacements after application of the second loading increment.
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7.8.6 Conclusions from coupled stress-flow analyses
From the series of coupled stress-flow analyses carried out to simulate the centrifuge
model and discussed in Sections 7.5.2 (swing up stage), and 7.8.1 to 7.8.5 (loading stage),
the following conclusions can be drawn:
Swing up stage:
•

The characteristic response of the physical model during the swing up stage was
captured in essence by the numerical simulation, although agreement between
specific predicted and observed values of pore pressures and displacements was not
very close. Insufficient data for properly calibrating the model at low confining
stresses seemed to be the reason for such lack of agreement.

•

The initial state of stress before loading strongly influenced the predicted response of
the system to subsequent application of loading.

•

The initial state of stress due to self-weight compression of the sand model appeared
to be better estimated by assuming fully drained conditions during the compression
process than by considering partial drainage during the swing up stage.

•

Further study on swing up type of problems is necessary and recommended in order
to determine the suitability of the constitutive model and numerical procedure for this
kind of problems.

Loading stage:
•

A reasonably successful coupled stress-flow analysis of the loading stage was
achieved by assuming fully drained conditions to predict the initial state of stress, and
by scaling the value of permeability from a relative density of 40%, to a D = 29%.
r
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Drainage conditions during load application were shown to be important in predicting
the centrifuge model response to loading.

Consideration of partial drainage in

analysis of the loading stage led to better agreement with the observed response and
less conservative predictions than those yielded by undrained analysis.
•

The constitutive model and the analysis procedure used here were shown adequate for
capturing liquefaction (induced by rapid monotonic loading) under the toe of the
centrifuge embankment, as observed in the actual test. Hence, both the constitutive
model and the analysis procedure are considered suitable for carrying out static
liquefaction analysis of this type.

•

The effects induced by friction at the bottom boundary of the centrifuge model were
shown to be very important in predicting the response of the system to loading.

•

Results from the analyses performed in this study indicated that frictionless
boundaries were the most appropriate for analyzing the centrifuge experiment
discussed here.

7.9 Summary

Numerical simulations of a centrifuge test in which liquefaction was triggered by rapid
monotonic loading have been presented and discussed in this chapter. The centrifuge test
was numerically modelled according to the construction sequence and conditions, the
increase in acceleration field from 1 g to 50 g (swing up stage), and the final loading
stage. Fully drained and partially drained conditions were considered in the analysis of
the swing up stage, while undrained and partially drained conditions were considered in
the analysis of the loading stage.
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Results from the numerical analysis of the swing up stage that was carried out
assuming partially drained conditions were in good agreement with the pattern of
behaviour observed during this stage of the test. However, some discrepancies were
found between the magnitude of measured and predicted. pore water pressures and
displacements. Such discrepancies could be due to the difference in range of stress levels
for which the model was calibrated and the range in which the stress levels varied during
the actual swing up stage, e.g., at mid-depth of the foundation layer the vertical effective
stress, cr'v, ranged between 0.9 and 2.8 kPa at 1 g, but between 45 to 140 kPa under 50 g.
In contrast, the constitutive model was calibrated for stress levels ranging between 50 to
200 kPa, since experimental data of Syncrude sand at lower levels of stress was not
available. Further study of problems involving a wide range of stress levels is necessary
to establish the applicability of the constitutive model to this type of studies, i.e., was lack
of accuracy in predicted response due to limitations of the constitutive model, or to
insufficient data for calibrating the model according to the actual range of stress levels?
The loading stage of the centrifuge test was numerically modelled under
undrained and partially drained conditions. Results from these analyses showed that the
constitutive model was capable of reproducing Syncrude sand response

under

compressive loading as observed in triaxial tests, but that such response did not agree
with the observed behaviour in the centrifuge model within the region of compressive
loading. However, it was found that good agreement between measured and predicted
response could be achieved by assuming a non-dilative type of behaviour of the material
if loaded in compression.

In contrast, the observed behaviour in the region of the

centrifuge model in which liquefaction was triggered (region under extension type of
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loading) was reasonably well captured by the model independently of the type of
response assumed in the compression region. The discrepancies between the responses
measured in laboratory tests and in the centrifuge model under compressive loading may
be related to the differences in type of pore fluid and relative densities, i.e., water and D

r

~ 37% in triaxial tests; oil and D ~ 29% in the centrifuge model.
r

In addition, effects of friction in the bottom boundary of the physical model were
numerically simulated by using a friction interface element at such location. Results of
this study showed that friction effects in such boundary could significantly influence the
predicted response of the centrifuge model to loading.
The numerical procedure and constitutive model used for simulating the
centrifuge test were shown capable of capturing the observed response of the physical
model within a reasonable range of accuracy, particularly in the region in which
liquefaction was triggered as consequence of rapid loading.

Hence, the numerical

procedure and constitutive model will be applied in Chapter 8 for analyzing the
C A N L E X field event but using model parameters according to the in-situ conditions, as
discussed in Section 6.2.
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CHAPTER 8

ANALYSIS OF CANLEX FIELD EVENT

8.1 Liquefaction event
The liquefaction event was carried out at the Syncrude site, near Fort McMurray, Alberta.
The purpose of this full-scale event was to statically trigger a liquefaction flow slide by
rapidly loading a loose, saturated sand deposit. This involved the construction of a test
embankment over the loose layer. The event is described in detail by Byrne et al.
(19956), but a summary will be given here and is illustrated in Figure 8.1.
A n abandoned borrow pit at the Syncrude site, J-Pit, was used to carry out the
field event. The foundation sand layer was first placed hydraulically into standing water
inside J-Pit and up to Elevation 318m. This sand was referred to as beach below water
sand (BBW-sand).

A level platform was then formed at Elevation 321m by placing

tailings sand above the water. This platform was termed beach above water sand (BAWsand).

A clay dyke 8 m high with sideslopes of 2.5:1 (horizontal to vertical) was

subsequently constructed over the tailings. Construction was slow so as to allow full
drainage of the sand to occur.

A 10 m high compacted sand cell that served as

containment structure was also constructed to form an enclosure. Rapid loading was
brought about by pumping tailings (contained sand) behind the clay dyke.
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The site was characterized and instrumented as discussed by Byrne et al. (1995Z?).
The characterization involved in-situ testing (Seismic Cone Penetration Test, Standard
Penetration Test with energy measurements, Self-boring Pressuremeter Testing and
Geophysical Logging), undisturbed sampling using in-situ ground freezing, and
laboratory testing of the samples. The target sand layer was found to be very loose with
an average (Ni)6o = 3.4, and average values of the normalized cone tip resistance and
shear wave velocity of (q i)ave = 2.35 M P a and (V i) = 127 m/s, respectively (Hofmann et
c

s

al., 1996). Laboratory testing of undisturbed and reconstituted samples showed this very
loose material to be strain softening when loaded under undrained simple shear and
extension conditions, but strain hardening when loaded under undrained compression
conditions.
, Five lines of instrumentation under the test embankment, and extending to about
30 m beyond the toe of the dyke, were originally planned.

The instrumentation

comprised piezometers, tilt meters and settlement gauges. However, piezometers were
installed only in four lines as described by Hofmann et al. (1996) and shown in Figure
8.2. The tilt meters were installed in between piezometric instrumentation lines and the
settlement gauges, adjacent to instrumentation Lines 1 and 2. In addition, a remote
optical survey system was used to monitor surface movements.
The field event took place from September 18 to September 20, 1995. Water and
tailings were pumped behind the clay embankment during this period. The water level
was raised within 12 hours after the loading process commenced, to a maximum height of
6 m. The full tailings sand load was completed after approximately 37 hours of pumping
i

tailings behind the clay dyke, to a maximum height of 7 m (Natarajan et al. 1996).
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Figure 8.2 Plan view of instrumentation lines through embankment (after Natarajan et al.,
1996).

As result of rapid loading, the Toe of the clay embankment experienced a
maximum displacement of 0.054 m and the average movement of the dyke was 0.020 m
(Natarajan et al, 1996).

Hence, displacements due to loading were small.

These
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movements were measured by the survey system. Since deformations of the target layer
were within the resolution of the tilt meters, it was not possible to construct displacement
profiles in the foundation layer (Hofmann et al., 1996). In terms of pore pressure, the
highest increase in piezometric head, 6.7 m, was measured at mid depth of the target
layer by piezometer PI8A. This piezometer was located 5 m below the upstream Toe of
the clay dyke. Beneath the crest of the dam, the average increase in piezometric head
was 3.5 m (Hofmann et al., 1996). It is evident that these excess pore pressures were not
sufficient to trigger liquefaction in the foundation layer underneath the dyke and beyond
its Toe.

The embankment response to rapid loading in terms of time-histories of

piezometric head along Sections A , B , C and D (Figure 8.2) is presented in Figure 8.3.
As can be noted in this figure, higher values of excess pore pressure were in general
registered by piezometers along Lines 1 and 5. Hofmann et al. (1996) explained such
higher values as result of the looser state that sand in the foundation layer had towards the
south end of the embankment.

8.2 Analysis of field event
The field event was modelled in the analysis by simulating the construction and loading
conditions. It was assumed that all materials behaved in a fully drained manner during
placement, except the contained tailings sand (Figure 8.1), which was assumed to behave
as a heavy fluid.

The clay dyke and compacted sand cell were modelled as elastic-

perfectly-plastic materials and their parameters based on Duncan et al. (1980) and Byrne
et al. (1987). These parameters are listed in Table 8.1.
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Figure 8.3 Pore pressure response to embankment loading in terms of piezometric heads
along Lines 1, 2, 3 and 5 (after Natarajan et al., 1996). (a) Section A . (b) Section B . (c)
Section C. (d) Section D . See Figure 8.2 for location of lines and sections.
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Table 8.1. Typical material parameters used for the earth-structures at the field event site.
Material

B
[kPa]
+

G
[kPa]
+

c
[kPa]
+

k
[ m/sec ]
+ +

[°]
0
36
0

P
[T/m ]
1.5
2.0
1.7
+

3

1 x lO
Clay Dyke
30000
30000
30
8 x 10"
Sand Cell
30000
30000
0
2
lxlO"
Contained
10000
100
Tailings Sand
Soft Clay
10000
2000
10
0
1 x lO"
1.1
Note: B and G are elastic bulk and shear moduli, respectively; c, is the cohesion; <)), the
friction angle; k, the hydraulic conductivity; and p, the dry density.
Duncan et al. (1980) and Byrne et al. (1987).
Terzaghi and Peck, 1967.
-8

6

4

11

+

+ +

The parameters for the stress-strain model used to simulate the response of the
foundation sand were obtained by back analysis of U B C element test data from Vaid et
al. (1995& and 1996). A list of these parameters was presented in Table 6.4. U B C tests
were chosen over C-CORE tests for calibrating the stress-strain model because they were
carried out on water pluviated specimens and hence, they were considered to resemble
the characteristics of the field foundation layer more closely.
The boundary conditions on the numerical model were as follows: zero horizontal
displacements on the vertical boundaries at x = -30 and 300 m (Figure 8.1), and zero
horizontal and vertical displacements on the bottom boundary (natural ground surface,
Figure 8.1). The water table was horizontal and coincided with the surface of the target
layer (BBW-Sand) before the load was applied. After loading, the water level on the
upstream side of the embankment was assumed to coincide with Elevation 327 m
(maximum water height of 6 m, Natarajan et al. 1996). On the downstream side of the
dyke, the water level was assumed to coincide with the surface of the sand layer
(Elevation 321 m).
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The rapid placement of the contained sand comprised the "loading". Under this
loading, two different assumptions were made regarding the drainage conditions of the
target sand (foundation sand): 1) partially drained (coupled stress-flow), and 2) undrained
conditions. These assumptions led to two separate analyses and allowed investigation of
the effects that rate of loading would induce in the embankment response to such loading.

8.2.1 Initial state of stress in the foundation layer
Based on findings from modelling the centrifuge experiment (Sections 7.5 and 7.8.3), the
initial state of stress in the foundation layer of the field event was obtained by assuming a
fully drained response of the tailings sand during its placement. The numerical procedure
used for this stage of analysis was essentially the same as that utilized for simulating the
centrifuge model construction (Section 7.4). However, in this case the water table was
located as discussed in the previous section and deposition of tailings sand was simulated
by gradually placing 10 lifts of 1 m each.

After gradual placement of each lift, the

numerical model was brought to equilibrium. The initial state of stress attained at the end
of the analysis was characterized in the same manner as for analyzing the centrifuge
experiment. The ratio 1/kc = o\ I a\ obtained in the foundation layer was 0.56 for the
region in which the bottom boundary was approximately horizontal (natural ground, x >
125 m in Figure 8.1). For the region in which the bottom boundary was inclined (x < 125
m), the ratio 1/kc was slightly greater (1/kc = 0.61) as result of higher horizontal stresses
induced by the slope of the natural ground in this zone.
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Numerical simulation of Clay Embankment and Compacted Sand Cell

construction
The construction of both, clay embankment and compacted cell sand was numerically
simulated by progressively placing 8 lifts of 1 m each. Lifts of each material were placed
simultaneously and gradually in their corresponding location. After placement of each
lift, the numerical model was brought to equilibrium. Since in the field the construction
of both structures was carried out slowly enough as to allow dissipation of excess pore
pressures in the target layer, a fully drained response of the foundation sand was assumed
for numerical simulation.
The final configuration of the numerical system after construction of these
structures is shown in Figure 8.4. The direction of the major and minor principal stresses
in the region where the clay embankment was located is presented in Figure 8.5. It can
be noted in this figure that the direction of the principal stresses, originally coinciding
with the vertical and horizontal orientations, changed as a consequence of building the
clay dyke.

8.2.3 Numerical simulation of CANLEX Embankment and Foundation Layer
response to loading under partially drained conditions
Loading of the field embankment was commenced at 17:15 hours on September 18,
1995, and concluded at 06:30 hours on September 20, 1995. Hence, the rate of loading in
the field was approximately 19 cm/hr. Using the same rate of loading in the numerical
simulation and a coupled stress-flow approach, loading under partially drained conditions
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This approach allowed accounting for pore pressure generation and

dissipation during and after load application.
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Figure 8.4 Configuration of the numerical system after construction of clay dyke and
sand cell.
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Figure 8.5 Direction of major and minor principal stresses in the region where the clay
embankment was located immediately after construction.
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Seven lifts of 1 m each were placed gradually to simulate the pumping of tailings
sand behind the clay embankment. Placement of each lift was carried out in 319 minutes
of flow-time (approximately 19 cm/hr).

Once the contained sand (heavy fluid) was

placed rapidly (37 hours), its surface became a drainage boundary with pore pressure
equal to zero. The surface of the tailings downstream of the toe was also specified as a
drainage boundary with pore pressure equal to zero. The vertical boundaries at x = -30
and 300 m (Figure 8.4), as well as the bottom boundary (natural ground surface), were
considered impermeable. Seepage flow into all the zones within the boundaries was
considered.

The hydraulic conductivity of the foundation sand was based on field

experience at the Syncrude site (Tan, 1995), which indicated that the horizontal hydraulic
conductivity was 15 times greater than the vertical. The values used for the analysis
were: k = 7.5 x 10" m / sec and k = 5.0 x 10" m / sec. The hydraulic conductivity of the
x

y

clay dyke was assumed to be k = 1.0 x 10" m / sec (Terzaghi and Peck, 1967), while the
8

contained sand (heavy fluid), was considered to have a hydraulic conductivity k = 1.0 x
10" m / sec (Terzaghi and Peck, 1967).
4

A comparison between predicted and measured time-histories of excess pore
pressures in Sections B , C and D (Figure 8.2) during and immediately after loading the
test embankment is presented in Figure 8.6. The predicted response of pore pressures
agreed very well with observations during the first 21 hours of loading; afterwards, the
pore pressures were overpredicted. However, it is evident that after the first 21 hours of
loading the observed pattern of pore pressures changed its trend, while the predicted
pattern did not change. Hofmann et al. (1996) suggested that the observed change in
pattern of pore pressures was the result of applying the full water load in 12 hours, while
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the full tailings sand load was accomplished in approximately 36 hours.

Due to the

characteristics of the program used to carry out the analysis (FLAC), it was not possible
to exactly replicate such loading conditions in a simple manner.

In the numerical

modelling, the levels of water and tailings sand were raised at the same rate. Therefore,
small differences between predicted and observed values were expected.

- PREDICTED -SECTION B
o MEASURED -P13A LINE 1
• MEASURED -P14A LINE 2
MEASUERD- P15A LINE 3
o MEASUERD- P25A LINE 5
A

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

TIME [hours]

Figure 8.6 Comparison between predicted and measured time-histories of excess pore
pressures during and immediately after loading the test embankment, (a) Section B . (b)
Section C. (c) Section D. The location of Sections B, C and D can be found in Fig. 8.2.
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The predicted pattern of displacements is shown in Figure 8.7. It can be observed
that displacements in the order of 3 cm were predicted to the full depth on the upstream
side of the embankment, dropping rapidly with depth under the downstream slope of the
dyke. Beyond the Toe of the clay embankment, the predicted movements were small.
The maximum displacement of the dyke was predicted in the toe area and had a
magnitude of about 1.3 cm.

This value compares well with the average observed

displacement of 2 cm.
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Figure 8.7 Pattern of displacements predicted under partially drained conditions.

Contours of predicted total pore water pressure after the steady state seepage
condition was reached are presented in Figure 8.8.

The contours showed an almost

hydrostatic distribution of pore pressures beneath the applied load and beyond the
downstream slope of the embankment.

In turn, this suggests that under the applied

loading, the foundation layer had a high capacity for dissipating excess pore pressure; i.e.
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either the hydraulic conductivity of the foundation layer was too high, the rate of loading
was not fast enough, the magnitude of the applied load was not large enough, or a
combination of these factors.
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Figure 8.8 Contours of predicted total pore water pressure after the steady state seepage
condition was reached.

Another essential factor influencing the response of the embankment to loading
was the direction of loading. Laboratory testing showed that under undrained conditions
and if loaded in compression mode, the foundation sand exhibited a dilative type of
response and had an average normalized undrained strength ratio, (s ls ), of about 0.3.
ur

0

In contrast, when loaded in extension mode, the response was contractive and had an
average s ls ~ 0.06. As can be seen from the orientation of the principal stresses shown
ur

0

in Figure 8.9, only a small region near the Toe of the embankment was subjected to
extension mode of loading and hence, the foundation layer could have not responded in a
strain softening manner.
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Figure 8.9 Orientation of principal stresses after pumping tailings sand behind the clay
dyke under partially drained conditions.

The observed response of the test embankment and foundation layer to loading
seemed to be reasonably well captured by the numerical simulation discussed above.
Both the observed and predicted responses indicated that the pore pressures induced by
pumping tailings behind the dyke were rather low and unlikely to trigger liquefaction in
the foundation layer. However, the aim of C A N L E X field event was to statically trigger
a liquefaction flow slide and this did not occur in the field. In an attempt to establish the
factors that prevented the occurrence of such failure, numerical simulations of the field
event were carried out assuming different loading conditions; i.e., loading under
undrained conditions and applying a larger load. In addition, the implications of using
the state-of-the-practice approach in which the s ls
ur

0

is considered independent of the

direction of loading will be investigated. Results from these numerical analyses will be
presented in the sections to follow.
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8.2.4 Numerical simulation of CANLEX Embankment and Foundation Layer
response to loading under undrained conditions
Assuming an undrained response of the foundation sand allowed investigating the
influence that the hydraulic conductivity of the target layer and the rate of loading had in
the test embankment response to loading. To avoid shocking the system by applying a
large load instantaneously, loading was brought about using the same type of numerical
procedure explained in Section 8.2.3. However, for the case currently under discussion,
loading was simulated by placing the 7 lifts of tailings sand under undrained conditions.
After placement of each lift, the numerical system was brought to equilibrium. The
procedure was repeated until the seventh lift was placed.
The predicted pattern of displacements is shown in Figure 8.10.

It can be

observed in this figure that displacements in the order of 7 cm were predicted to the full
depth on the upstream side of the embankment, dropping with depth under the
downstream slope of the dyke. Beyond the Toe of the clay embankment, the predicted
movements were small. In contrast with the previous analysis, the dyke was predicted to
move uniformly about 2.6 cm in the horizontal direction. Preventing the effects of
drainage on dissipation of excess pore pressure led to predict displacements of about
double the values predicted for partially drained conditions.
Contours of predicted total pore water pressure after the state of equilibrium was
reached under undrained conditions are presented in Figure 8.11. The contours indicated
large pore pressures beneath the applied load, but beyond the downstream slope, the
effects of the load on pore pressure were not significant. Lack of excess pore pressure
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beyond the Toe of the embankment is the likely reason for the small displacements in this
region.
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Figure 8.10 Pattern of displacements predicted under undrained conditions.
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Figure 8.11 Contours of predicted total pore water pressure after the state of equilibrium
under undrained conditions was reached.
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From the results presented above, it can be seen that both, rate of loading and
drainage conditions influenced the predicted response of the system to loading.
However, liquefaction in the target sand was not triggered under the analyzed loading
conditions. Furthermore, Figure 8.12 shows the predicted stress paths in an element
located at mid depth of the foundation layer and 10 m downstream from the Toe, under
both partially drained and undrained conditions. Such location corresponds to Section D,
shown in Figure 8.2, but 5 m below the ground surface. At this location, the target layer
was loaded in extension mode. As it can be noted in Figure 8.12, the applied load was
not large enough to induce stresses in the foundation sand that would reach the undrained
peak strength of the soil.

8.2.5 Hypothetical case in which the height of the embankment would have been
16m
A hypothetical case in which the height of the embankment would have been 16 m
instead of 8 m will be presented in this section. For ease of analysis, the clay dyke, sand
cell and tailings sand were scaled to 16 m of height by doubling the density of the
materials comprising these structures, while their geometry was not changed. The initial
state of stress under these new conditions was determined following the same procedure
used to simulate the construction process in Section 8.2.2. Loading was applied under
undrained conditions and the numerical procedure utilized for simulating the pumping of
tailings sand behind the dyke was the same as that used in Section 8.2.4.
The predicted stress path at mid depth of the foundation layer and 10 m
downstream from the Toe is presented in Figure 8.13. The stress path shown in the figure
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indicates that in this region and under the analyzed loading condition, the foundation
layer would have exhibited a strain softening type of behaviour.
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Figure 8.12 Predicted response at mid depth of the foundation layer in Section D (see Fig.
8.2).
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Figure 8.13 Predicted undrained response at mid depth of the foundation layer in Section
D (see Fig. 8.2), had the embankment height been 16 m in stead of 8 m.
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The predicted pattern of displacements is shown in Figure 8.14. Significant
displacements under the dyke and beyond the Toe were predicted with values in excess of
1.0 m in the toe area. The pattern of displacements was deep seated and typical of a
liquefaction failure.
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Figure 8.14 Predicted pattern of displacements, had the embankment height been 16 m
instead of 8 m and loaded under undrained conditions.

The predicted contours of total pore water pressure are shown in Figure 8.15.
High pore pressures were now predicted in the toe area indicating, a link between high
values of predicted pore pressure and large displacements beyond the toe.
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Figure 8.15 Predicted contours of total pore water pressure, had the embankment height
been 16 m instead of 8 m and loaded under undrained conditions.

Results from this analysis showed that had the embankment height been 16 m
instead of 8 m, then rapid undrained loading would have triggered a static liquefaction
failure.

8.3 Implications of using the state-of-the-practice approach for liquefaction analysis
The current practice in engineering for carrying out liquefaction analysis is to use a
normalized strength ratio s ls based on penetration resistance and field experience, and
ur

0

to neglect direction of loading as well as partial drainage effects. Some implications that
this approach has in predicting the response of a system to loading will be discussed in
this section.
It will be recalled that in Section 4.3.3 the plastic shear anisotropy factor, F, was
introduced into the constitutive model to account for direction of loading effects. B y
making F equals unity, the response predicted by the stress-strain model becomes
independent of direction of loading and the predicted normalized undrained strength
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ratio, s ls , becomes then constant. Therefore, the constitutive model can be easily used
ur

0

to carry out analysis with specific and constant values of the ratio s ls .
ur

0

Based on laboratory data (Vaid et al. 1996), a normalized undrained strength ratio
of 0.06, which corresponded to the extension mode of loading, was selected for analyzing
the C A N L E X embankment under undrained conditions and constant s ls .
ur

0

The predicted pattern of displacements and contours of total pore water pressure
are presented in Figure 8.16. As can be seen in Figure 8.16a, a liquefaction failure was
now predicted, with displacement in excess of 3.0 m in the Toe area. In terms of pore
pressures, these were high in the Toe region as can be noted in Figure 8.166. Note also
that in comparison with the case in which the height of the dyke was assumed to be 16 m,
the predicted displacements were now larger and the failure surface higher.
As shown by the results of this analysis, neglecting the effects that direction of
loading has in the undrained strength of the soil could be unduly conservative. When a
variable s /s based on laboratory test data was accounted for in analysis for both,
ur

0

partially drained and undrained conditions (Sections 8.2.3 and 8.2.4), a liquefaction
failure was not predicted. Because the strength in the compression zone, upstream of the
crest of the dyke, was so high, the stresses in the potential strain softening zone in the
Toe region never rose to their peak value. Hence, the foundation sand did not strain
soften and a liquefaction failure did not developed. However, by assuming a constant
s ls that corresponded to the extension mode of loading, the variation of s ls with
ur

0

direction of loading was neglected.

ur

0

This in turn led to predict the occurrence of a

liquefaction failure under undrained conditions.
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A second analysis assuming s /s constant and equal to 0.06 was carried out, but
ur

0

accounting for partially drained as opposed to undrained conditions.

The predicted

pattern of displacements and contours of total pore water pressure are presented in Figure
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8.17. As can be seen in this figure, a liquefaction failure was not predicted, the computed
displacements were small and the excess pore pressures in the Toe region were low.
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Therefore, it can be seen from the observed response in the field event and results
of the analyses presented here that the state-of-the-practice approach implies assumptions
that may be unduly conservative when designing against a static liquefaction failure.

8.4 Conclusions from CANLEX Field Event analysis
From the analyses carried out to simulate the C A N L E X field event and discussed in
Sections 8.2 and 8.3, the following conclusions can be drawn:
•

The elastic-plastic stress-strain model and the numerical procedure used in these
analyses were appropriate for simulating C A N L E X field event.

•

The numerical simulation of C A N L E X field event carried out under partially drained
conditions captured the observed response reasonably well.

•

Neglecting the effects of partial drainage (undrained conditions) in the analysis led to
predict displacements that were twice the values predicted under partially drained
conditions.

•

Both rate of loading and drainage conditions were shown to significantly influence
the predicted response of the test embankment to loading.

•

The reason for small displacements beyond the Toe of the embankment was the lack
of excess pore water pressure generated in this region.

•

Excess pore water pressures did not rise sufficiently to induce liquefaction in the
foundation sand because the applied load was not large enough and was not applied
quickly enough.

•

Analysis showed that had the embankment been 16 m high instead of 8 m, then rapid
undrained loading would have triggered a static liquefaction failure.
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The variation of the strength with direction of loading was shown to be an essential
factor controlling whether stability of the test embankment was predicted or not.

•

The state-of-the-practice approach, in which direction of loading and partial drainage
effects are neglected, may be unduly conservative because: (i) the variation of
strength with loading direction is significant; (ii) the strength in compression zones
may be much higher than assumed; and (iii) drainage can lead to significantly
increased strength.
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CHAPTER 9

SUMMARY, FINDINGS AND FURTHER STUDIES

9.1 Summary and findings

Due to static liquefaction, catastrophic consequences including loss of life, deterioration
of the environment and severe damage or even destruction of structures and facilities,
have been observed on numerous occasions. For these reasons, reliable methods for
predicting these phenomena are important. Although, various analytical methods have
been developed to fulfill this need, only a few of them are suitable for carrying out
adequate static liquefaction analysis.

Methods that are simple enough for use in

engineering practice and at the same time account for the main features of sand behaviour
regarding liquefaction phenomena, are not available. Therefore, the first objective of this
dissertation was to develop a relatively simple constitutive model for analyzing sand
static liquefaction. Towards this goal, sand behaviour as observed from laboratory tests
was analyzed in Chapter 2, to establish the most important issues to be considered in
liquefaction analysis.

The main features of sand behaviour were identified and

interpreted within an elastic-plastic framework in Chapter 3.

Based on physics

fundamentals, rather than curve fitting techniques, and incremental elastic-plastic theory,
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a constitutive model capable of capturing sand characteristic behaviour was presented in
Chapter 4.
The proposed constitutive model was incorporated into a commercially available
computer program, F L A C (Cundall, 1995). The code uses the finite difference method
and satisfies dynamic equilibrium using a step-by-step explicit time domain procedure.
This program allows solving boundary value problems accounting for groundwater flow
and large deformations. The numerical implementation of the model, the different types
of analysis regarding drainage conditions and the modelling of the single element
behaviour were discussed in Chapter 5.
For practical purposes, the ease with which a constitutive model is calibrated for
modelling the behaviour of a specific soil is very important.

Hence, only data from

conventional laboratory tests was used for calibrating the proposed model, as discussed in
Chapter 6. This approach is limited since stress paths other than those used to calibrate
the model are not specifically taken into account. However, the model was shown to
capture reasonably well the drained and undrained characteristic response of Syncrude
sand as observed from laboratory element tests over a range of confining stresses, and
two stress paths not specifically considered in the model's calibration, i.e., undrained
plane strain and undrained triaxial extension that included a state of stress reversal. The
element tests utilized for calibrating the model included triaxial compression and
extension, as well as simple shear tests, performed on specimens reconstituted by air and
water pluviation. Two sets of model parameters were used to capture the characteristic
response of Syncrude sand: one for air pluviated specimens, and another for samples that
were reconstituted by water pluviation. The reason for this differentiation was to account
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for the two deposition methods used to build the C A N L E X centrifuge model (air
pluviation) and prototype (water pluviation). Since the response of sand to first time
loading is strongly influenced by the environment in which the sand grains are deposited
(Vaid et al., 1995a), it was considered important to take such conditions into account.
The calibrated constitutive model was used for modelling one of the C A N L E X
centrifuge tests. Test 1 (Phillips and Byrne, 1994) was chosen for analysis because it
resembled the C A N L E X field event most closely. The centrifuge embankment was
modelled as a collection of elements, the response of which to loading was based on the
single element behaviour.

The centrifuge experiment was numerically simulated

following the construction process; the building up of stress during "swing up" under
fully drained and partially drained conditions, which in turn yielded two different initial
states of stress; and the loading stage under both, undrained and partially drained
conditions. The latter stage was modelled starting from the two different initial states of
stress, i.e.: (i) the one predicted under an acceleration field of 50 g by assuming a fully
drained response of the tailings sand, and (ii) the one obtained from the "swing up" stage
simulation under partially drained conditions.

In addition, effects of friction at the

bottom boundary of the centrifuge model were investigated by using an interface element
at this location and specifying different values of friction. The results from the analyses
performed were presented and discussed in Chapter 7.

The main findings from the

numerical simulations of the centrifuge test were as follows:
•

The proposed constitutive model and numerical procedure used to simulate the
centrifuge experiment were shown to be adequate for carrying out analysis of sand
liquefaction, triggered by rapid monotonic (static) loading, in centrifuge models.
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However, it was found that the type of response measured in undrained triaxial
compression tests and predicted by the model under such conditions did not agree
with the type of response observed in the centrifuge model within the region of
compressive loading. Possible explanations for such discrepancy will be discussed in
a later point. In contrast, the observed response in the region of the centrifuge model
in which liquefaction was triggered (region under extension type of loading) was
reasonably well captured by the model. The latter achievement was possible because
the model directly accounts for effects induced by direction of loading and states of
stress reversal. Had such effects been neglected by the proposed constitutive model,
it would have failed to predict liquefaction in this region.

Models that assume

isotropic expansion of the elastic region and/or do not account for effects induced by
direction of loading cannot directly predict this type of response.
•

The initial state of stress before load application was shown to strongly influence the
predicted response of the centrifuge model to subsequent loading.

•

The initial state of stress due to self-weight compression of the sand model appeared
to be better estimated by assuming fully drained conditions during the consolidation
process than by considering partial drainage during the swing up stage. However,
due to the simplistic approach followed to overcome the lack of data for properly
calibrating the model at very low stress levels and relative densities, a definite
conclusion in this respect was not drawn. Further study of problems involving a wide
range of stress levels is necessary to establish the applicability of the constitutive
model to this type of problems, i.e., was lack of accuracy in predicted response due to
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limitations of the constitutive model, or to insufficient data for calibrating the model
according to the actual range of stress levels?
•

The response of the centrifuge model to loading in terms of both pore pressures and
displacements, was reasonably well captured by assuming a non-dilative behaviour of
the tailings sand and following a coupled stress-flow approach in which partial
drainage during and after application of loading was considered. Nevertheless, the
analysis carried out under undrained conditions was found to provide an upper bound
to predicted response, i.e., the most unfavorable condition that was predicted, and
important insights about the problem.

•

Results from the analyses carried out assuming a non-dilative behaviour of the
tailings sand were consistent with the observed response in the actual centrifuge test.
This is considered a very important issue since i f dilation cannot be relied upon, the
response of a system comprised of sand could be worse than originally expected. The
reasons for such non-dilative behaviour were not determined.

Nonetheless, these

could be related to the state of density that could have been looser in the centrifuge
embankment than in the laboratory specimens on which calibration of the constitutive
model was based. In addition, using oil as a fluid in the centrifuge model, as opposed
to water for laboratory testing, could have caused the friction angle at failure to
decrease. This in turn would translate into a lesser tendency of the sand to dilate and
larger induced displacements.
•

Friction effects at the bottom boundary of the centrifuge model were shown to be
very important in predicting the response of the system to loading.
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The final goal of this dissertation was to numerically simulate the full-scale C A N L E X
field event in which a liquefaction flow slide triggered by rapid monotonic loading was
attempted. The field event was modelled in the analysis by simulating the construction
process and loading conditions. Both, C A N L E X field event and numerical simulations of
the event under partially drained and undrained conditions were described and explained
in Chapter 8. In addition, an investigation for determining the factors that prevented the
occurrence of a liquefaction failure in the field was carried out through numerical
analysis. Furthermore, the state-of-the-practice approach for liquefaction analysis was
used to predict the C A N L E X field event and the implications of such procedure were
discussed. The following were the main findings yielded by this endeavour:
•

The response of the C A N L E X embankment to loading as observed in the field was
reasonably well captured by a numerical simulation in which the drainage conditions
and loading rate were accounted for together with the proposed stress-strain model.
Neglecting the effects of partial drainage (undrained conditions) led to predicted
displacements that were twice the values predicted under partially drained conditions.
However, a liquefaction flow slide was not predicted in either case, which was in
agreement with field observations.

•

Results from the analyses carried out to investigate possible reasons for not triggering
a liquefaction flow slide in the field showed that the applied load was not large and
fast enough.

Had the embankment been 16 m high instead of 8 m, then rapid

undrained loading would have triggered a static liquefaction failure.
•

The variation of the strength with direction of loading and drainage effects was
shown to be an essential factor controlling whether stability of the test embankment
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was predicted or not. The state-of-the-practice approaches of analysis in which both
effects are commonly neglected, and/or results from moist tamped samples are used,
may be unduly conservative.

9.2 Further research

During the course of this research, some important problems were identified as topics in
which further study is needed. In regard to the constitutive model presented here, this
was developed to carry out the analysis of the C A N L E X static liquefaction problem, i.e.
liquefaction triggered by rapid monotonic loading. Thus, the cyclic behaviour of sand
was not strictly simulated by the model, but only in a simplified manner. Since sand does
not respond as a purely elastic material when the unload-reload loops are large, the elastic
region of the proposed model needs to be reduced or furthermore, shrunk to a point in
which case the entire response would be considered elastic-plastic.

In addition, as

discussed in Chapter 2, the unload-reload loops tend to close as cyclic irrecoverable
("plastic") strains accumulate and hence, a hardening function that would allow capturing
this effect is needed to complete the model. Both tasks could be implemented within the
framework of the proposed constitutive model, but were left for future development since
these were not essential to the C A N L E X problem.
The'effect of relative density in the stress-strain model response could be
considered explicitly by making the stiffness moduli dependent on void ratio. In regard
to this, several relationships between elastic moduli and void ratio can be found in the
literature. Nonetheless, there is little knowledge regarding plastic parameters.

This is

considered an important area for further study since the "cyclic-strain hardening"
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(unload-reload loops tendency to close as cyclic strains accumulate) response of sand
observed during cyclic loading might be directly related to the change in the plastic
moduli with void ratio.
It was pointed out in Chapter 6 that the effect of rotation of principal stresses
appeared not to be fully accounted for by the constitutive model, as such rotation was
observed in simple shear tests.

Data from tests in which pure rotation of principal

stresses occur, i.e. the mean stress s' and maximum shear stress t remain constant, must
be analyzed and captured by the model to verify the adequacy of this part of the
constitutive formulation. Further improvement of the model with this respect might be
necessary.
It was emphasized in Chapter 7 that considering the limitations faced in modelling
the swing up stage of the centrifuge experiment, both constitutive model and analysis
procedure appeared appropriate for capturing the essence of the problem. The lack of
accuracy in predicted response of the model to swing up was regarded as due to
insufficient data for properly calibrating the stress-strain model at very low stress levels.
Further study on this type of problems is necessary and recommended in order to verify
the suitability of the constitutive model and numerical procedure for this kind of analysis.
The problem studied here was very interesting and challenging.

Engineers

usually design structures that would not fail under the action of loading. The case of the
C A N L E X embankment was the reverse, i.e. to design a structure that would fail upon
application of rapid monotonic loading.
The C A N L E X field event showed that despite how well the soil characteristics in
a site could be known, the fundamental behaviour of soils must be understood and
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considered into analysis in order to achieve meaningful results from numerical
simulations.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF SHEAR FLOW RULE

The flow rule expressed in Equation 4.16 can be derived from energy considerations as
follows: If an element under stresses s' and t is subjected to probing increments As' and
At, then the energy input AE, for plane strain conditions is:
[A.l]

AE = a\ Ae, + o"' A e
3

3

Assuming that Ae.2 = A£.2 = 0, the dissipated energy AE can be written as:
P

[A.2]

D

AE = a\ Ae + cr' Ae
D

ps

ps

3

Rewriting,
a\ Ae + a\ Ae
ps

ps
3

[A.3]

=

<7

'

+(T3

AE

D

(AE

ps

=sAe

ps

+ Ae )+ ' ~°
ps

a

3

{Ae - Ae )
ps

ps

3

+tAy

ps

At the critical state the element strains under constant volume and therefore, the
energy dissipated is:

[A.4]

AE

D

= tAy

ps

= s'sin0

Ay

ps

cv

where (t> is the constant volume friction angle, and t/s' = sin fa
cv
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Assuming that the plastic energy AE is always s'sin$ Aj , as per C A M C L A Y
p

ps

cv

model (Schofield and Wroth 1968), then from Equations A.3 and A.4:
[A.5]

sAe

ps

+tAy

ps

= ^'sin^

cv

Ay ps

Therefore:

[A.6]

Aer =

f
s

i

n

0 c v — ;

s

Ay ps

Hence, the flow rule expressed in Equation 4.16 can be derived from energy
considerations assuming that A e = Ae = 0.
e

2

p

2
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APPENDIX B

CONSTITUTITVE MODEL IMPLEMENTATION

In this appendix, a detailed description of the constitutive model implementation is
presented together with the expressions to evaluate the parameter X and the plastic strain
increments related to each yield surface. A l l the stresses to which reference will be made
in this appendix are effective stresses, but the symbol " ' " generally used to differentiate
effective from total stresses will be omitted for ease of presentation.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the model is a double hardening model that comprises
two main plastic parts: (i) the plastic shear or cone mechanism, and (ii) the plastic
volumetric or cap mechanism. In addition, a tensile failure criterion is used to complete
the model. The failure envelope is defined by a Mohr-Coulomb criterion (shear) with
tension cutoff (tensile).

The shear or cone flow rule is non-associative, while both

volumetric or cap and tensile flow rules are associative. The implementation is based on
that of F L A C ' s Double-Yield model, Cundall (1995).

Appendix B: Constitutive model implementation
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B . l Plane strain formulation

B . l . l Incremental elastic law
The model is implemented in terms of principal stresses G\, o~2 and o~3, one of them being
the out-of-plane stress, 0%. From the stress tensor components G , the principal stresses
l}

and principal directions are evaluated. Since the shear yield and tensile failure functions
are expressed in terms of major and minor principal stresses, these are ordered as follows:
[B.l]

o-,<o- <o2

3

This order is due to the sign convention used in F L A C , which specifies compressive
stresses as negative. In accordance with plasticity theory, the principal strain increments,
AEI, AE2 and A£3, are the sum of their elastic and plastic components:
Ae,. = A e ; + A e

[B.2]

p
1

where i = 1 to 3, and the superscripts "e" and "p" refer to the elastic and plastic
components, respectively. Compressive strains are considered negative.

Furthermore,

the plastic contribution of each yield surface, i.e. shear, volumetric and tensile, are added
to form the plastic strain increment as follows:
[B.3]

Ae

P

= Ae

ps

+Ae

pc

+Ae '
P

where the superscripts "ps", "pc", and "pt" stand for plastic shear, plastic cap and plastic
tensile strain, respectively.
The incremental expression of Hooke's law in terms of principal stresses and
strains has the form:

[B.4]
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where:
4G

e

[B.5]

a, =B +

[B.6]

cc = B

[B.7]

G

[B.8]

B =

e

2G

e

-

e

2

E

' s *

= K P

A

2 G ( l + v)
e

e

3(1 - 2 v )

and G , B are the elastic shear and bulk moduli, respectively; kc, elastic shear modulus
e

e

number; PA, the atmospheric pressure; me, the elastic shear modulus exponent; s', the
effective mean stress = (o"i + o~3)/2; and v, the Poisson's ratio.

B.1.2 Yield and potential functions
The shear, volumetric or cap, and tensile yield functions, referred to here as f, f and f,
respectively, are defined as:
[B.9]

f =G,-(J N, +2cjN^

[B.IO]

r

[B.ii]

f

s

3

=-^k+o-

2

2

+o-

=<y'-o- =o
3

where

[B.12]

N =)
h

=0

d

(l + sin 6.)
, l!
(l-sm0J
d

3

2

]+(o- )
c

2

=0
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and (j>d is the developed friction angle; c, the cohesion, usually equal to zero for sands; d,
the tensile strength, usually equal to zero for sands; and cf, the cap pressure, equal to the
maximum radius attained by the spherical cap.
The potential functions are:
[B.13]

g = c r - o ~ A L = 0 =>

Non-Associative flow rule

[B.14]

g =r

Associative flow rule

[B.15]

g'=r

Associative flow rule

s

1

3

c

where
N

[B.16]

=
Vd

(l+ sinyj
(l-sinyj

and y/d is the developed dilation angle.

B.1.3 Hardening/Softening parameters
Since the tensile yield surface does not harden or soften in this model, only two
hardening parameters are used: one corresponding to the shear or cone yield surface,
and another one corresponding to the volumetric or cap yield locus, e .
pc

v

f,
s

Their

incremental forms are:
[B.17]

Ay

[B. 18]

Ae

= \Ae

where Af

ps

s

ps

=

pc
v

(AS

PC

-Ae

ps

+ Ae

PC

+

Ae )

is plastic cone shear strain increment; Ae\

pc

ps

and Ae-f are the plastic cone
s

major and minor principal strain increments, respectively; the absolute value in Equation
B.17 is introduced to ensure that Af

s

> 0 and thus, guarantee hardening of the shear yield
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surface; Ae

pc
v
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is the plastic cap volumetric strain increment; and Ae\ , A£2
pc

pc

and A £ 3

p c

are

the plastic cap major, intermediate and minor principal strain increments, respectively.
These hardening parameters are used to determine the new values of developed
stress ratio, r\d, the sine of developed dilation angle, siny/^, and the cap pressure, <f, as
follows:
[B.19]

Ar] = G Ay ps
d

where

[B.20]

G = k

p

( s'

^

n2

1-

and Ar]d is the developed stress ratio increment; G , the normalized tangent plastic shear
modulus; kef, the plastic shear modulus number; np, the plastic shear modulus exponent;
rip the stress ratio at failure, equal to sin<))f; fa, the friction angle at failure; and RF, the
failure ratio. Therefore, the new t]d is:
[B.21]

Ik"" =»7f+Ai7,=sinft

The new value of siny/^, is given by:
[B.22]

sin^r

= (sin0 -sin0r )•
cv

The cap pressure is updated by:
[B.23]

{o Y ={a Y
c

w

c

d

+ACT

where
[B.24]

ACT

C

=-B Ae
p

and B is the plastic bulk modulus given by:
p

pc

C
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[B.25]
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B"=k P
p

B

A

w h e r e kf i s the p l a s t i c b u l k m o d u l u s n u m b e r ; mp,

the p l a s t i c b u l k m o d u l u s e x p o n e n t ;

a n d the n e g a t i v e s i g n i n E q u a t i o n B.24 i s d u e t o F L A C ' s s i g n c o n v e n t i o n i n w h i c h
c o m p r e s s i v e strains are n e g a t i v e .

B.1.4 Plastic corrections

T o e s t a b l i s h w h e t h e r the f a i l u r e c r i t e r i a are v i o l a t e d o r not, a n elastic g u e s s al i s
d e t e r m i n e d b y a d d i n g t h e o l d v a l u e s o f the stress, a° , t o the stress i n c r e m e n t s o b t a i n e d
ld

b y a s s u m i n g the total s t r a i n i n c r e m e n t s , A e „ as elastic:
a[

= af + a , Ae^

a' = a°

[B.26]

2

CT

2

2

+ a Ae
l

(Ae + Ae )
+ a (Ae, + A e )

+ a

d

2

2

3

3

2

= o" + a , A e + a (Ae + Ae )
ld

3

3

3

2

l

2

T h e y i e l d f u n c t i o n s are t h e n e v a l u a t e d f o r the v a l u e s o f the e l a s t i c g u e s s e s a'. I f

al f e l l o u t s i d e the e l a s t i c r e g i o n , i.e. f/a')

< 0, p l a s t i c c o r r e c t i o n s w o u l d t h e n b e n e e d e d .

I n g e n e r a l , e i g h t s c e n a r i o s are p o s s i b l e :
1) f(a/)<0

=>

Shear yielding

2) f(cr')<0

=>

Volumetric yielding

3) f(a')<0

Tensile yielding

4) f(cj') < 0 a n d f (a/) < 0

=>

Shear and Volumetric yielding

5) f (a!)

<0

=>

Shear and Tensile yielding

6) f(a') < 0 a n d f*(a!) < 0

=>

Volumetric and Tensile yielding

7) f (al)

=>

Shear, V o l u m e a n d T e n s i l e y i e l d i n g

< 0 a n d f(af)

< 0; f (a!)

< 0 a n d f(a') < 0
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8) f (a!) > 0; f (a!) > 0 and f(a!) > 0
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=>

No yielding/.Elastic response

In case of yielding, the plastic strain increments

are determined from the

corresponding flow rules as follows:
Shear Yielding:
If f(a') < 0

=>

Ae/" =X ^-,
der.
S

and hence

Ae/" = X
[B.27]

Aef = 0
AeF=-X N
s

Vd

Volumetric Yielding:
If f (a!) < 0

=>

Ae, = X ^—, and hence
pe

DO",

A e f =--o-,A
3

c

1

[B.28]

Aef =-|o- A

c

Ae " =

c

2

c

3

-|M

Tensile Yielding:
If ?(o!) < 0

=>

Aef = X ^ - , and hence
OO",

Aef = 0
[B.29]

Aef
=0
-2

From Equation B.3, the total plastic strain increments are given by:
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Aef1 = X

--cr.X
1

S

[B.30]

c

3

Ae =-|o- A
p

2

Ae

p
3

c

2

= -X N
s

^ --o
3X

-X'

c

w

3

T h e n e w v a l u e s o f t h e p r i n c i p a l stresses, o" , c o r r e c t e d d u e t o p l a s t i c i t y c a n t h e n
ew

b e e v a l u a t e d as f o l l o w s :
a™ = o-; - [a, Ae," + a ( A e f + Ae )]
p

2

[B.31 ]

a ™ = a - [a, Ae
n

3

+ a (Ae," + A e " ) ]

p

2

2

3

al™ = <*i - k Acs" + a (Ae," + A £ " ) ]
2

2

S u b s t i t u t i o n o f E q u a t i o n B . 3 0 i n E q u a t i o n B.31 y i e l d s :

[B.32]

a™ = <y[ a = cr aT

+ a X'

c

S

2

n m
2

+ 5,X

\X

2

A X + S X + a X'
S

2

C

22

2

2

= o' - A X + S X + a X
s

3

C

2l

3

x

where
[B.33]
[B.34]

A ={a -a N )
X2

A

x

2

¥d

=(a -a N )

22

2

2

Vj

[B.35]

A =(a -a NJ

[B.36]

2
5, = - [ a , t r + a (cr + c r ) ]

[B.37]

2
5 = - [ a , o - + ce (cfj +cr )]

[B.38]

21

2

I

2

l

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

5 = -[a o
3

x

3

+a {o
2

x

+o )}
2
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To carry out the stress corrections due to plasticity, the parameters X , X and X'
s

c

must be known. Since in compliance with the consistency condition the new stresses
a"

ew

lie on the yield loci, the yield functions for which yield conditions are exceeded

must be satisfied by <7" . Therefore, the parameters Xj can be obtained by solving the
ew

system of simultaneous equations given by fj(<j" ) = 0, in which the subscript "j" refers
ew

to the modes of yielding, and A, = 0, in which the subscript " f indicates the yielding
conditions that were not exceeded.

B.1.4.1 Shear and volumetric yield conditions
In this case, both shear and volumetric yielding occur but the tensile criterion is not
violated. Hence, substitution of X = 0 and B.32 into Equations B.9, i.e. f(o" ) = 0, and
s

ew

B.10, i.e. f (<7i ) = 0, and solving for X and X , yields:
new

s

c

fi<j!)+{A N, -A )X

s

[B.39]

21

and

[B.40]

where

25,

d

n
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B, =

^

+

A S ( A

B = Asi +

1

A ^

- A

1

2

)

(S NJ-S )
3

[B.41]

2

SS^N^

+

- A j
{s N^-S f

+

3

X

AS • fieri)+

Ssi{A N, - A )
2l

7

2

[B.42]

A A

[B.43]

SS=-

x

d

_

=

-

(A

2

+

2SS • / ' (<r/ \A N,

X2

2X

1

S

^22

+

7

d

-A )
X2

^

A2I )

{sx 2 + s 22 + sl)
_2{A O' +A G' +A O )
,

X2

[B.44]

Asi

[B.45]

Ssi = -

[B.46]

AS =

:

X

22

2

2X

3

l(s o +S a +S G )
I

2(A

x

I

x

2

,

2

3

3

3
1 2

5J +

A S
22

2

+

A S)
2X

3

and A is the root with smallest absolute value.
15

B.1.4.2 Shear yield conditions only

If o n l y shear yielding o c c u r s , t h e n X', X = 0 a n d s o l v i n g E q u a t i o n B.9, i.e. f(a" ) = 0,
c

is g i v e n b y :

ew
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[BAI]

X =,
\A -A N

,
)

s

n
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2X

B.l.4.3 Volumetric yield conditions only

If o n l y volumetric yielding o c c u r s , t h e n X', X = 0 a n d s o l v i n g E q u a t i o n B.10, i.e. f(o" )
s

ew

= 0, X is g i v e n b y :
c

„

2

X=

[B.48]

- Ssi ± JSsi - 4SS • f

±

c

2SS

v

(o"/ )

''

where X is the root with smallest absolute value.
c

B.1.4.4 Shear, Volumetric and Tensile yield conditions

I n t h i s case, shear, volumetric a n d tensile yielding o c c u r s i m u l t a n e o u s l y .

Hence,

s u b s t i t u t i o n o f B.32 i n t o E q u a t i o n s B.9, i.e. f ( c r " ) = 0, a n d B.10, i.e. f ( o - , " ) = 0, a n d
etv

£W

B . l 1, i.e. ?(<Ji ) = 0, a n d s o l v i n g f o r X , X a n d X', y i e l d s :
new

[B.49]
[B.50]

s

c

— C +*JC — 4 C , C
X =•
2C,
2

s

A C=

2

-(F A- F )
7

+

9

a,

where

3
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/T

^3^7 | ^2^7

F,

C=

[B.52]

C,=

[B.53]

(F F F F )
3

•T

9 +

^2 =

[B.55]

^3 =

5

7

/7

^5 ^ 9

j ^2^9

F,

F'

55

2F F F
2

1

4

AA +

[B.54]

[B.56]

'

—+

^

a,

SAcf -S,

AAt- Si

a,

a:

AS+

[B.58]

[B.59]

.

+

L

-21

_

3

^5 =

2AAt • A , • f'io')
21 v . /
a,
2

2AAt-S -f (o' )
t

3

a,
/ A
^6

=

^7 =

K

i

( A ^

i

a

AAt-{r{o\)}

2

Asit-f'ffjj)
a,

)

-A )+

a

(a -a,iV )A
2

21

12

F, = ( 5 , - 5 , ^ ) -

[B.61]

^9 =

a,

(a -a,A^)s
2

a,

a,

AA? = -

-

a

SAct-f'(oj)-Asit-S

[B.60]

[B.62]

9

a,

' . AsitA-.+AAstf'icr')
F, = ASI+
—
•> \ • /
a,
S s

7

=

+

[B.57]

:

(2a

2

+a )
2

3

2
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[B.63]

Asit = - 2[(<

[B.64]

AAst =

[B.65]

SAct = - 2 [ ( 5 , + 5 K + ^ 3 « i ]
3

3

2[{A +A )oc +A
u

22

2

3

2

and X is the root with smallest absolute value.
s

B.l.4.5 Volumetric and tensile yield conditions
In this case, both volumetric and tensile yielding occur but the shear criterion is not
violated. Hence, substitution of X = 0 and B.32 into Equations B.10, i.e. f(af )
s

and B . l l , i.e.

ew

rV" ) = 0, and solving for X
ew

c

[B.66]

= 0,

and X', yields:

a,

[B.67]

2F

2

B.1.4.6 Tensile yield conditions only
If only tensile yielding occurs, then X , X = 0 and solving Equation B . l 1, i.e. f((Ji ) = 0,
s

c

new

X' is given by:
[B.68]

a,
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B.1.4.7 Shear and tensile yield conditions
The case of shear and tensile yield is treated as either shear yielding only, or as tensile
yielding only, depending on the location of the stress point o~/ respect to the bisectrix of
the angle formed by f and f in the <J\ : O3 plane. The expressions to obtain X or X' are
s

the same as those given by Equations B.47 or B.68, respectively, and the procedure
followed is identical to that used in F L A C ' s Mohr-Coulomb model (Cundall, 1995), for
this specific case.

B.2 Axi-symmetric formulation

As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, although many problems in geotechnical engineering
are analyzed assuming plane strain conditions, e.g. slopes, dams, etc., plane strain data
for calibrating constitutive models are not usually available. Hence, it was considered
important to also formulate the model for axi-symmetric conditions, like those typical of
triaxial and uniaxial consolidation laboratory tests. In such tests, two of the principal
stresses are equal, e.g. 02 = 03 in triaxial compression, or <J\ = 02 in triaxial extension.
Due to the characteristics of the model, which assumes yield loci and failure surface to be
of the Mohr-Coulomb type, when two of the principal stresses are equal, the stress point
moves along a corner of the Mohr-Coulomb pyramid (Figure 4.4).

The corners are

defined by the intersection of the two current yield surfaces and thus, by symmetry, each
of these surfaces contributes to take the load in the same proportion. Koiter (1953)
discussed the manner in which corner points should be treated from the elastic-plastic
viewpoint. In accordance with Koiter, the problem can be approached by defining yield
and potential functions for each yield surface converging at a given point of a corner, and
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adding the contribution of each of them. Therefore, yield and potential functions for each
side of the Mohr-Coulomb pyramid, as well as for the tension cutoffs and cap were
defined in terms of principal stresses, as follows:
The yield functions are:
[B-69]

fe

= [a, - c r ^ + 2cjN^\

[B.70]

fe

= [cr, - G N,

+ 2cjN^\

=0

[B.71]

fe

= [cr

+2cji\\

=0

[B.72]
[B.73]

3

2

2

/

c

fe=

d

2

-CT A^

= - j k +

=0

3

3

3

CT

+ o- ]+ (o- ) = 0
2

2

c

2

3

2

(cr'^3-0-3=0

[B.74]

/u=(^')..2-^2=0

[B-75L

/2,3=(^')2,3-^3=0

where the subscripts "1,3", "1,2", and "2,3" indicate the pair of stresses ovo"3, '<7\:<72, or
o"2.o"3, respectively, in which the yield functions depend on as well as the i V ^ and N d
-

V

factors:
The potential functions are:
[B-76]

g

s
u

=[cr,

-a N \ =0
3

Vd 3

[B-77]

8U=^i-^2 wA.2

[B-78]

g ,3=l°2-03N \ =O

[B.79]

N

=0

s

2

g =f
c

c

v

3
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[B.80]

81,3

[B.81]

8\,2

=

fl,2

[B.82]

82,3

=

f2,3

=
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h,3

B.2.1 Loading with vertical compression under axi-symmetric conditions
Under axi-symmetric conditions and loading with vertical compression, cr = 0 3 and
2

hence, r \ = f

i, ;

3

2

1*1,3 =

1*1,2;

g i,3
s

= g u ; and
s

= g'i,2. In addition, since the material

g i,3
l

response is assumed isotropic under constant direction of loading, then X 1,3 = X 1,2 = X
s

s

and X'lj = X'i = X'. Therefore, in case of yielding the plastic strain increments are
i2

determined from the corresponding flow rules as follows:
Shear Yielding:

1ff(o')<0

Ae! ps _

, and hence

1J

do.

do.
Ae'

5

[B.83]

= IX

s

AeF=-X N
s

Vd

Ae?=-X N
s

¥d

Volumetric Yielding:
lff(o/)<0

Aer = X

c

da,

, and hence

Aer
[B.84]

=--o,X

c

A e f = --o,X

c

Ae

pc
3

=

CT,A

3

3

s
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Tensile Yielding:

fffW)<0

=>

Ae? = X

and hence

do,

9<T,

Ae? = 0

[B.85]

Ae? = -X
Ae?

=-X

From Equation B.3, the total plastic strain increments are given by:
Ae." =

2X --o,X
3
s

1

[B.86]

1

Ae =-XN -^a X-X=Aei
P

Vd

2

Ae =-XN-^G X-X=Ae
p

p

3

3

The new values of the principal stresses, o" , corrected due to plasticity can then
ew

be evaluated by substitution of Equation B.86 in Equation B.31. Following the same
procedure as for the plane strain formulation, the parameters A, corresponding to each
mode of failure can be derived by solving the system of simultaneous equations given by
fj{o? ) - 0. The derivation of these parameters is straightforward and it is left to the
ew

reader.

B.2.2 Loading with vertical extension under axi-symmetric conditions
Under axi-symmetric conditions and loading with vertical extension, 0\ = Gz and hence,
1*1,3

= 1*2,3; 1*1,3 = 1*2,3; g i,3
s

= g 2,3; and g i,3 =
S

l

g 2,3.
l

In addition, since the material response

is assumed isotropic under constant direction of loading, then
X'2,3=

X .

XJJ

=

X 2,3
S

=

X

S

and

X'u =

Therefore, in case of yielding the plastic strain increments are determined from

the corresponding flow rules as follows:
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Shear Yielding:

IffW;<0

=

Ae

ps

= X

, and hence

s

dO:

3(T,

[B.87]

Ae[

s

= X

Ae^

s

=

Aer=-2X N
s

Vd

Volumetric Yielding:
lff(o-/j<0

=>

Aer=X

cdg

do-,.

, and hence

Ae.

=~-o,X
3

Ae

=--cr X
3

c

pc

1

[B.88]

1

c

pc

2

2

2

Aef

=--o- A
3

c

3
3

3

Tensile Yielding:

iffW)<o

Ae.f" =

X'

der

[B.89]

, and hence

do\
0

AE?

=

Ae?

= 0

A e f = -2X'
From Equation B.3, the total plastic strain increments are given by:
Ae,"

=X --a,X
3
s

1

[B.90]

Ae? =X — c , X
S

Ae

p
3i

=-2X N
s

c

c

=Aef
—<y X -2X'
3
c

w

3
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The new values of the principal stresses, <7" , corrected due to plasticity can then
ew

be evaluated by substitution of Equation B.90 in Equation B.31. Following the same
procedure as for the plane strain formulation, the parameters A, corresponding to each
mode of failure can be derived by solving the system of simultaneous equations given by
fj{oP )

=

ew

0. The derivation of these parameters is straightforward and it is left to the

reader.

B.2.3 Shear hardening parameter under axi-symmetric conditions
To comply with the plastic shear mechanism flow rule of the model the hardening
parameter must be derived for axi-symmetric conditions and in terms of the stress
parameters s and t, from energy considerations.

The plastic energy dissipated during

yielding can be written in incremental form as follows:
AE" = a Ae

[B.91]

+ o Ae

ps

+ a Ae

ps

x

ps

2

3

= s • Ae

ps

+1 • Ay

ps

For the case of vertical compression, o~ = 03 and Ae2 = Aef . Substitution of s =
s

ps

2

(0"i + o- )/2; t = ( d - 0" )/2; and Ae
3

ps
v

3

= (Ae/ + Ae
S

R

AE" = (J Ae

[B.92]

ps

l

+ Ae ) in Equation B.91 gives:

ps

ps

2

+ 2a Ae

=

ps

3

0"j

3

+CT3

^

A y , ps

(Ae +2Ae )+
ps

ps

2

J

and simplifying:
Ay

[B.93]

-2Ae )

= (Ae

ps

ps

ps

c

where the subscript vc indicates vertical compression under axi-symmetric conditions.
For the case of vertical extension, <T\ = C2 and Aei

ps

(Oi + o- )/2; t = (Oi - 0" )/2; and Ae

ps

3

3

= (Ae

ps
x

+ Ae

ps
2

= Ae2 . Substitution of s
ps

+ As ) in Equation B.91 gives:
ps

3
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[B.94]

AE = 2o,Ae
P

ps

+o- Aef =

301

'(7, + <7 ^
3

•(2Aef +Ae )+
ps

CT, -<T

3

3

3

2

y

Ay,

and simplifying:
Ay

[B.95]

ps

= ilAe

-Aef)

ps

e

w h e r e t h e s u b s c r i p t ve i n d i c a t e s v e r t i c a l e x t e n s i o n u n d e r a x i - s y m m e t r i c c o n d i t i o n s .
A l t h o u g h the plastic shear strain increments f o r vertical c o m p r e s s i o n a n d vertical
e x t e n s i o n a r e a p p a r e n t l y d i f f e r e n t , s u b s t i t u t i o n o f E q u a t i o n s B.83 a n d B.87 i n t o B.93 a n d
B.95, r e s p e c t i v e l y , g i v e s :
Ay£=2A'(l + JvJ

[B.96]
and

Ay ; =2K(I

[B.97]

p

v

+

N J

E q u a t i o n s B.96 a n d B.97 a r e i d e n t i c a l a n d t h e y y i e l d t w i c e t h e v a l u e o f t h e s h e a r
h a r d e n i n g p a r a m e t e r f o r p l a n e s t r a i n c o n d i t i o n s ( E q u a t i o n B.17):
[B.98]

Ay

ps

= \Ae

ps

- Ae | = | A ( l + A ^ J |
ps

J

S i n c e u n d e r a x i - s y m m e t r i c c o n d i t i o n s t h e s h e a r stress i s t a k e n s i m u l t a n e o u s l y b y
both y i e l d i n g planes ( M o h r - C o u l o m b pyramid corner), f o r an isotropic material each
y i e l d i n g p l a n e c o n t r i b u t e s w i t h h a l f t h e s t r e n g t h a n d strain. T h e r e f o r e , t h e h a r d e n i n g
parameter to w h i c h the shear h a r d e n i n g rule responds m u s t be h a l f the plastic shear strain
i n c r e m e n t y i e l d e d b y E q u a t i o n B.96 o r B.97, a n d i t i s g i v e n b y E q u a t i o n B.98.

